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Abstract
The fiction of Aritha van Hcrk allows feminism and
postmodernlslll to overlap. Throughout her multi-layered
texts van Herk questions humanist notions of unitary
consciousness, universal truth aad the objective
construction of the past. Her weapons are narrative
strategies, intertextua1l ty and women I s reclaimed
mythologies. Through these techniques, van Herk manages to
engender and, at the same time, deconstruct the rational
consciousness at the heart of humanist discourse.
Van Herk's subversions are both literary and societal.
She works within established literary forms and
simul taneously transforms and subverts the thematic and
formalistic conventions of these forms. Furthermore, she
questions the very power structure out of whIch her texts
are generated. She especially critiques the social
construction of gender and the marginalization of ex-
centrics. The aesthetic and the political are inseparably
integrated in van Herk' 5 texts. Her textual practice 15
political and her politics are generated from her textual
practice. Her texts are always situated in society and van
Herk is always aware of her historical specificity.
All of van Herkls work, from her short fictions and
essays to her three novels - ~, The Tent Peg, and t!2
Fixed Address - disclose her feminist postlllodern poetics.
Her narrative experimentation is evident, to varying
ii
degrees, in all of her fictions. Also, her novels establish
intertextuality with other texts. They question the
construction of the mythologies of the past and present.
Foregrounded in all of van Herk's texts is a concern with
w"man and her place in twentieth-century society. The
treatment of women by various literary conventions and
societal norms always places them as ex-centrics in van
Herk' s texts.
Van Herk celebrates ex-cen;".ricity and pluralism. Her
texts become more revolutionary as she dramatizes the
conflict between the feminist and society. The
metafictional layers of her works always remind the reader
of the plight of the feminist postmodern in canadian
literary and social communities.
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Introduction
Tile title of this thesis brings together two of the :~ost
influential cultural mov<;!ments of thp. t\>rentieth century.
Feminist postmod2rnism provides an excellent example of the
unity of the aesthetic and the pOlitical. This unity is
moving both postmodernistn and feminism in new directions
which critics are just beginning to examine.' This thesis
explores the fictions of one feminist postmodern writer,
Aritha van Herk. Van Herk1s f-:lminist postmodern textual
practice is actively referred to throughout this thesis.
Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the nature of the
alliance between feminism and post.modernism before
proceeding to an analysis of the actual texts.
The tendency to separate feminism altd postmodernism
arises out of the dual assumption that postmodernism is
basically apolitical and aesthetic and feminism political to
the exclusion of aesthetics. Such suppositions need to be
radically questioned. Postmodernism can no longer be
approached as a purely literary movement which is divorced
from its cUltural environment. Likewise, feminism can no
longer be interpreted as a purely political movement devoid
of aesthetic implications.
The first step in defining a feminist postmodern poetics
is to politicize the postmodern. The work of Edward. said,
for example, reclaims criticism in general as a political
act. Said states:
My position is that texts are worldly, to
some degree they are events, and, even when
thli:!Y appear to deny it, they are
nevertheless part of the social world, human
life and of course the historical moments in
which they are located and interpreted. 2
Said goes on to clailtl that not only are texts connected to
the world but the tithe realities of power and authority -
... are the realities that make texts possible" (5). Since
texts are generated out of the oppositional forces in the
environment, they are always political. J They are produced
in the "world" and situated in it. The postmodern text,
too, must be reclaimed as a political product of the
er-Jironment of the late twentie~h-century.
As the postmodern text is reclaimed as political, the
feminist text is reclaimed as aesthetic. Tori! Moi, in
Sexual! Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory, notes
that the deconstruction of the oppositional relationship
between politics and aesthetics should be a major objective
of feminist criticism. She claims:
... feminist criticism is about
deconstructing such an opposition between
the political and the aesthetic: as a
political approach to criticism, feminism
must be aware of the politics of aesthetic
categories as well as of the implied
aesthetics of the political approaches to
art. it
Thus, feminism must question the political implications of
postmodernism before it aligns itself to it. As politics
and aesthetics cannot be separated, so form and content
cannot be segregated. A feminist approach to literature
conside.!'s textual practice as political. For the feminist
critic, a text's revolutionary potential is found in both
its literary and social implications.
The division bet....een the aesthetic and the political,
which in the past has critically separated feminism and
postmodernism, is gradually disintegrating. Both movements
are generated out of the late twentieth-century and question
the cultural values of this environment. Any attempt to
define a feminist postll\odern poetics must credit the
plurality of both feminism and postmodernism. Linda
Hutcheon in A Poetics of Postmodernl sm notes that critics
must be careful when equating feminism and postmodernism as
"to co-opt the feminist project into the unresolved and
contradictory postmodern one WClUld be to simplify and undo
the important political agenda of feminism". 5 Therefore,
the feminist postmodern must be critically conscious.
Hutcheon's definition of a poetics, when applied to a
feminist context, allows the feminist postmodern to
constantly re-evaluate her political a11egiances.6 A
poetics is not a closed system but "an open, ever-changing
theoretical structure by which to order both our cultural
knowledge and our critical procedures" (A Poetics of
Postmodernism 14). In this sense, the poetics of
postmodernism describes the literature as well as the theory
and criticism of the present. A feminist postmodern poetics
engenders the postmodern poetics. It, too, refers to
feminist postmodern literature, theory and critIcism.' In
order to work toward a definition of this poeti('.s one must
note the areas where feminism and postmodernism overlap. It
is beyond the scope of this introduction to discuss all of
these points of commonality. Therefore, those areas which
frequently surface in textual practice and are particularly
applicable to van Herk' s fictions ,lre illuminated here.
The major point at which feminism and postmodernism
intersect is in the questioning of the humanist notion of a
rational consciousness at the heart of discourse. The
speaking subject is no longer considered to be unit:ary and
rational but is as changeable and precarious as the
environment which constructs it. PostmodernislD radically
questions this consciousness and reconstructs it as the site
of ideological conflicts. Postmodernism decenters "liberal
humanism, with its claims to full SUbjectivity and knowing
rationality, in which man is the author of his thcughts and
speech" (\oieedon, 173). Furthermore, no longel,' .:lore universal
truth.s taken for granted. Instead, the values of pluralism
and the existence at many truths are celebrated. These
truths always depend on historicity, culture and gender.
Feminism al igns with postmodernism in this questioning and
also engenders the challenge to liberal humanism. 8 ThUS,
feminist postmodernism questions the existence of a
gender.'!.ess rational consciousness and of univarsal truth
which ignores sexual difference.
The intense theoretical questioning O.t liberal humanism
materializes in feminist postmodern texts. First of all, the
notion of '.:i1itary consciousness iF.: questioned through the
sabotage of linear narrative, Narrative experimentation
deconstructs thn ra.tional sUbjectivity into a fragmented,
contradictory narrator. Furthermore, the sUbjectivity is an
engendered, social constructiQr.. Secondly, the concept of
universal and genderless truth is further challenged by the
feminist postmndern in her defiance of the concepts of
originality and individual gen1u$,9 The feminist postm.;·;:lern
places her texts in a particular discursive community
through a series of intertexts. Through intertextual echoC'l:;
or even direct parody, the feminist postmodern acknowledges
the literary and cultural trends which she is both
supporting and refuting, Often her works challenge the
assumptions of male-authored texts and traditions. Thirdly,
the feminist postmodern is always concerned with how the
past and the present are constructed. History is usually
perceived as his-story, a male fabrication. The
constr'~ction of myths, past and present, is of particular
interest to the feminist postmodern as she examines the
'social constru~tion of knowledge, language and gender. In
general, the feminist postmodern rewrites subjective
consciousness as engendered, fragmented, unoriginal and
historically specific. She focuses on gender through the
fonn and the content of her works.
As feminist postmodern fictions, van Herk's works
reflect the three features outlined above. First of all,
van Herk's texts question the existence of unified
subjectivity through experimental narrative techniques. Her
narrative ventures emphasize the fragmentation and the
changeability of sUbjectivity and the significance of gender
in the construction of identity. Often the narrative is
rendered through various subjectivities which are the sites
of conflicting convictions. The way the story is told is
paramount in van Herk's texts as the act of telling gives
way to self-reflexive and metafictional commentaries on the
plight of the feminist postmodern artist. Often van Herk's
female characters, who are simUltaneously mythological
figures, operate as metaphors for the feminist artist.
Van Herk also challenges notions of individ:.lalism and
originality by establishing intertextuality between her
texts and other works. Intertextuality often serves to
recall traditionally male-authored forms and genres which
stereotype women and place them in confined roles. These
forms are summoned and then subverted. Sometimes
intertextuality recalls and rewrites female mythologies and
challenges male-authored history in the process.
All of van Herk' 5 texts are concerned with various
mythologies of the past and prasent, of literature and of
culture. She works within the mythologies of various
literary forms in order to subvert the thematic and
formalistic conventions of these same forms. She focuses on
the mythologies of regionalism and of gender construction.
These three traits - narrative eX'perimentation,
intertextuality and the reexamination of various
mythologies- are consistent in all of van Herk's fictions
and can be clarified through a brief look at specific texts.
Van Herk's short fiction reveals the germination of her
feminist postmodern poetics. Her interest in reclaiming
women's mythology, establishing intertextuality and
experimenting with na!"rative strategies is evident even in
her earliest short fiction. In the early works van Herk is
less technically and thematically innovative than in her
novels. Often she employs psycholo9ical realism to present
relatively rational sUbjectivities. However, her concern
with woman's place in society is Iwident even in the
earliest stories, "The Road Out" (1977) and "A Woman of
Moderate Temperament" (1977). Her later short fiction,
"progressions Toward Sainthood: There Is Nothing To Do But
Die" (1986) more radically questions the role of history in
interpretation and becomes meta fictional and self-reflexive.
In her first novel, II..Y!ti..t.h (1978). van Herk begins her
subversion of the humanist SUbject. She sabotages the
narrative which she adhered to in her earlier short stories.
Van Herk also establishes intertextuality with her regional
discursive environment a\3 she ·...orks within and, at the same
time, sabotages the form of prairie realism. This
intertextuality further enables her to question regional
mythologies by deconstl:ucting some of the numerous binary
pairs of prairie fiction. Van Herk also reclaims women's
lost mythologies by retelling the story of Circe and
odysseus. Her protagonist serves as a mythological
construct as well as a fictional character.
In The Tent Peg (1981) van Herk's poetics become
significantly more complicated than in her earlier fiction.
The narrative undermines the linear and pragmatic
orientation of the journal for-on by subvertin9 this form from
within. She questions the humanist notion of a unified,
rational consciousness which is often defined as the
creative force behind the univocal journal form. In ~
~ a tenuous intertextuality is established with the
journals of mythologized canadian explorers like Alexander
Mackenzie, David Thompson, Samuel Hearne and John Franklin.
Van Herk attempts to rewrite these figures and the history
of the Nortt.. She reclaims women's mythology as the
protagonist J .L. functions as the mythological figure,
Jael, as well as a fictional character. In this novel van
Hark especially focuses on how mythologies of gender
construction are created in twentieth-century society.
Van Herk's latest novel No Fixed Address' An AmQrous
Journey (1986) is the most revolutionary of all her texts.
The revolutionary implications of this text are found in its
sexual/ textual politics. 10 The form and content of the
novel extensively question and parody various societal and
literary norms. Again, the SUbject is decentered as both
the narrative and the narrator are unreliable and unfixed.
There is a series of intertcxts operating in~
~ which identify the novel as a parody of picaresque
narrative and thematic conventions. It is also a parody of
the male-oriented quest stories of fellow Albertan, Robert
Kroetsch. Mythology is again rewritten and reclaimed and,
as in The Tent Peg, the protagonist serves as a metaphor for
the feminist postmodern artist.
This brief description of the chapters to follow is
presented in an attempt to clarify the nature of the
feminist postmodern poetics at work in van Herk's texts.
The critical approach of this thesis may, in turn, be called
feminist postmodern in nature. 11 While van Herk's texts are
presented chronologically, this stUdy does not work from the
assumption that there are continual and linear patterns of
development in her fictions. This thesis moves through the
various layers of van Herk's fictions, focusing on those
features which characterise her feminist postmodern poetics:
namely, narrative teChniques, intertextuality and the
questioning of mythologies. Each chapter stresses
discontinuity as well as continuity and attempts to remind
the reader of the discursive and cultural environment out of
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....hich the texts are generated. Van Herk's telCtua~ politics
is equated to her sabotage of literary as well as societal
conventions. Her texts never remain in an intertextual echo
chamber but are rooted in and critical of society.
Before turning to an analysis of van Herk's fictions, it
15 necessary to clarify how the term "author" is being
employed in this thesis. This study does not focus on van
Herk as an individual but upon her function as an author. 'tn
other words, van Herk's name is used to denote the "author
function". 12 She functions as a means by which to establish
relationships bebJeen texts and to set the fictions in a
particular discursive environment. Autobiographical
information or interviews are not referred to in order to
validate readings. However, critical articles written by
van Herk are cited quite extensively in order to illuminate
the relationship between the critical and fictional works.
The articles also establish a sense of the literary and
discursive environment out of which the fictions are
generated. Commentary upon the meta fictional nature of the
texts refers to van Herk I s function as a feminist
postmodern, rather than her identity as an individual
author. The relationship between auth?r and reader does not
draw on an autobiographical reconstruction of van Herk.
Instead, the author is portrayed as the holder of the secret
and the reader as the seeker of the secret. 11 In this
thesis, the texts are not approached as reflections of the
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author. Van Hark is not depicted as a real psychological
entity but as a textual construct.
This thesis does not work towards an actual resolution.
Like the fictions which it approaches, this study is one of
process. It recognizes that temporary meaning is assigned
to van Herk's fictions in order to produce readings." The
meanings assigned here are open to revision and expansion.
This study enters van Herk'~ fictional worlds and moves in
and out of the various layers of her texts, focusing on the
generation of a feminist pcstmodern poetics. As the length
of this thesis indicates, it is often much easier to enter
than it is to exit these texts. Perhaps Rosalind Coward's
words serve as an appropriate introduction to what is to
follow: "In the private life of the mind, nothing is
certain, nothing is fixed,'s
12
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Seeing II , Canadian Literature 100 (Spring, 1984) 329- JJ3 for
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Chapter I
FroD Apprent.ice to Haqician: The Short Fiction
Aritha van Herk is primarily II vriter of novels, not
short fiction. The various sUb-genres of the novel
challenge her as she works within, while simultaneously
subvertinq, the mechanics and thelllat!cs of these sub·qenres.
Some of tha major patterns which surface later in her novels
are evident, if not thoroughly developed, in her earliest
short stories. Por eX/lllIple, van Herk' s interest in
rewriting mythology into a twentieth-century context begins
as early as "The Road Out" (1977). The subversion of
"modernist realism'" is evident in "A Woman of Moderate
Temperament" (1977), "" Minor Loss· (1977), "It's InclUded"
(1978) and "Transitions" (1979). The intertextuality of van
Hert's fictions with other Canadian post_odem texts,
especially with those of fellow Alb'!rtan Robert Kroetsch,l
beqins as early as "It's Included". Her later story
"waiting for the Rodeo" (1984) revrites the vestern
landscape and creates an analogy between the protagonist and
the feminist postmodern artist. This metafictlonal concern,
as well as the desire to rewrite woman into the landscape,
dominates van Herk's later fictions, most notably~
£§g (1981) and No fixed Address (1986). The final
selections of short fiction examined here, "Progressions
Toward Sainthood: There Is Nothing To Do But Die" (1986)]
and "Calgary: this Growing Graveyard" (1987). move beyond
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genre boundaries and suggest that the conventional forms of
the novel and short story may no longer sufficiently contain
van Hark's vision. In her latest wor)::s van Hark's movement
beyond traditional forms suggests that her future fictions
may indeed challenge the reader Iwen Illore than those studied
in this thesis.
Stylisticlllly and thematically van Herk's short fiction
can be divided chronologically into three groups. The
fiction in each group parallels similar developments in her
novels. The first collection consists of stories published
between 1973 and 1977 and includes "A Night Alive" (197J),
"The Road Out" (1977), "A Woman of Moderate Temperament"
(1977) and "A Minor Loss" (l977). The second group
comprises the stories published in ~97B and 1979: "It's
InclUded" (~978) and "Transitions" (1979). These stot'ias
lead up to the pUblication of van Herk's first novel~
(1978) and her seccnd novel ~fi.g (19Bl). The
thematic concerns and technical innovations reflected in the
first two groups of short fiction are integrated more
successfully in the first two novels. The third group of
short fiction revolves around van Herk's latest novel l!9
Fixed Address (1986) and the period following its
pUblication. "Waiting for the Rodeo" (1984). "Who Tr<lvcls
Too" (19B4) and "Bail Skippers and Bacchants" (19B5) arC!
either excerpts from or closely related to material in U2
Fixed Addres!'i. The short fiction of the period from 1986 to
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1987. "Progressions Toward Sainthood" (1986) and "calgary:
this Growing Graveyard" (1987), is post-No Fixed Address.
These \Jorks seem to question whether the forms of the novel
or short story will suffice for van Hark in the future. The
reader is prepared for the philosophical implications of
these texts through participation in No Fixed A.ddress.
This chapter offers a brief analysis of the short
fiction and introduces patterns which are further developed
and examined in the succeeding chapters. For example, the
narrative patterns, especially in the short fiction of the
first and second groups, struggle within the limitations of
psychological realism as does the first novel ~.
Narrative time shifts, however, are certainly more
integrated in J..Y.Q..i...th than in 30me of the stories. Also, the
descriptive and evocative scenes, Which in the best of van
Herk's fiction transform the "real" to the "different,,4,
often seem awkward and contrived in the short fiction. This
chapter will concentrate on some of the weaknesses of these
stories. The illumination of the weaknesses of the early
short fiction will se~ve to emphasize the strengths of the
later short fiction and the novels .
"A Night Alive" (1973) introduces the reader to a young
writer. The one-page story comprises a series of internal
dialogues filtered through the supposedly altered
consciousness of a depressed adolescent. The narrator seems
to be involved in i:l conversation, partly with her multiple
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selves and partly 'Nith the "rocking, rolling music" she is
listening to. S The words which are set apart in the text by
quotation marks are the partial lyrics of songs which the
narrator is listening to. 6 The narrator seems to absorb tho
messages of the music, asking herself a series of questions
which are unconnect:ed and apocalyptic. Throughout this
brief fiction, the narrator reminds the reader that her
"mind is wandering away, because the world is coming down"
(17) •
Al though this story suffers from the narrator' s
adolescent self-pity, it does provide some interesting
insights into van Herk's experimentation with narrative
techniques. The narrative is really an internal dialogue
between the first-person narrator and the anonymous you --
possibly the unidontified reader. The music initiates the
narrator I S modernist stream of ('.onsciousnes:s and functions
as a destabilizing voice invading the narrator from outside.
The repetition of "Do you think" furnishes a monotonous
pattern which takes the form of self-indulgent questions
which the reader is invited to consider. The reader finds
herself involved almost against her wilL "A Night Alivp."
is an early experiment with the integration of various
narrative voices: the questions of the narrator, the lyrics
of the alhums and the silent responses of the reader to whom
the cry of despair is directed. These voices f,lature over
18
the next five years and are more successfully integrated j.n
=.
Through the next three stories, all pUblished in 19~'
van Herk's narrative techniques develop significantly. "1'he
Road out". "}I. Minor Loss" and "A WO;'(Jan of Moderate
Temperament" all employ varying degrees of third-person,
psychological realist narrative. All of these fictions are
also concerned with the roles of women in heterosexual
relationships. considering that~ is published a year
later in 1978, these stories reflect various patterns which
will be examined in more detail in the following chapter.
The most significant of these patterns focUS on the
rewriting of mythoh""gy, as exemplified in "The Road Out",
the exploration of male/ female relationships, as
illustrated in "/\ Minor Loss" and the elaborate descriptive
evocations, as depicted in "/\ Woman of Moderate
Temperament". unfortunately, these patterns are largely
contrived in these stories and are not very well integrated
until ..I..YQill.
"The Road Out", winner of the Miss Chatelaine sixth
Annual Fiction Competition, is an exploration of the lives
of girls and women in the small town. The fiction works
within realist conventions and attempts to integrate
rewritten mythology. The narrative opens with a
conversation between the mother and Eileen which excludes
the protagonist, Tabitha. The image of the train, "the
I-
I
t
i
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clicking of the train' 5 wheels", 1 becomes a metaphor for
Tabitha's desire to escape the small town and the life it
offers her. 8 The third-person narrative moves from the
outside environment to inside the protagonist's mind, not
unlike the narrative shifts in~.
In "The Road Out", van Herk employs modernist techniques
to explore the psychology of the protagonist. Various
concrete objects serve to connect and trigger memories or
thoughts. The external induces a contemplative, internal
state. For example, the kettle (58) and the clock (59)
serve as such bridges. The sound of the water going into
the kettle hypnotizes Tabitha into a rather sUbjective state
of mind. From here she looks out the open window to the
road and associatl::s this road with the reason that her
mother is ironing. "She irons because of the road Tabitha
thought. It fills up at least one day" (58). The road
further reminds her of Darrell, the unwanted lover. This
stream of consciousness ends abruptly with the sound of
Eileen's voice which brings Tabitha back to the conversation
at hand. As the fiction proceeds, the reader moves in and
out of Tabitha' s consciousness. The clock, for example,
allows Tabitha to repeatedly leave the present and move
backwards in time to her childhood memories of the clock.
Again, it is Eileen' s voice which brings Tabitha back to the
present (76). The Clock documents the time that is passing
and reminds Eileen that it is twenty to eleven and later
20
eleven o'clock. Another time change is also indicated by
the clock as it "bonged out six strokes II (76) to announce
Darrell's inevitable visit. Thus, the clock serves to carry
the narrative progressively forward in the modernist manner
of Virginia Woolf in Mrs Dalloway.9 It also aUows the
narrative to move freely through time. Objects and events
in the present trigger and connect incidents of the distant
and recent pasts. Such connectors are also employed in the
novel, Judith.
Though it shares common narrative teChniques with
llYillh, "The Road Dutil is more modernist than postmodernist
in its narrative movement. The narrative in liThe Road Dutil
is plogressive and continuous rather than disjunctive and
discontinuous. 10 In~ the many selves and voices of the
protagonist converge and disperse as the title character
struggles to rid herself of the psychological domination of
her father and her lover. In "The Road Out ll Tabitha seems
to have already freed herself psychologically from the
lover, Darrell, and so the process of her emancipation is
not illuminated. Tabitha's conflict is caused by her
difficul ty in communicating her feelings to her mother and
her lover. Both the novel and the short story deal with
female protagonists struggling with role-playing. Judith
recounts the process of liberating self while liThe Road out"
recounts decisions and jUdgements which resolve the process.
Tabitha represents a more integrated character while Judith
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is a conglomeration of multiple selves. Because Tabitha is
coherent dnd rational, the story becomes more of an
exploration of how one woman rejects role-playing than an
investigation of the process of development and self-
awareness. As modernist fiction moves toward integration
and resolution, the pastmodern moves toward dispersal and
ambiguity. only the ending of "The Road Out" is postmodern
in nature as the narrative is pushed toward ambiguity rather
than resolution. This ambiguity arises out of the
reconstruction of the biblical myth of Tabitha and Peter.
The mythological reference in tiThe Road Out" permeates
the modernist narrative by pushing the fiction beyond
realism and avoiding absolute closure. Tabi tha 1s name is
employed self-consciously to evoke a character of
mythological significance. The names of Judith in !Z.Y.ilih,
J. L. in The Tent Peg and Arachne in No Fixed Address arc
used in a similar manner. 11 In the Bible Tabitha is n.ised
from the dead by Peter because she is considered a
charitable and deserving woman. 1? In "The Road Out" Tabitha
is rewritten as a young girl frustrated with the roles
imposed upon her by the small town. This frustration is
especially reflected in her relationship with Darrell. The
small-town girl attempting to escape the temptations of
role-playing is a theme which haunts Canadian literature
written by women in the 1960
'
s and 1970'S.13 Here Tabitha
manages to transcend the slllall town through her vision of
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Peter. Peter is a faceless man in an orange shirt who is
waiting in the city to rescue Tabitha from the death to
which she is tempted to succumb by remaining in the small
town. Tabitha's decision to leave the small town and not
come back is portrayed as a spiritual purification which
resul ts from her flight into the "cleansing snow" (77). The
last paragraph of the fiction recounts the rising of Tabitha
from the dead. It is abrupt and dislocated as the
mythologic?l reference to Tabitha and Peter has not been
sustained throughout the narrative. Furthermore, Tabitha
has not been sUfficiently transformed from protagonist to
mythological figure. In Milh such a metamorphosis is
again attempted and is much more successful. Judith is
gradually transformed, physically and spiritually, into
Circe. In The Tent Peg and No Fixed Address such
metamorphoses are again orchestrated with even greater
levels of success. 14 In "The Road Out" transformation and
integration are not successful. The mythological
metamorphosis of Tabitha does push the fiction beyond the
realist narrative but the ending remains awkward.
Although cumbersome, the last paragraph of "The R?ad
out" allows the text some ambiguity. Tabitha only rises
from the dead at the bidding of Peter. This rising involves
rescue through a male rather than through self. While
Tabitha escapes Darrell and small-town role-playing, she
doeo so through a male rescuer. The prince in shining
2J
armour is only superficially transformed to the prince in an
orange shirt. Van Herk later deconstructs the mythology of
the male knight in No Fixed Address by referring to Thomas
as Arachne's saviour. IS It is important to note that in all
three of van Herk I s novels the protagonists' developments
and decisions entail a coming to know self rather than a
rescue from sel f.
"A Minor Loss" is significantly less adventurous than
tiThe Road Out ll • It does not attempt to integrate rewritten
mythology or push the conclusion toward ambiguity. However,
like "The Ro~d Out". itA Minor Loss" does exploit the
techniques of psychological realism to explore a woman's
place in her marriage and society at large. On one level,
th~ narrative recounts the pain a woman suffers after having
a tooth removed. On another level, "l\. Minor Loss" describes
Lina's loss of self through her marriage to Jamie.
Unfortunately, the narrative falls prey to the humanist
temptation to hail Lina as a representational, universal
female figure. 16 This is the greatest weakness of the
fiction as it works much better without the last sentence:
"And she was a wOlllan walking very carefully, balancing
herself on roof beams, arms out to prevent her fall".17
Again, the problem is one of integration as in "The Road
out". Lina is transformed from specific character to
universal woman in one sentence. In "A Minor Loss" the
transformation is even less successful than in "The Road
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Out" which manipulates mythology to facilitate the
metamorphosis. In "A Minor Loss" a gradual transformation
is not attempted and Lina appears as a cardboard, universal
symbol with a didactic messaga about the plight of modern
woman. The reader is not prepared for suoh a metamorphosis
and the narrative strains.
In van Herk' s later novels she manages to explore larger
issues associated with woman's place in society without
making claims to universality. This is accomplished through
the rnetafictional layering of The Tent Peg and~
Address. These layers do not exist in these first stories or
even in the first novel, J..Y..!tl.t.h. Actually,~ suffers
from a similar limitaticm as "" Minor Loss". In Judith the
relationship between Jim and Judith is generalized to serve
as a commentary on male/ female sexual relationships - both
animal and human. Thus, Jim is portrayed in quite a sexist
manner. He is equated to an excitable boar and universal,
homogeneous male-hood. Although the protagonist is not
universalized in~, Jim is. Therefore, the major
limitation of "A Minor Loss", the univerGal status of Lina,
resurfaces in Judith. These weaknesses are supplanted in
the later novels through the construction of a metafictional
metaphor. The major character of these later texts also
represents the feminist postmodern artist. As a result, Till!
~ and No Fixed Address do not suf;';er from the
handicaps of either universality or sexism.
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One of the strengths cf "A Minor Loss" is the
consolidated narrative movement from outside to inside Lina.
Lina's confusion and her vulnerability are especially
emphasized through psychological realism. The reader
sensitively contacts Lina who, 1:,'lng on her back in the
department store, notes :
I always thought I was the only one. But
I've let it go and they have it now. When I
decide to get up it will all be different,
it win be like stepping through a mirror
into the other side (42).
The reader is allowed a brief glimpse inside Lina's
SUbjective consciousness and establishes a certain
understanding of her VUlnerability. The reader begins to
empathize with Lina and grasp the significance of some of
the things which she has lost: her tooth and her sense of
self. If the reader was allowG!d to retain this intimacy "A
Minor- Loss" would function adequately as an experimental
psychological narrative. However, as has been noted above,
Lina is pushed toward the status of homogeneous universal
woman and any sense of reader intimacy is lost.
Published in the same year, "A Woman of Moderate
Temperament" explores many of the same concerns as "A Minor
Loss" and liThe Road O'Jt". It also attempts to break some
new ground. "A Woman of Moderate Temperament" attempts to
move beyond realistic depiction to an evocative and
elaborate illumination of the postmodern "different". 18 In
~, The Tent Peg and No Fixed Address van Herk manages
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to transform the very landscapes and scenes which she is
describing. One of the most enjoyable aspects of reading
these novels is the provocative and seductive descriptions
which abound in their pages. In "A Woman of Moderate
Temperament" such evocations are attempted but fail.
Descriptive language in this fiction is often awkward and,
instead of evoking the mythic and the "different," it
renders the narrative clumsy and contrived. One of the
central tensions is generated through the interaction
between the real and the "different" and it 15 unfortunate
that the "different" is usually so ineptly depicted.
The tensions of "A Woman of Moderate Temperamentn are
created through the conflicting desires of the protagonist,
Miriam Kenner. As the woman of moderate temperament, Miriam
is a bored home-maker who searches beyond the commitment and
routine of marriage for mystery and adventure. Out of this
search arises the tension bett"qen what is real and what is
mythic or unreal. Reality is represented through the
routine of Miriam's life and the conversations which
constitute her life. Len Rosen, for example, is described
as a "greasy little man with quick dark eyes".19 While he
is the realistic object of Miriam's revulsion, he also
becomes the abject of her imaginative desire. The
senselessness and superficiality of their conversations are
highlighted thrc-ugh the repetition of particulars such as
age and occupation. However, the diamonds allow Len Rosen
"
to take on an f:xotic existence in Miriam's mind. It is here
that the narrative labours with van Herk's awkward
description of what the diamonds and Len represent to
Miriam. For example, the diamonds are portrayed as
"playthings of people so far removed that to her they were
mystical, mythological and non-existent in the regular
world" (9). To Miriam, Len represents a world that is not
"regular lt and otfers "the movement in life that she was
seeking and had never been close to" (12). Len Rosen,
importer, becomes Len Rosen enchanter and later Len Rosen
lover. However. ;':0 the reader Len Rosen remains as the
"greasy little man" and the diamonds as diamonds clumsily
depicted.
Though the description of the diamonds fails, van Hcrk's
later evocative depictions are foreshadowed in her portrayal
of Miriall's shower. This scene will later be recalled in XhC.
~. ZO Though the scene in "A Woman of Moderate
Temperanent" opens rather clumsily with: "Inside that
vortex was a completeness in itself, composed only of the
jewelled liquid and tier body, the two barging to a single
refraction of light" (13), it does manage to soar to
lucidity:
She moved for him , the aUdience, the voyeur,
turning and glistening to show her well cut
lines. She enjoyed herself, liked herself
as nowhere else, her br~asts, her back, her
legs long and smooth and beyond themselves.
Polished the water over her skin, accepted
its force and herself nothing more than a
beautiful particle in the vortex. Saw thea
2.
all watching, the chower curtain vanished,
herself stepping in ballet under the water,
admir..~d but unreachable (13).
Descriptions of this calibre have not appeared in the
earlier stories and later become ane of the trademarks of
van Herk f 5 style.
The narrative of "A Woman of Moderate Temperament" is
also more technically innovative than that of "A Minor
Loss", "A Night Alive" and "The Road Out". Although it also
manipulates third-person psychological realism, the
narrative in "A Woman of Moderate Temperament ll is not as
continuous as in the other stories. However, there are
connectors, such as the locket and the photograph, between
the outside and the inside worlds of Miriam. Eight
tenuously connected incidents comprise the narrative amI
the reader is called upon to connect these scenes. The
fiction is disjunctive as the narrative commences with the
photograph of the husband, moves to the night class and then
back to the bedroom where Miriam and her husband are making
love. From the bedroom it surges ahead to the night class
and the conversation with Len Rosen, back to the bedroom,
through to another conversation with Len Rosen and to the
shower scene described above. The narrative conclUdes
ambiguously in the bedroom. The int.ersticed prose 21
encourages the disjunctive narrative as there is little
connectif'l:i between the bedroom and the cafeteria - between
the real world of Miriam Kenner and what she perceives to be
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a more ir.teresting and mysterious world as offered by Len
Rosen. The discontinuity of the narrative is emphasized
through the intersticed prose and allows for the ambiguity
of the final scene where the reader 1s unsure just who
Miriam is sharing her bed with. since the incidents are not
intricately connected, the last episode is not foreshadowed.
The sweaty hand and the fact that it is daytime and Miriam
is thinking about her husband 22 seem to suggest that the
lover is Len Rosen. At the conclusion of the fiction the
narrator tells of an accepting and a refusing:
She lay still, refusing to turn arountJ;
refusing everything. ~ut the refusal now
was nothing compared to the acceptance she
had made, nothing at all (13).
What has Miriam accepted? Her real relationship with her
husband and the validity of this relationship? Her
seduction by Len Rosen? The submissive role as Len Rosen t s
mistress? Ironically I when she is in bed with Len I the
supposed enchanter, she begins to mythologize and
romanticize about her husband. "A Woman of Moderate
Temperament" remains open-ended. The fiction explores the
tensions between the real and the imagined rather than
offers resolutions to these tensions. open-endedness and
ambiguity are features of all of van Herk's novels and most
of her short fictions. The desire to conclude and
generalize that weakens "The Road Out" and "A Minor Loss" is
replaced here with a healthy ambiguity which encouragas
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reader participation. As well, the tension between the real
and the mythic and the regular and the illusionary continues
in all of van Herk's novels. In The Tent Peg, especially,
van Herk explores how sexual stereofo.yping is related to this
very dichotomy.
The first four stories of this group Qemonstrate a
gradual development in van Hark's techniques. While she
manipUlates the third-person narrative in all the fictions,
there is a progression in experimentation from the internal
dialogue of "A Night Alive" to the modernist psychological
real1sm of "The Road Out" and "A Minor LoSS". She further
experiments with disjunctive narrative and intersticed prose
in "A Woman of Moderate Temperament". Van Herk's
integration of narrative time shifts, her juxtaposition of
the mythic and the real and her transfomations from
specific to universal <Ire not always smooth. By!!Q Fixed
~ she has polished her techniques but her first novel
shares some of the shortcomings of these early stories.
While the first four stories manipUlate third-person
nal'rative, the second group, consisting of "It's Included"
and "TransitionsU , manipulate the first-person intimate
narrative. Van Herk continues to work within the boundaries
of realist fiction in "Transitions" but in "It's Included tl
she pushes these boundaries beyond their limits. While
"Transitions" remains stylistically conservative, "rt's
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Included" begins the adventurOU!l play "'hleh is central to
The Tent Peg and No Fixed AddreSS.
"It's Included", though published in the same year as
"Transitions,,23, is more innovative. It continues the
experiment with intersticed prose initiated in "A Woman of
Moderate Temperamenttr • The use of first-person disjunctive
narration allows for a series of plots and sub-plots. The
narrator, Marijke, recollects five separate incidents which
are tenuously connected. Each particular incident laments
deaths of one kind or another. The thematic references to
death serve to connect an otherwise discontinuous narrative.
The first section of "It's InclUded" centres on a
conversation between Harijke and her friend concerning her
friend's untimely funeral arrangements. Throughout the
conversation Marijke goes in and out of herself, not unlike
Tabitha in "The Road Out" or Lina in "A Minor LesSH.
Objects such as the rocking chair serve to connect the
conversation to Marijke's wandering thoughts. For example,
leaning back on the rocking chair, Marijke recalls making
love with Johnnie and then moves back into the present
conversation with her friend. To further complicate the
narrative, Marijke recollects her reception of funeral cards
and digresses even further back to various childhood
memories of death. The first section never returns to the
conversation which opens the narrative.
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Each section of "It's Included", like the first, is
independent and each experiments with digressive narrative
techniques. The second section recounts various details of
the narrator's visit to the "old country". The third
se~rment is a memory. or supposed memory, of the first house
Harijke's family lived in near a graveyard. The narrative
digresses to incorporate various voices from the narrator's
childhood. The fourth incident recalls a visit to Marijke's
brother's house and a journey through the mountains which
ends at a grave the narrator doesn't want to look at.
Though the narrative concentrates on the grave, it also
implicates another death - the death of the connection
between Marijke and her brother:
I stared at the backs of my brother's denim
legs: how could he be my brother, related to
me, blood, blood, blood, it's in the blood. 24
All the individual sections include other stories which
focus on various kinds of death; namely the death of family
history, traditions and connections. The image of the
graveyard appears in three of the four narratives, loosely
connecting this experiment in retrospective, psychological
narrative. The reader feels a certain intimacy with the
narrator as she colloquially recounts and comments on her
assorted memories. A chatty. conversational tone is
maintained throughout with claims such as "1 don't know how
1 know about the graveyard. I don't remember it. Someone
must have told me. Oh 1 know exactly how it is" (22). The
narrator encourages the reader tf' IJarticipate in a
conversation with her. This intimate relationship is
comfortable for the modernist reader as long as the
narrative remains on the level of modernist realism. The
relaxed intimacy permits the fiction to shock the modernist
reader in the sixth episode.
In the final section realism is abandoned. The intimacy
which has been established between reader and narrator is
challenged. The reader can no longer identify with the
narrator25 but is still invited to participate in the
narrator's actions. The retrospective past tense changes to
present continuous, encouraging the reader to walk with
Marijke and Gunter Mortis through the gardens, to the hotel
and to the train. In the other four sections the reader
merely listens to the memories of the narrator and
reassembles their order. Here, the reader participates in
the making of the narrator's memories.
This incident also highlights the intertexts of "It's
Included". It tenuously summons a scene in Robert
Kroetsch's The Studhorse Man (1970). In a particular scene
from that novel, Hazard LePage makes love to P. Cockburn in
the provincial museum of the Legislative building. 26 Also,
in No Fixed Address Arachne makefJ love to a German tourist
under a table in a museum. 27 In "It I S Inr.luded" the place is
the bathroom and the name or the tourist is Gunter Mortis
"as 1n \rigor' Mortis" (23). As the personification and the
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embodiment of ueath, Gunter is certainly a po&tmodern
creation. complete with German accent and camera, his
blonde hair and blue eyes mock the traditional
interpretations of death as the black-robed stranger.
Marijke makes love to death himself and afterwards is
anointed by the stranger who rubs her face with his hands
(24). The reader who ventures to draw the narrative toward
some sort of resolution will be frustrated. Gunter Mortis r
affirmation "i t' s included" (24) remains ambiguous. Is this
a metaphysical comment that death is included in life and
love-making in particular? Or is it a meta fictional comment
that this disjunctive, fantastic segment is included with
the other five sections to comprise the fiction "It's
Included ll ?
The final section of "It's Included" propels the fiction
beyond realist conventions generally adhered to in the four
stories examined thus far. While "It's Included" partially
operates as retrospective narrative, the disjunctive
conclusion pushes beyond retrospective and realistic
depiction. In Judith such movement beyond J:"ealist
boundaries als.o occurs. However, the fantastic, as
represented by Gunter Mortis, does not resurface to the same
degree until "Waiting For the Rodeo" (1984).
"Transitions", though published at the same time as
"It's Included", works within the boundaries of the first-
person confessional memoir without attempting to break out
"
into the realm cf the fantastic. The adult narrator looks
back upon a series of childhood memories revolving around
her older sister. A fair amount of narrative commentary is
provided and an intimate, chatty relationship is establ i.shed
with the reader, not unlike that of the first four sections
of "It I S Included u • The first-person narrator uses
colloquial language and conditionals such as "let me say
that", til suppose" and "Did I say'?". Z8 In "Transitions" the
tenses vary. The conversation between reader and narrator
is rendered in the present tense and the narrator switches
from present to past tense to describe past incidents. The
use of present tense gives the narrator's memories a sense
of immediacy and allows the reader to participate more
actively in the telling of the stories. For example, the
young narrator's enchantment with her older sister is
effectively delineated in the present tense. It is
interesting to note that this scene is significantly more
successful than similar descriptive scenes in "A. WOr.\an of
Moderate Temperament":
Entranced, I open my hands and touch her
warm skin. It is as if I am touching some
magical source of heat that thaws my fingers
immediately. Her skin is like warm water,
perfectly still and smooth, unshrinking. My
fingers gradually relax until I can even
feel the shape of her ribs (94).
Such a description allows Hannike to take on almost mythic
proportior,s in the eyes of the young narrator.
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In "It's Includad" van Hark reconstructs the figure of
death and in "Transitions" she begins deconstructing - an
activity which is to dominate her later works. The
mythology of the mysterious, spiritual relationship between
sisters is deconstructed as the narrator informs the reader
"We are not close; let me say that. We never were ll (38).
The myth of the eldest child wilfully sacrificing for the
younger children is also deconstructed as Hannike is
presented as an unwilling mother-figure. For example, in
her sleep she mumbles "I don't want to take care of them. I
hate them" (96).
Although the narrativt! of "Transitions" appears to focus
on the narrator's memories of Hannike, it actually
concentrates on two women - Hannike and the narrator. Van
Herk avoids the temptation which she succumbs to in "A Minor
Loss" to make Hannike and the narrator representational,
universal figures. The blo remain as specific characters
whose relationship deconstructs the belief that there is
some sort of spiritual connection between sisters. The
final paragraphs characterize the two women in comparison to
each other. Hannike goes through yet another transition
which the narrator has not yet experienced - childbirth.
The difference between them remains specific ralher than
universal:
But then, I do not see her often. Only
often enough to remind her of my
strangeness, and that I am a disinterested
aunt. H'annike and I live in the same city,
J7
but we are far away from each other. She
has four children now. I have none (96).
It is evident from "It's IncludE>d" and "Transitions"
that van Hark's interest in de-mythologizing various
traditional concepts is developing. In "It's Included" the
metaphysical figut:e of death becomes her object. In
"Transitions" the traditional concept of spiritual
connection between sisters is deconstructed. she is also
beginning to push realist narrative conventions beyond their
boundaries as exemplified in the disjunctive narrative of
"It's Included" and thl1 subtle shifts in tense in
"Transitions". Judith, pub::'ished approximately at this
time, further pushes beyond these confines. Van Herk
becomes more adventurous with narrative techniques as she
sabotages univocal, linear narrative and allowH new voices
to be h\.!ard. Over the next few years, van Herk focuses on
the novel form as she concentrates on The Tent Peg and 1iQ
Fixed l!.ddress. In The Tent Peg she thoroughly complicates
humanist notj',lllS of unitary discourse by repeating narrative
incidents and juxtaposing the journals of various fictional
constructs. She devises a new mythology for the north as a
mythic, female space and deconstructs traditional roles
assigned to men and women. After the pUblication of The
~ van Herk' s fiction continuously becomes more
innovative. Her fictions begin to concern themselves not
only with the rejection of traditional roles and the
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deconstruction of established rnythology but with the
creation of new roles for women. She rewrites history to
her-story. Her work also becomes more conscious of
linguistic playas hertneneutical and metafictional concerns
permeate her f lctions.
The third tenuously constructed chronological 92;ouP of
van Herk's short fiction is characterized by her
preoccupation with her latest novel, No Fixed MdresH, and
her later mOVAment way from the forms of the novel and short
story. In 1985 two excerpts from No Fixed AddreSS were
pUblished separately as "Who Travels 'roo" and "Bail
Skippers and Bacchants". 29 As there is little change from
these versions to those included in the novel, these two
fictions will not be discussed here. 30 Though it is an
independent fiction 31, "Waiting for the Rodeo" (1984) also
has lIIuch in cornman with No Fixed Address. Tip, like
Arachne, becomes a metaphor for the feminist postrnodern
artist.
Before the presentation of "waiting for the Rodeo tl to
the Humanities Association of Canada in Calgary, van Herk
descri:.>es her story and especially the role of the picaro:
The last time she interfered I W'dS trying to
write a realistic story about calgary, a
story that would set straight the image
attributed to this city by carpet baggers
like Barry Callaghan, who maintained, you
will remember, tha t there is nothing here
but pimps, prostitutes, and parking lots.
Whether or not this portrait is real istic,
this is my story of Calgary; still you might
recognhe the laughing face of the rogue.
"
This is a story of repentence and
~~~v~~~t~nge~h~r: ~~~~£a becoml'Js priestess.
Both the picaro and the transfornation of the Calgary
landscape are central to "Waiti.ng for the Rodeo". Earlier
in the same article, van Hark directly makes a correlation
between the picaro and the feminist postmodern artist
Like the picaro, the modern artist is both
isolated from and imprisoned within society.
She lonqs f"or an excuse to behave badly, to
indulge her libido. She watches the capers
of the less restrained members of Canadian
literature with envy (16).
This association is further developed in "Waiting for the
Rodeo" and No Fixed Addre.ss.
Tip, the protagonist in "Waiting for the Rodeo", is
another version of the new picara31 and calgary is a
reinvented city. Like Arachne, the picara of~
Address, she moves from place to place and in and out of
various jobs, situations and love affairs. "waiting for ~he
Rodeo" serves as a short collection of Tip' s adventures as
well as an imaginative rewriting of the city of Calgary.
This re-fashioning of Calgary surfaces again in "calgary:
this Growing Graveyard". In "waiting for the Rodeo"
Calgary, the city which has "become completely conventional
and should be avoided1,l4 I is transfonned into a mythic and
carnivalistic land of magicians and balloonists. It is not
only a dry and dusty prairie town but a city of Brass Rings,
magical demonstrations, seances, pointed-breasted cowgirls,
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cowboys who like to rub bellies when they dance and neurotic
dogs who chase balloons rather than letter carriers!
Realistic depiction is abandoned as Calgary is transformed
from the real to the "different". This is the new calgary
as Tip is the new picara.
Tip, as artist, is the magician I s apprentice who becomes
the magician. The meta fictional element in this fiction is
brilliantly crafted and, like The Tent Peg and~
~, the telllng of the story becomes a metaphor for the
feminist artist and her position in society. It is indeed
the metafictional component Which allows this story to
become one of van Hark I s most enjoyable and successful
works. As the feminist postmodern, ip's goal is "to live
in every Canadian city SUbstantially enough to flaunt its
markings in pUblic ll (196). She is the writer of fictions
which arc both regional and national. It is significant
that Tip continUOUSly rids herself of old baggage and sorts
through her belongings, discarding what she does not want
and keeping what she wants. sorting through the old clothes
is analogous to the process of writing as the writer decides
what to use and what not to use - a matter of selection. A
ground rUle, of course, is lito evade plot H (197).
As the postrnodern ex-centric, the feminist writer
manipulates conventional genres and forms and subverts them
from within. Like Tip, she begins as the magician IS
apprentice. She learns the rules of the trade and how the
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magic is performed; the art behind the deception. The
transformation from apprentice to magician is associated
with the evolution of the feminist writer. She changes froID
a subverter of established forms and techniques to a teller
of new stories and mythologies. The apprentice becomes the
artist by carefully exploiting the techniques of old stories
to tell new and different stories. In Tip's ....ords:
It was the old rule. :If you guessed how he
did it, the apprentice got to sa.... the
magician in half; the apprentice became the
magician (204).
What happens, however, wh~n the apprentice becomes the
magician? Van Herk's critics, who are often masters of
conventional mist"eading35 • answer this question. The old
magicians don't like to see the apprentice take over. A
battle ensues where interpretation is confused and history
rewritten. Again. Tip explains:
When apprentice becomes magician history
hesitates. It's a rare occasion; most
apprentices never dare to try (204).
In other words, the feminist postmodern writer works frorn
within, sUbverting and finally rejecting the literary form
in which she is working. This is evident in~,~
~, and No Fixed Address. The act of revo1ution
raises a pertinent question, especially in relation to
Aritha van Herk's fiction. When one rejects conventional
form and invents her-story, as van Herk does in~
~, where does one go from there? Are the forms of the
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short story and the novel sufficient for further invention
and creation or can these forms only sustain only $0 much
subversion? Van HerJe's fictions after No Fixed Address give
sOllie indication of the answer.
In a review of Michael Ondaatje's In The. skin of the
lJ..2n van Hark writes of the power of ondaatje's prose:
The usual novelistic elenents are
irrelevant; ondaatje has moved beyond the
lim!tations of the novel and into the world
of words, where what is contained within the
book is a powerful mosaic that addresses the
questions of language and art without
submitting to the bondage of genre
expectation. 36
Thouqh van Herle's prose has not yet attained the salJe
intensity as ondaatje's voluptuous "world of words", her
in!lights into his work can be applied to her own fiction,
especially her fiction since No Fixed Address.
Both "Progressions To....ard Sainthood- and "Calgary: this
Growing Graveyard" move beyond the limitations of the novel
and short story and defy "the bondage of genre
expectation". Both are innovative rather than SUbversive,
give voices to ex-centrics and new dimensions to old
landscapes. Both concern themselves with the "world of
words", with questions of knowinq and interpreting and ....ith
philosophical musings on the hermeneutic experience.
"progressions Toward Sainthood" is a dialogue between
Louis Riel and Jeanne d I Arc ( Joan of Arc) which transcends
the short story form. The question as to the hermeneutical
relationship between history and fiction is examined
through the conversation between Louis Riel and Joan of Arc.
The two meet to await the verdict to be made upo'.; Riel at
the Riel Conference, where this fiction was first submitted
in November, 1985. Because Riel and Joan of Arc conunent
directly upon this conference, the text is self-reflexive.
Therefore, IIprogressions Toward Sainthooo" becomes a comment
upon itself and its own attempt at reinterpreting history.
The text, as well as being generally self-reflexive, is
also meta fictionaL The six prerequisites to Sainthood,
vocalized by Joan of Arc, can be applied to the process by
Which society canonizes writers. This procedure imposes
cuI tural i1l\age5 of the mythology of the great artist upon
the postmodern ex-centric. First of all, an artist must
"conduct herself with humility" to sustain the societal
mythology of the self-deprecating artist.
"
Secondly, the
artist must not allow her feelings to take over but "must
listen to a counsellor" (50) to conserve the mythology of
the objectiv{, and studious artist who represents the
universal, as learned from great mentors. Thirdly, the
artist must be patient and fourthly, the artist must be
truthful or, in other words, generate realist,
representational texts. Fifth, the artist must be
charitable and able to love. She Tllust possess the
spiritual, god-like nature equated with the Romantic poets.
Finally, the artist must not be vain and must not praise her
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own work. Thus defined, the artist· 5 progress to....ard
canonization is not a simple one. The postmodern artist, of
course, refutes such mythology. In Robert Kroetsch I 5 words
the artist "in the long run, given the choice of being God
or coyote. will, most mornings, choose to be coyote".:se Van
Herk echoes Kroetsch's sentiments in -It's Lonely, But Is It
Really the Top?". In this article she vocalizes her
frustration ",ith the mythology of the artist·as-saint:
A writer is supposed to be noble, to grit
her teeth, to sUffer in si1ence. A writer
is expected to lift her wearied forehead to
the sky and vo.... that she will continue, she
will write even if nobody in Canada~
~~:d~h~~ri a: ~~:~~i~;n;t~~n~! ~~deed, but
Besides exploring llIetafictional and self-reflexiv~
issues, "Progressions To....ard Sainthood" raises some
intriguing hermeneutical questions as to the differentiation
bet....een history and fiction. Historical personages speak
tor the.selves and as themselves to comment on how they have
been interpreted throughout history. Both Rlel and Joan of
Arc are ex-centrics, marginalized by their respective
societies. As ex-centrics they comment upon ho....
mlsinterp:-:etation occurs and hoW' mythologies are created.
They propagate a particular postmodern aesthetic which
claims that the hermeneutic experience is both lingUistic
and historical.
An important part of this postrnodern aesthetic is the
affirmation of the "::tntinuity between fact and fiction and
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the historicity of the interpreter. Joan ot' Arc and Louis
Riel both agree that they prefer the "fictional" accounts of
their lives to the "historical" documents. Joan of Arc
likes George Bernard Shaw's work and Riel, Rudy Wiebe's.'o
They claim that these texts capture their respective visions
better than historical chronicles. The spe;;r,kers blur the
distinction between fact and fiction and conclude that they
"prefer imagination to history" (50). They also note that
interpretation is influenced by the interpreter's own
historical place as they both recognize that opinions about
them have vat"led throughout time. For example, Riel reminds
the Canadian reader of his progression from lunatic to saint
(50). Their conversation highlights a postmodern distrust
of historical interpretation as a form of objective truth.
This suspicion, vocalized here by Joan of Arc and Louis
Riel, is characteristic of the postmodern theory of the
hermeneutic act. 41
Joan of Arc and Louis Riel also offer some important
insights into the linguistic nature of the hermeneutic
experience and how misinterpretation occurs through
language. They claim that language is not to be trusted as
"words often do the opposite of what they are meant to do"
(49). The written word often imprisons rather than conveys
vision. Visionaries are misunderstood as they do not
confonn to the rules articulated by the written word; they
do not express themselves through accepted channels. The
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mistrust of language and the transformational power of words
to simultaneously transmit mUltiple meaning is also an
important aspect of the postmodern aesthetic. 42 This kind of
philosophical inquiry into the nature of the postmodern
hermeneutic continues in "Calgary: this Gro....ing Graveyard".
Reinterpretation and reinvention seems to be the
direction in which van Hark's fiction is moving. "Calgary:
this Growing Graveyard!! also defies the labels of any
specific genre. It blurs the idiolect of tourist brochures,
radio programs, settler's guides and technical maps to re-
draw the map of calgary. The Calgary here is not unlike the
city depicted in "Waiting For the Rodeo" - a city waiting to
be reinvented. Van Hark divides calgary into four quadrants
and one by one she concentrates on these quadrants,
transforming the physical landscape of the city into the
postmodern "differentU , While her transmutation draws from
the physical it soars to the metaphysical, In quadrant one,
for example, the airport and the graveyards lead to
reflections on how home is defined and places named. In
quadrant two the industrial landscape arouses political
questions as to the Americanization of Canada, In quadrant
three the concept of citizenship alloWs the narrator to
trace the historical settlement patterns and the legends of
the city. The city cOllies alive and is rendered as a living
entity Which encapsulates a mentality of rationalism :
Who dares to confess to feeling, to anger.
;~vi~~~'d~~ 'foi~OkN~~. l:'3ere • Stay c"llm, keep
Finally. in quadrant four, the outskirts of Calgary are
photographically defined and questions emerge as to how
perspectives are credited. The physical city gives rise to
philosophical contemplations as old meets new in
architecture and structure. The place where past meets
present seems to preoccupy van Herk here as it does in all
of her fictions. At this junction van Herk attempts to
rewrite the past and transform the future. To van Herk
Calgary embodies the spirit of a past and a present
colliding. It is an evocative place, spiritual in nature:
"mud rooms front with marble foyers of postmodern buildings,
log houses hewn into modern pretence, a visceral cry against
glass (11).
Van Herk both re-writes Calgary as the ex-centric
canadian city and retells the stories of Louis Riel and Joan
of Arc as ex-centric visio'lar!es. Both of these fictions
question the validity of what has been told and What has
been written. Hermeneutic questions dominate as van Herk
offers alternate interpretations and examines the role of
her own texts in the reinterpretation of history.
This brief overview of the short fiction illuminates
some of the patterns and developments in van Hark's
fictions. The manifestation of these patterns in van Hark's
novels will be analyzed in more detail in the following
4.
chapters. The thematic and technical evolution within the
three chronological groups just examined corresponds to
sillilar constructions in the novels. In the first group of
stories van Herk manipulates the modernist realist narrative
and explores the integration of myth and reality. The
second group experiments with first-person narrative and
prepares the reader for the navels~ and The Tent PerT.
These two novels experiment .... ith narrative strategies and
rewrite and deconstruct mythologies of lar:dscape and sexual
stereotyping. The final chronological group focuses on the
picaresque form, as does No Fixed Address, and then moves
beyond this form to raise philosophical and metaphysical
questions as to the nature of thQ postmodern aesthetic.
History, the ex-centric in history. and hermeneutic
philosophy dominate as the texts become metafictional and
self-reflexive.
While this chapter has concentrated. on several of the
limitations of the sho=t fiction, the following chapters
focus on how van Herk has sUr1lIounted some of thesQ
lilli tations in her novels. By noticing weaknesses in the
early fiction, the reader will, it is hoped, appreciate the
more innovative, feminist postmodern poetics evident in van
Herk's novals.
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Chapter II
~ spying on the Prairie
Sinc!!~ won the Seals Books First Novel Award in
1978, critics have b(1!en arguing over why it received such
acclamation. various. interpretations claim~ as a
realist feminist tr:.tct which taIls short ot its objectives.!
Such biases also continue to be reflected in readings of ~
~ end No Fixed Address. 2
Reviewers with a realist bias often seem to equate
feminist politics and realistic representation. They
inter.pret the protagonif't as an exemplary feminist.
However, when the novel falls short of providing exemplary
characters, it is hailed as a failure. For example, Gail
van Varsevald is disappointed with van Hark's feminism when
she discovers that the protagonist, Judith, is not a
representational, exemplary heroine. She notes:
Judith is rather obsessed with her father,
aOld in a feminist novel, one would hope she
would out-grow such an obsession. It is not
clear to me that she does.)
Although Miriam Waddington does not propagate such a
prescriptive approach, she is not pleased with the
protagonist either. She identifies the feminist politics of
the text as separate from the feminist poetics and
J:einforces the old dichotomy between the political and the
aesthetic. Therefore, she is not pleased with the feminism
of!I..YS.i.tb. She claims:
r
t,
1
I
t
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The only "new" freedom for woman that
emerges from this book is that sexual
freedom of the creature-existence that men
have always been ready to grant to women
they are not married to; a liberty that has
nothing t.o do with be 1ng human or free. 4
The message from these two reviewers is clear. The
feminist postmodern novel is still being read with a realist
bias. Reviewers are still crediting representation and
resolution rather than transformation and multiplicity. S
The political and aesthetic are separated in an attempt to
define the feminist postmodern text. ~ causes much
confusion ',o/hen aflproached with the bias of a "realistic
reader",6 Transformation and multiplicity are essential to
the feminist poetics of this text. ~ transforms the
realist novel while it simultaneously works within its
thematic and narrative conventions. The female protagonist
is a conglomeration of mUltiple and ambiguous selves rather
than a rational and representational heroine. The feminism
of~ is found a:; much in the text's literary
implications as in its political applications.
This chapter attempts to illuminate the feminist
postmodern poetics of~ as inseparable from its
politics. It endeavours to apply the three characteristics
of feminist postmodernism, as outlined in the Introduction
to the thesis above, to this particular text. In.l1.Y.Q..i.t.!: van
Herk works within the psychological realist narrative but
also transforms this narrative into a multivocal discourse.
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She establishes intertextuality with the tradition of
prairie realism and subverts the literary mythologies of
this form by working within it. She also rewrites the
mythology of Circe and odysseus1 to allow the twentieth-
century woman a place in the world previously denied her.
Therefore, this chapter focuses on intertextuality,
narrative disruption and the rewriti.1Cj of societal and
literary mythologies. Also, some attention is paid to the
limitations which JlY.Q.1.tb. shares with the early short
fiction.
In order to fully appreciate the feminist postmodern
poetics of~, it is necessary to place the novel in the
discursive enviroonment out of which it is generated and to
note its subversive relationships to other texts produced
out of a similar environment. The literary implications of
~ are profound as it establishes itself in a new
tradition of prairie fiction which is attempting to rewrite
woman into the landscape and the literature. tl This
rewriting diverges from the work of w.o.Mitchell, Robert
Stead, Frederick Philip Grove and Sinclair Ross. All of
these men, who reinforce various prairie mythologies, have
now been canonized. When reading ~, reviewers isolate
it from its roots in the prairie tradition and miss many of
it::: subvC!rsive literary irnplications. 9 Intertextuality
with regional traditions and with the growing tradition of
Canadian women's writing has often been misunderstood or
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completely ignored. For example, one reviewer no~
sympathetic to, or perhaps not aware of, the postmouqrn
concern with intertextuality mistakes intflrtextuality with
lack of originality and imitation. R.P. allan claims:
Although the book {JY.Q.i.tb.] is imitativf:l 1n
conception - the influence of~ and
~ is obvious at times, and her handling
of the ending seems indebted to Robert
Kroetsch I 5~- van Herk manages to
~;~il~:~ ~:~t:~~~~lbctive twist to some
Here, Bllan misreads van Herk's postmodern interest in
establishing intertextuality with Marian Engel, Margaret
Atwood and fellow Albertan, Robert Kroetsch. From a
postmodern perspective this intertextuality adds to the
novel's radical potential to question authority.
Fortunately, postmodern critics credit intertextuality as an
instrument of sUbversion to established traditions and as a
means of making connections with other postmodern texts. "
Although SHan misunderstands the objectives of
intertextuality, the connection he makes between Judith <lnd
both~ and~ is an interesting one. By
purposefully recalling the texts of Marian Engel and
Margaret Atwood, van Herk makes a literary statement that
Canadian literature written by women shares some common
concerns. '2 Her connections to Robert Kroetsch are best
portrayed in the chapter which examines No fixed Address. 11
However, van Herk's creative refutation of sOlne of
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Kroetsch's critical assumptions is evident in~ and is
discussed later in this chapter.
~ has even more in common with the prairie realist
"tradition. In~ feminism reshapes the physical and
mental prairie as the "realist reqion'l!lt is "refigured" into
the "postmodern eifferent"." ~ works with!n the form
of the "realist regional" and simultaneously pushes this
form toward the "pasbnodern different". Van Herk expands
the boundaries of the realist novel and attempts to
deconstruct the premises upon which these boundaries are
constructed. In this sense, J..!!.!ti.th is both post-realist and
postmodern as van Hark works within a realist tradition to
break new ground. As she rethinks the "realist regional",
she invents a novel Which paradoxically transcends and
rel1ains captive to the limitations of the form.
It is this simultaneous adherence to and subversion of
the conventions of the realist novel which lends~ its
dynamics. As a postmodern feminist writer, van Herk is
moving away from the realist, representational mode of
portrayal of the real lives of women. IS She is constructing
a new and different prairie where many of the established
traditions of prairie fiction are challenged. The prairie
world of van Herk is a female world, unlike the flat land
and straight lines in the "kingdom of the male virgin". 16
Woman on the prairie is given new status in~. The
masculinity of prairie life, as traditionally portrayed in
regional mythologies, is deconstructed. In an article
entitled "Desire in Fiction - De-siring Realism" van Herk
refers to l!Iany of the regional myths created about the
prairie. She claims that the "tyranny of the real" negates
desire and traps writers and critics alike in the myths of
their regions. IT Her advice as a prairie woman writer is:
De-sire romanticism that masquerades as
myth. The myth of the frontier, the
mountain man, the noble and ignoble savage,
the pioneer, the depression, the hard-
working immigrant, the flatness of the
prairie. I have no desire to destroy
established myths, but I do not feel that we
should hide behind them because we are
afraid of our uncharted myths. The old ones
are safer, have already been acknowledged as
essential to our western sensibility, but it
is important to discover the new (35).
It is in this context that~ must be placed: working
within the established prairie tradition and mythology and
also fashioning a new prairie, a new tradition and a new
mythology .
In~ van Herk deliberately recalls Martha Ostenso's
~ (1925) in an attempt to subvert and support some
of the content of that noveL Like van Herk, Martha Ostenso
also worked within the prairie realist tradition while
ur,dercutting its assumptions. Ostenso's innovative
approaches are revealed through her portrayal of a strong
female protagonist as well as her challenge to the narrative
of the realist novel. 18 The protagonist of Wild Geese,
JUdith, is recalled by the title character of Judith.
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ostenso's Judith has much in common with van Hark's JUdith,
who also shares her name with Sinclair Ross's JUdith, the
white-faced mistress in As For Me and My House. Actually,
the difference in the fates of the Judiths of Ross and van
Hark demonstrates how van Hark rewrites female character.
While Ross's Judith dies in childbirth after being deserted
by Philip Bentley, van Herk 1 s Judith suffers no such
victimized fate. Yet, it is with~ that van Herk's
novel has the most affinity. A comparison of the treatment
of various prairie mythologies in both will illuminate the
feminist poetics of van Herk's writing.
Although it diverges significantly from prairie realist
models in its integration of romantic tensions and the
presentation of the character of Judith, Ostenso's Hi1sl
~ remains loyal to this tradition's treatment of the
prairie landscape. In~ the flat indifferent prairie
is rewritten. In "Women writers and the Prairie: Spies in
an Indifferent Landscape ll van Herk comments on Ostenso I s
achieve::"ents and limitations. She notes:
But Ostenso and McClung were early spies.
They alone could not shift the image bondage
that was already in place. The black, steel
lines ignored them, or tried to. 19
In~ these "black, steel lines" are transformed into
curved horizons and a seductive, sensual landscape. Van
Herk deconstrllcts the mythology of the flat prairie, the
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portrayal of the prairie woman and various binary
constructions of prairie literature. zo
various critical works have recognized the mythologies
surrounding the prairie landscape. In "The Prairie: A State
of Hind" Henry Kreisel d~fines the mythology of prairie, as
he writes of lithe two polarities of the state of mind
produced by the sheer physical fact of prairie". 21 Kreisel
continues to describe the reaction to the prairie landscape
as a duplicitous one. The prairie is perceived as
liberating because it allows one freedom and space and is
also seen as imprisoning as this space is so vast and empty
that it confines. Krolsel claims that the human in this
space is both a "dwarf" and a "giant" as the prairie both
frees and imprisons (623). Laurence Ricou in Vertical Manl
Horizontal World further claims that prairie writers,
Ostenso included, give prominence to landscape and "man" is
portrayed as a vertical intrusion upon this horizontal
landscape. Ricou opens his book with the claim that:
Man on the prairie, as portrayed in Canadian
fiction, is defined by two things: exposure
and an awareness of the surrounding
emptiness. The basic image of a single
human figure amidst the vast flatness of the
landscape serves to unify and describe
Canadian prairie fiction. 22
Caleb Gare in Ostenso's~ is the embodiment of
this representational man on the prairie. From the
beginning of the narrative Caleb is presented as a vertical
man examining a flat, harsh land which belongs to him and
yet enslaves him. The prairie in~ is harsh and
masterful and its spirit is reflected in Caleb Gare. In the
foHowin; passage Lind Archer vocalizes Caleb's symbolic
role:
... she was overwhelmed by her helplessness
against the intangible thing that held them
there, slaves to the lana. rt extenaed
further back than Caleb, this power,
although it worked through him. 2]
Although Caleb believes himself to be the master of the
land, he becomes the servant of the vengeful prairie. ThE!
following description sufficiently depicts ostenso's version
of the prairie as portrayed in~:
.•• here was the prairie, sparse as an empty
platter - no, there was a solitary figure of
a man upon it., like a meagre offering of the
earth to heaven. Here was the little wood
trails lind prairie trails that a few men had
made on lonely journeyings, alld here the
crossings where they had met to exchi!\nge a
word or two. The sky above it all W<lS blue
and tremendous, a vast country for proUd
birds ever on the wing seeking, seeking.
And a little delicate wind that was like a
woman, JUde thought to herself, but could in
a moment beCOme a male giant violating the
earth (112-11J).
This passage aptly del ineates the mythology of the prairie
as identifted by Kreisel and Ricou. It is a horizontal and
ambiguous space that simultaneously offers freedom and
threatens imprisonment. It is interesting to note that the
protagonist of~, JUdith, sees thg prairie not only
as an expansive, empty space but as a place that can attack
and threaten at any time. It is <'I; "male giant" waiting to
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invade her female space. Indeed at the closing of the
narrative the giant does attack. Caleb Gare is literally
consumed by this vengeful land which he has tried to master:
He bent down and pulled at the reeds in an
effort to jerk his feet free. But the
strength in the earth was irresistible. His
arms were those of a feeble puppet fanning
at the air. He stood upright again and
strained with all his might. But the
insidious force in the earth drew him in
deeper (236).
Caleb Gare, once giant on the landscape, has become a
"feeble puppet H - a variation on the dwarf!
Unlike Caleb, Judith is not violated by the "male giant"
as she fears she might be. Her affiliation with the prairie
provides an alternative to Caleb's relationship of
enslavement. Judith recognizes the power of the land to
free and soothe. She is seduced by the power of the
undomesticated prairie outside the farm and Caleb's domain.
In this undomesticated environment she enters the landscape.
The process is described in the scene below:
Not knouing fully what she was doing, Judith
took off all her clothing and lay flat on
the damp grounc with the waxy feeling of
new, sunless vegetation under her. She
:~:d~~e~On~~c:h:t ~~Jf:i'4 from something -
By establishing differing relationships between Judith
and the land and Caleb and the land, ostenso identifies the
ambiguity of the prairie and suggests that t.he relationship
of man to prairie and woman to prairie differ significantly.
Van Herk recognizes the potential in Ostenso's Judith and
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claims that "Judith Gare in Ostenso's~ does not
oppose the earth but binds herself to it" ("Women writers
and the Prairie", 124). While Caleb is mastered and
defeated by the prairie, Judith is allowed to escape. On
one hand, Ostenso's portrayal of prairie landscape is quite
conventional as she does give prominence to the landscapp-
and to the ambiguous reactions of those who confront it. On
the other hand, she attempts to write a place for woman in
this landscape and establishes the relationship between
woman and prairie as a positive and liberating one.
The ambiguity prevalent in most prairie fiction is also
reflected in~. In wild Geese the prairie offers
freedom to the femal ~ character and death to the male
character. In Judi th the landscape is siroul taneously
presented as a vast, empty space and a sensuous
transformational power. In olillti.th the indifferent prairie
appears only briefly. Generally, van Herk's treatment of
prairie landscape radically deconstructs traditional notions
of prairie. She begins her deconstruction of the
mythologies of prairie by virtually ignoring the physical
landscape. However, 1 ike Ostenso she establishes a
relationship between woman and land. In Judith it is mostly
the air and the wind which is described rather than the
expansive prairie. The isolated farmyard is portrayed as
the domesticated home in the wilderness. There are no
vertical intrusions upon the landscape. When there are
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intrusions they corne in the shape of evergreen tr.ees which
line the driveway with "branches bare against the bright
sky".ZS Thus, van Herk's landscape is not the expansive
prairie of Ostenso or even Sinclair Ross but the yard. lIer
prairie is the enclosed space between the house and the
barn. This space is bare, silent and cold. The confined
space provides an entry point for woman as does the
undomesticated prairie of Ostenso.
When people do ap.>ear on van Herk's desolate landscape
they are not vertical intrusions, as recognized by Laurence
Ricou and verified in~, but insignificant splashes
of colour. They interrupt the silence of the land with
their insignificance and smallness. For example, as Jim
leaves Judith's house he is compared to a spider against the
snow (108). It is ironic that this sl\pposedly insignificant
spider-figure has the ability to scar the snow banks with
the machine he is driving. Later, Mina is referred to as "il
dark splotch against the glittering snow" (144) as she!
drives away. Humans more often are "dwarfs" than "giants"
in this space. 26
As well as being depicted as vast and empty, the
landscape in Judith is also described as a sensuous entity.
Therefore, its very nature is rendered as Ilmbiguous. This
prairie is not the straight horizon of w.o. Mitchell,
sinclair Ross or even Martha Ostenso. It is not the
indifferent prairie of "man and his straight line" ( van
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Herk, "Women Writers and the Prairie", 122). ~
partially reinforces the mythology of the flat prairie by
working within the "realist regional" which created this
mythology in the first place. However, it also subverts
this mythology by feminizing this indifferent landscape. In
~ van Herk goes significantly further than Ostenso who
suggests that woman's relationship to the land may be
different than man's. Van Herk writes not of man and land
but of woman and land. She allows her protagonist to enter
the landscape in a way Ostenso' s Judith does not. In "Women
Writers and the Prairie" van Herk describes the process of
entering:
They [male writers] are afraid to enter the
landscape. They describe it instead. To
get inside a landscape, one needs to give up
vantage, give up the advantage of scene or
vision and enter it. To know the prairie,
one has to stop looking at prairie and dive
(l22).
In~ the protagonist makes this dive. The straight
lines become curved and ice and snow become sensually
seductive. As Judith looks out her window, it is not a
landscape she describes but the feeling she gets from being
part of this landscape:
The curve of the horizon hummed with it,
everyWhere the luminescence of the snow. It
had run itself over everything like a
soothing touch, rounding and softening the
most angular obj ects. She stood quietly,
feeling it soften her too (62).
The curved horizon, the snow and the coming of winter are
sensuous and soothing not intimidating and indifferent.
Ostenso I S landscape is not feminized to this degree.
Van Herk' s landscape is not something outside sel f that
threatens to violate. Instead it is sensitive and seductive
and cannot be ignored. At first Judith tries to ignore it:
"Afraid of the snow's chill invitation, she plodded fro:n
house to barn and barn to house, trying to ignore its icy
sensuality" (144). However, she cannot remain separate from
the landscape but finds herself falling prey to its
seduction:
And she moved between the house and the barn
more easily, finding a sudden exhilaration
in the cold; thought of excuses to run to
the house and back, her feet ringing on the
frozen grounrl, the snow beneath them a song.
The cold invaded her, seduced her (145).
This is not a death or a conquering by a vengeful land as is
the case of Caleb Gare in~. Nor is it a desire to
escape as is the case of Judith in~. This is
entering the land; a sensitive identification with, rather
than enslavement to, the prairie. Even when Judith is later
castrating the pigs, seemingly an act of vengeance against
nature, "she still smelled like snow" (165). Judith has
"dived" into the landscape. She is not standing outside
describing the land. She even shares its smell.
Although this kind of .i.dentification with the landscape
does not often occur in wild Geese, it has become more
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prevalent in recent fiction written by Canadian women. 2T In
The Tent peg the sensuous act of entering the landscape is
described through J. L's relationship with the mythic north.
In No Fixed Address van Hark again returns to the west to
complete its transformation into the "postmodern
different".28 The feminization af landscape is one way in
which van !lerk subverts the mythology out of which she is
\IIr iting. J..Y.Q.i.th and later No Fixed Address put into
practice van Herk's critical claim that:
The male west has to be earth-quaked a
little, those black steel lines and the
looming giant toppled. Not destroyed, oh
no, but infiltrated ("Woman Writers and the
Prairie", 129).
Infiltration is successful in~ and it continues in
The Tent Peg and No Fixed Address. However, simultaneously
working within and subverting a tradition gives rise to
ambiguity. This ambiguity is reflected in the presentation
of the prairie landscape and woman's place in that
landscape. In~, as has been noted here, there are
differing versions of prairie. The landscape is both an
indifferent space Where people appear as insignificant
splashes of colour and a seductive, enclosed space between
the house and the barn. This duplicity is generated out of
van Herk's position as a feminist postmodern who is holding
onto the regional mythology of the indifferent prairie and
simultaneously feminizing the landscape. However. her
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deconstruction of the masculinity of prairie farm life is
substantially more complete.
The second mythology which van Hark attempts to sabotage
in l2YQ.i.tb is that of the lIlasculinity of the prairie man in
lIlotion. This mythology is defined in Robert Kroetsch' 5
often quoted "An Erotlcs of Space I' .29 Here Kroetsch
identifies a common theme in prairie literature - placing
women captive inside in a condition of stasis while
allowed to move freely outside. Kroetsch claims:
The basic grammatical pair in the story-line
(the enerqy line) of prairie fiction is
house: horse. To be on a horse is to move:
motion into distance. To be in a house is
to be fixed: a centring unto stasis. Horse
is masculine. House is feminine. On: in.
Motion: stasis. A woman ain't supposed to
move. Pleasure: duty. The most obvious
resolution of the dialectic, however
temporary, is the horse-house. Not the barn
~i~~~g~e~e)e~~~o~h~;e::s~~~:;~ro does take
In~ the barn does indeed not only become the
I'resolution ll , in Rroetsch's terms, but a replacement of the
"whore's house". In No Fixed Address the car replaces the
"W'hore's house" as woman travels out of the house and even
beyond male destinations. In~ and in~ the
harn is the site of notable deconstruction.
In~ it is significant that Judith passionately
trie::; to kill Caleb in the barn. Even before this scene,
Judith's work is never confined to the house. She works
both outside and inside. Yet, Amelia, Judith' s mother, is
10
house-bound. She never goes furt-.her than the garden.
Unfortunately. Judith's work outside does not offer her
freedom, motion or pleasure. It is done out of obI igation
to her father. The barn is the place, outside the house,
where Judith attempts to free herself fro. enslavement. The
barn also becomes the place of Judith's imprisonment as the
axe, the instrument of outrage, further enslaves her. J\ This
imprisonment is completed when Judith is denied motion and
confined to inside the house as punishment. For Ostenso the
barn as place of release and freedom becomes the barn as
place of imprisonment. In the barn woman is punished for
releasing her desire.
The quest for motion and pleasure is more successful in
~. The barn not only becomes a place of one' s own but
the very womb of femaleness. The heat of the barr. is
contrasted to the cold air outside and the coldness of the
house. Inside the barn is a womb-like. female haven, while
inside the house is cold and indifferent. Th{: house is no
longer the place one comes inside for protection from the
cold. Judith goes to the barn instead.
Van Herk 's l'Ilanipulation of the outside: inside
grammatical pair challenges the myth of prairie as masculine
space. The inside of the house does not have traditional
connotations in Judith. 3l In Judith the house is unused and
generally unlived in. Judith never seeltlS to linger in the
house but "she plunged through the house, gray with the
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dimness of a snow morning: her oblong, unused living room,
the scattered kitchen" (61). The bedroom is the only room
with Which Judith identifies. The rest of the house is
different from her memories of her mother's house - the
haven offered by ,",Quan as portrayed in prairie literature. n
This house is Judith's and no one else's. Van Herk
clarifies:
When she thought of the brightness of her
mother's house, that house where everything
carried a sheen, polished and polished
again, this house was small and gray, this
room the only one that held a snatch of her
breath in it.
But at least it was hers. Hers to leave
unpolished and without definition. Except
for this bedroom, ....here the smell of her
sleep hung faint and musky in the air (95).
Judith's house is hers, not her family's, her husband's or
her neighbour's and it has any definition which she wishes
to give it. As Judith manages to free herself froll her
past, she also manages to give her house a definition of its
The house, like the barn, is transformed by Judith
and represents Judith's multiple selves.
The inside of Judith's house, besides differing
radiclilly from the traditional literary version of the
prairie household, serves as the meeting place of another
grammatical pair often emphasized in prairi~ fiction: the
country and the city. 34 In Judith the house and the
protagonist become sites of tension between the binaries of
city and country. A resolution or synthesis is not
7'
attempted and the two manage to co-exist creatively in the
space van Herk creates. In van Hark's texts dichotomies are
not opposite poles to choose between but a creative tension
which reinvents a new space: in this case the house. In an
article entitled llStranded Bestride in Canada" van Hark
recognizes the relationship between city (metropolitan) and
country ( indigenous) as a creative force 1n Canadian
literature, in general. She claims:
This is the essence of the Canadian writer.
We can write both for the indigenous and the
metropolitan, but we will never need t.."}
choose one or the other. to our greater
strength. 35
Inside van Herk's deconstructed version of the prairie farm
house the metropolitan and indigenous meet to create a
woman's house. In this sense, the house not only represents
the selves of the protagonist, JUdith, but the position of
the Canadian writer as defined by van Herk in the critical
passage quoted above.
Inside Judith's house there are farm journals which are
pUblished in the city and the sounds of the magpie and the
coyote can be heard coming from outside. 36 It is a small
grey farm house which is filled with the furniture from
Judith's apartment in the city. The furniture of her past
is described as "upholstery tinged with left over urban
formality" (l09). Metropolitan and indlgl:!nous meet but do
not necessarily clash. Both make up Judith's house as both
are part of Judith herself and the mentality of the Canadian
7)
writer. Thus, the house becomes symbolic or Judith' 5
personal development and the celebration of her womanhood.
As Judith unpacks her boxes, the house becollles a Ilixture of
the past and present. It, like the barn, becomes a haven as
it grows warDer:
Now she carried the warmth from the barn
wi th her into the house and it caught there
and seemed to grow a little every day, like
the pigs did, eating and sleeping and
playing in the barn (160).
This is not the house in which Amelia in~ and Mrs.
Bentley in As For Me and My House are held captive. Nor 1s
the barn the same barn where Judith in~ is held
prisoner because of her desire to be froes.
The traditional version of the prairie house as place of
woman's captivity becomes prairie house as place of feillale
creativity. In van Herk's house multiple selves meet and
past and present, city and country , .i:"lgle. While the
house is transformed by Judith, the barn transfonns Judith.
In~ the barn is much more developed as a site of
deconstruction than in ill~. It challenges
I<roetsch's version of the binary construction of. prairie
tiction. 37 The barn becomes not the place of "resolution",
in Kroetsch's terms, but an £:}~.clusive female space Which
celebrates motion and pleasure and excludes males. Judith
creates a real home for herself in the barn. The house as
haven becomes the barn as haven. For example, when Hina
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visits Judith's barn the first time, Judith identifies her
relat ionship to the barn:
And opening the door, she [Judith] was
conscious of a swift sense of
proprietorship. This was her barn and these
were her pigs. She was as proud as some
women are of their houses, of the nests they
create around their men and family (88).
The barn becomes house and the house becomes a meeting place
of salves. The grammatical pairs of prairie realist fiction
are deconstructed.
It is important to note that the barn and the house are
not disconnected places but the two are both created by,
o....ned by, and connected by Judith. The imprint of the
protagonist· 5 footsteps in the snow connects the house and
the barn. Judith moves freely from inside to outside and,
in the process of gaining motion, enters the landscape
itself. She is allowed the motion which is normally
reserved for the male domain. 311 This motion is more
thoroughly manipulated by Arachne, the protagonist in the
later novel No Pixed Address. Here it enables Judith both
to transform and become transformed by her environment. The
following scene particularly illuminates the sensuous natur"!
of the relationship Judith has with the !>rairie. It also
connects the worlds Judith has created in the hoUSE! and the
barn. Judith is empowered as she creates and defines her
world:
As she scuffed down the hill to the barn,
the wind bellowed her open coat, pressed her
shirt against her naked breasts, the cloth
7S
slippery ice on her nip~les. Turning at the
barn door to look at the house squatting at
the top of the hill, she saw her path dark
in the snow, a thin, steady chain linking
the house to the barn. And the chain
created by her and leading to her forged
that strong connection (65-66).
It i.s indeed what Judith creates in the barn that allows
this novel to make its greatest challenge to the literary
tradition of prairie realism. Van Hark works within the
"realist regional" tradition to deconstruct its mythologies
of land as indifferent, woman in stasis and city versus
country. However, with the creation of the barn as a female
haven, she transcends the boundaries of the realist novel.
Through the barn and the pigs,~ goes beyond the
deconstruction of the grammatical pairs of prairie
literature and creates a space for woman to enter.
1.5. MacLaren, in his biocritical eir·say on Aritha van
Herk, recognizes both the realistic and mythic dimensions of
!lYillh and claims the novel as an experiment in "magic
realism" (xiii). While the label of. magic realism may not
be fully appropriate here, some of MacLaren's insights are
quite usefuL 39 Maclaren notes van Herk's retelling of th~
story of Circe and Odysseus as t.he major factor Which moves
the novel beyond realism:
In terms of both the "real" and the
fantastic, J.YQ.ith makes a very good first
effort to deal from the outside with the
unitary narrative of male di.scourse. In
terms of the "real", van Herk simply sets
the story of Circe in rural Alberta and
retells it, ... (xv).
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By doing so van Herk breaks down the I.l.ivisions between the
real and the .ythle and pushes the novel toward the
"postaotl.ern different". The mythology of circe and Odysseus
and the regional myths about women on the prairie are both
deconstructad and reconstructed. Innovations in narrative
strategies and the creation of the world ';:'f the pigs work
together to stretch the boundaries of realist conventions.
Unfortunately MacLaren' 5 essay doesn't deal in detail with
how the pigs' perspectives also push the novel beyond the
realist form. He concentrates on the retelling of the Circe
story instead. I-lowever, it is important to note that the
juxtaposition of the real and the mythic and the crediting
of the pigs' narrative perspective create the major tensions
in the novel. Therefore, both na.crative teChniques and the
rewriting of mythology work together to subvert the foI'lll and
teChnique of the "real ist regional".
The first page of Judith sets up the relationship
between the real and the mythic. In the first paragraph the
barn is described in realistic detail with special attention
paid to "pig shit and wet greasy straw" (1). The detailed
imagery of a woman shovelling "pig shit" is immediately
counterbalanced in the second jJaragraph by the cobwebs and
the breathir"J of the pigs. The following description gives
a mysterious tone to the otherwise realistic opening:
Left over from the summer, cobwebs glimmered
faintly in the low-ceilinged corners. The
edges of the windows and the walls were
blurred and indistinct; Judith squinted
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against the fine-particled haze. And
underneath she felt the subterranean current
of their breathing. the hot lift and fall of
their shadowy ritual. She could hardly
avoid it, sticky and resilent it caught at
her the instant she dared to hesitate (11.
Fro. here the pigs cast their mythic and ritualistic spell
over Judith and reader alike. They also invert the
traditional mythology of Circe. In mythology Circe turns
Odysseus' crew into pigs but spares Odysseu&: when he ",aka&:
love to her. 40 However, in~ the lover, Jim. is not
spared this fate." The pigs here, in contrast to the circe
myth, are not the object of Judith's anger. Judith gives
them the names of historical females, granting them a status
previously denied them. Also, unlike the Circe myth.thesa
pigs are female. They also trans for. Judith (Circe) as she
tra ;fo=-ms them '2. Thus. the myth of Circe. who changes ilion
to swine, is rewritten. The pigs are empowered with fellale
identities and hypnotic powers. What in Homer's~ is
written as a relationship of opposition between the sexes. 4'
in~ is rewritten to stress the positive and
transformational power of relationships between females.
The emphasis is not on the male characters or even
heterosexual relationships, but on the celebration of the
r:ituals of female-hood. These ritualS, which take place in
the barn. are described simultaneously as mundane routines
and mysterious celebrations.
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Judith's relationship with the pigs illuminates her
transformation from farmer to "sorceress" (147). Judith
gradually changes into the Circe figure. This
transformation is instigated and presided over by the pigs
which become representative of Judith's release from her
past. At first her relationship to the pigs is distant and
even angry. The pigs are a commitment acquired largely out
of the guilt she feels after rejecting her father's offer to
run his farm. The pigs are a trap: "They pinned her down,
leaving no way out" (17). However, as the narrative
progresses the barn is established as a female haven and the
pigs emphasize Judith's need to find self. Van Herk
establishes an other-worldly relationship between Judith and
the pigs which is recounted through the piC; s sensations.
The pigs gradually seduce Judith to participate in the
ritual of their world. Their perception of the farm and
their relationship with Judith is described through their
own ayes. The reader is first introduced to the pigs'
collective perspective of the barn as a female space:
Inside the barn the landscape diminished
into background. Here everything was
greater than reality, boundaries undefined.
It was their gray-blue aura, an insular
warren; they made it so, the palpable
illumination of the cave-like barn was their
own (14).
AS they create their own space, they seduce Judith into this
space and oversee her transformation. They remember the
7'
Judith who bought them in realistic detail; her physical
appearance as well as her smell:
... they remembered her distinctly; her
voice, her motions, her faintly grassy
smell. Remembered her standing in the aisle
of the barn in a chop-colored coat, her hair
long and burnished under the naked 60-watt
lightbulbs (15-16).
The reader is allowed to enter the barn when Judith is not
there and watch the pigs prepare for her arrival. They are
patient as they await the return of the woman they plan to
seduce:
After the strangeness of the new place
disappeared and when she was not there, they
grunted and moaned with pleasure. Rubbing
thoir i tohy backs against the rough new
wood, rooting deep into the thickness of
crackling straw; she could not apprehend the
sense of herself that they snuffed up, that
they overi:ook and claimed. They reserved
their wariness for her presence, waiting for
her voice and her laughter, waiting for her
tightness to slip and for her to reveal
herself and let their common female scents
mingle (16-17).
The pigs are aware that this seduction will not be easy
as Judith is resisting them. Following fro',l the scene
quoted above, the pigs note Judith's obstinacy:
Her smell was the same as they remembered
but there was an edge of bitterness to it, a
tinge of anxiety. And she was not
exhilarated but fierce and distant, as rigid
and brittle as if she were hedging herself
against them, as if she were afraid no.... that
she had chosen them (17).
However, the pigs are patient and their seduction is gentle
and gradual. They understand Judith's IIsmell of anger II (Jl)
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and "with the stubborness of piggy patience, [are]
determined to outwait her" (32). Gradually the pigs come
forward, extending an invitation to Judith as Mina later
does. First they eat when she is in the barn (33) and later
they silently approach and surround her - elevating her to
the status of Circe:
Expectant, they pressed forward against
their fences, eyes glowing under the naked
lightbulbs. Transformed and spellbinding
they surrounded her like priestesses of her
creed. They had been waiting for her (48).
Their seduction has been successful and now a relationship
of interdependence begins. There is a physical, as well as
spiritual, connection between them. It is as if the pigs'
bodies and Judith's body are somehow mysteriously connected:
"there was a subtle excitement in her quick movements that
transmitted itself to them and pleased them" (49). Once
this bond has developed, Judith breaks the barriers of
silence and speaks to the pigs (49).
A major breakthrough in the relationship between the
pigs and Judith occurs when the first sow gives birth. In
chapter five, when Judith finds the sow birthing, the
incident is described t.y juxtaposing realistic detail and
the newborn piglet's perspective. The piglet is depicted by
the third-person omniscient narrator in realistic detail as
... tiny creature with bent ears and half-
open eyes who staggered around his mother's
legs uttering thin, desperate squeaks. A
drying shred of placenta clung to his neck
B1
and the broken umbili -"11 cord tangled bloody
with his wobbling legs (68).
This kind of graphic detail makes the birthing process a
concrete and "real" experience. 44 The otherwise real istic
portrayal is lent a mysterious tone as the incident is
further recounted from the newborn's perspective.
omniscient narration gives up its panoramic view of the
scene to zoom in on the piglet's sensations. The first
sound the piglet hears is Judith's laughter "ringing in the
endless space" (6a). His perceptions of the world are
described through his sensations of sound, sight, smell and
touch. He hears the laughter, sees the brightness, smells Do
musty scent and feels "the sensation of air on his skin"
(68). The piglet's sensual experience pushes the
description of the birthing ritual beyond the limits of
unitary naI.I <.\tive. Judith is thoroughly seduced by this
celebration of female-hood and the pigs approve of her
transformation:
They swung their heads to follow her
movement to the end of the row. She had
words, a voice! Her laughter echoed in their
bristly, perked-up ears like a remembrance
of things past. She had returned, the woman
who took them, who had chosen them so
carefully. She had roused herself out of
that sour-smelling, silent human who had
kept them for a month. They rustled with
joy and satisfaction at her, Judith (72-73).
Now that Judith has been seduced she can celebrate the
birthing process. The female haven is thoroughly
establishecl. The juxtaposition of both the realism and the
mystery of the birthing process continues. Judith is
depicted ripping open placentas, clipping teeth and bringing
piglets to life in realistic detail (75-77). The atmosphere
in the barn is sirnultaneously rendered as uncanny as the
incidents are described through the pigs' sensations. They
watch her as she presides over their rituals and allow her
to occupy their space. They watch and protect their female
haven.
Various scenes where the birthing processes of the sows
are celebrated push th~ "realist regional" toward the
"postmodern different". One eo;pecially memorable scene is
the birthing of Circe and Venus. Again the act is
described in realistic detail with the "sow grinding her
teeth together in pain" (144). However, Judith is
simUltaneously elevated to the status of apparition and
mystical healer as she assists in the process:
She fed them then in the early morning,
still singing, and when the door closed
behil~d her the thin, high sound of her voice
floated back to them, ghostly and content
OVflr those frozen dunes of drifts (145).
Judith's metamorphosis is noted through the sensations
of the pigs as she is seduced by their ritualistic
celebration of female-hood. It is also portrayed through
the physical changes in Judith's body as she is rewritten
from secretary to farmer to the new Circe.
The change in Judith's body is noticed by both herself
and the pigs. The pigs originally notice when her long hair
·)
and city clothes are replaced by short hair and jeans (30-
31). Thus begins the tro!lnsforrnation to farmer. As Judith
becomes more at ease with the pigs, her body relaxes and the
awkwardness with which she moves around the harn is replaced
with a natural ease. The ritual which Judith celebrates
with the pigs is largely a physical one and soon her body
responds:
... they could see it was becoming her
systematic and deliberate liturgy, an
ordering of her time and body. She was as
contingent on them as they were on her
(121) •
Through these rituals her body is transformed from the pudgy
secretary to "sorceress". The pear-shaped Judith, perfumed
and waiting for her lover, disintegrates as the new Circe
emerges. This Judith enjoys her body for its own sake and
she smells her own smell rather than that of perfume and
make-up:
She felt her body hard and clean and thin
under her clothes, felt it chaste and
Voluptuous, ridding herself of her
inte.mperate indUlgence and submission,
unlike Judith climbing stairs in a losing
battle against her thickening waistline,
food and alcohol, tasting stale tobacco on
her thick and furry tongue every morning ....
Layer by layer she shed the accumulation
of those years, the thickness between
herself and her surface growing smaller and
smaller each day until she could feel
through her skin the push of bones, their
angUlar frailty. And she lost her
stiffness, the jerky awareness that had
carved her movements for so long, fluid and
shapely she slid around the pigs, moved
between them like a sorceress (146-147).
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This passage amply accounts the transformation from
secretary to farmer to mythological figure. 3udith' s body
is purified through her relationship with the pigs. The new
body is representative of the new Judith who no longer tries
to fill her father's or her lover's demands. Instead she
learns to concentrate on her own demands in a world which
she has created and which in turn has transformed her. The
pigs, once a duty, are now an intimate connection between
Judith and her femaleness and the independence that comes
with knowing self.
As noted above, the rewriting of the Circe myth and the
mysterious nature of the relationship between Judith and the
pigs stretches the limits of the realist novel and allows
the barn to take on an existence out of the ordinary. The
pigs are presented as sensitive and intelligent beings
rather than as dumb creatures. The privileging of the pigs'
perspectives further challenges the univocal narrative often
equated with the realist novel. In~ various voices,
both human and inhuman, are credited. The tlvoices tl of the
pigs, as have been described, serve as a major force in the
destabilization of the form of the "realist regional" novel
within which van Herk has chosen to work. They are not,
however, the only voices which push the novel beyond
univocal narrative.
The multiple voices of Judith further contribute to the
sabotage of realist narrative in a way similar to the voices
i·
!
of the pigs. The process by which Judith cOllies to know
herself and changes from secretary to farmer is recounted
th.rough a series of shifts in tense. The narrative moves
from the present to the recent past to the distant past.
The narrative shifts not only delineate discontinuity in
tilDe but also recognize the different voices of the
protagonist. 11 sUbjectivity, which is unstable and in the
process of developing, is created as the mUltiple voices of
Judith interact. Judith's process of gaining self-awareness
is disclosed tht'ough her internal voices. Thus, narrative
technique also serves to push l1Ys1.llh bQyond the boundaries
of the realist novel.
Reingard M. Nischik in an article entitled "Narrative
Technique in I\ri tha van Herk' s NovelsM notes that in llY!1i1h
there is a single point of vie"", a modified neutral
omniscient point of vie"", but three time levels. U He
claims:
In J.Y.1i.th a by and large single point of
vie"" and several time stages cOlllbine to did""
a well-rounded picture of the development of
the title figure, ""ith a special prollinence
given to the past (108).
Nischik concentrates in technical detail on how the reader
is called on to participate in the integration of these timo
frames. However, he virtually ignores hoW the generation of
different voices destabilizes the prQsentCltion of the
protagonist and pushes the novel toward ambiguity. Judith
is more than a "well-rounded picture". She is a
"
conglomeration of conflicting desires; some of which are
partially resolved and others which are not. By allowing a
mere two paragraphs to account for the pigs· perspectives,
Nischik moves toward the temptation of univocal
interpretation. He does not emphasize the hetF.!roglassia of
the novel.'6 The voices of~ are not unitary but are
generated from three different selves which are loosely and
precariously integrated in the construction of the
protagonist.
There are at least three narrative time levels in
~- the distant past, the more recent pasts and the
present. As well, the perspectives within thesa time frames
vary. The point of view for the present time is third-
person omniscient with emphasis on Judith's perspective.
The distant past, though also recounted through third-person
narrative, uses the voice and the language of a young child.
Usually the names of "Judy girl" anrJ "Daddy" signify a shift
into past time. Child-like dialogue takes over to describe
the farming experience from a ch:!.ld I s perspective. This
perspective is then juxtaposed with that of the adult
Judith. The two accounts of the birthing process, as quoted
below, demonstrate the differing perspectives and voices of
the young and the adult Judith. For example, compare:
"Judy I what I s the matter?"
Almost reeling I she held tightly to the
fence. She could hardly see over it, her
chin resting on the top board. "They come
out of her bum!lI (69-70)
8'
to :
She took a s.a11 step forvard and the sow
raised her head with a defensive whoof.
"It's okay". she said, coaxing softly.
"It's only me, I won't hurt hill. 'tou know
me, 1 ' m Judith".
The sow rumbled in her throat and laid
back her head, jerking her body against a
further contraction. (68-69)
The difference in the voices of the young: Judith and the
adult Judith is obvious. The older Judith is experienced
and competent while the younger Judith is innocent and
hysterical. By placing the two incidents side by side in
the narrative, van Herk keeps retrospective narrative
commentary to a minimum. Instead, she calls on the reader
to differentiate between the voices when the narrative time
shifts from the present to the past.
It is important to note that the child and the adult arc
not two different people but one. The adult Judith still
possesses the voice of the child which occasionally
surfaces. Often the emergence of this voice complicates
Judith's adult interpretation of the situation. For
example, in the scenes quoted above the collected adult
voice of the second passage is not Judith I s automatic
response to the situation. At first, whp.n Judith enters the
barn, the voice of the terrified child permeates her
internal dialogue:
God, Judith thought, gripping the fence with
both hands, what will I do, what will I do?
I better call the vet right out. She bit
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her lip, fighting back tears, damn, dtlmn,
damn (67).
Thus, the adult Judith does not undergo a neat development
from child to secretary to farmer. She remains all these
things at once. Near the closing of the narrative, when her
citY-lover finally locates her by letter, Judith's reaction
is reminiscent of her hysterical outbursts as a child:
In the yard she slammed out of the half-ton
and ran to the barn, flinging herself
through the door like an animal into a cave,
crying bitter and unrestrainedly as she
stood there in the aisle, hanging onto the
fence with one hand and knuckling at her
face with the other (lBO-lSI).
The simultaneous co-existence of the child within the adult
allows Judith many voices and further disrupts linear
narrative.
When Judith looks back into the recent past and judges
he,self as the city-secretary, another of her voices is
featured. Here retrospective commentary is abundant.
usually something in tho present triggers Judith's memories
of her relationship with her nameless lover. In the
following passage Judith's greeting of good morning to the
pigs reminds her of her mornings with her lover. she
rer:=alls her discomfort with the intimacy they shared:
And even with her hands still huddled in her
pockets and shivering with revulsion for
their wrinkled snouts and bristling hides,
she must have loved them passionately for
giving her a reason to be alone in the
morning - to utter her first words to them.
Rolling away from his stirring limbs, the
weight of his arm across her back demanding,
she hid her face in the fabric of the pillow
S9
to edge out his ....akened and eager voice ...
the rub of his hair against her chafed and
muted skin - he was unbearable.
"Judith?"
"Mmm?"
IIAre you awake?"
"No".
Silence. "Then why are you talking to me?"
"1 'm not".
But already his arms around her, pinning
her from behind and shaping his body to
hers, knees drawn up cnd fetal, surrounding
her like a shell (110).
The time shifts from present to recent past as Judith
surmises that it is nicer to say good morning to the pigs
than to wake up next to her lover. The rp-ader directly
exper.i.ences how Judith is kept captive in a relatio!'!~hip
with a demanding and possessive lover. Again, it is
important to note that this Judith is not separate from Judy
or the present Judith but contained in both.
The three names of the. protagonist represent different
aspects of her selves. She is named "JUdy-girl" by her
father. Jim also refers to her as Judy, claiming that she
seems like "a serious little kid" (151). ThUS, the name
Judy evokes the presence of the past in the pr,~sent. On the
other hand, the city-lover calls the protagonist Judith in
denial of her past. Judy, however, is not distinct from
Judith but contained in JUdi(th). The voice of Judy, tho
farm-girl, is also present within the voice of Judith the
sophisticated secretary. The connection between lies
largely in the relationships which the protagonist has with
.0
the two men who name her ar.d dotolnate her - her father and
her lover.
Both tht= father ano the lover remain fairly shadowy
figures. The tather plays the role of prairie patriarch and
the lover remains nameless as well as faceless. Judith's
relationships \lith the two are rather 8fllbiquous and she
names them respectively as "Daddy" and "He". Attention is
focused not on the male characters but on Judith and her
memories and jUdgements of her relationships to them. The
father, the lover, and the country farm-boy, Norman, are
merely functional characters. They exist only because of
their role in the development of the protagonist. The
narrative foregrounds Judith's development, not that of the!
male characters. In the later The T.ent Peg, the development
of both the female and male characters is portrayed. This
r.ovel transcends some of the limitations which~
remains trapped in. In ll..Y!ti.th. the sketchy portrayals of the
male characters can be accounted for by the psychological
realist narrative which privileges Judith's peL·spective.
Judith sees the men, especially her lover and her father,
one entity which dominates her life and pushes her to....ard
decisions and choices. What the reader receives is not an
omniscient, objec:tive portrayal of Characters, but the
SUbjective movement ,;! Judith's thougt.t processes and memory
patterns. The limits heI:e are not sexist liJ:lits,'7 per se,
but the restrictions of the narrative fOrlll of psychological
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realism. These constraints are transcended in the more
innovative approaches to narrative found in The Tent Peg and
No Fixed Address.
Judith's relationship to her father is an ambiguous
one. 48 She has great love and respect for him as well as
many fond memories of him. She buys her farm out of the
guilt she feels for not having granted him his final wish
that she take over his farm. Her father's control over he!.'
life dominates every thing Judi.th does, even her choice of
lovers who are really father-figures. Judith's obst::ssion
with her father/lover is portrayed in the £011;)w109 passage:
lilt all pivoted back to her father, guilt and desire; thick
and bent as he was, it was really him she wanted" (117).
The connection between the father and the lover is
accentuated throughout the novel. Both appe£lr as shadowy
entities pushing Judith toward choices. Even after his
death, the father dominates Judith's life. His will haunts
her and forces her to make choices:
FQr it was his plan, after all, his design
and somewhere he must be watching her pain.
To my only Daughter Judith I begueath all
my wordly goods for her to use in
remembrance of me (141).
The lover also makes similar decisions for Judith. When he
buys the car, she feels that she has no choice but to accept
it. It is as if the decision had already been made for her.
Judith plays the part of his n,lstr~ss for whom he bUys
sexual favours:
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Staring at him, the depths of his steely
gray eyes, she liuddenly knew he was right
and something turned over inside her. So
smoothly. so e!fortlessly, he had
amalgamated them, h:!r and the car. the car
and the ....oman (40).
It is important to note that in both cases Judith allows
herself to be dominated by her father and her lover. While
she s.truggles to free herself from her father's contrOl, she
submits to the lover. She sUbstitutes one for the other:
She wished for him (the lover) to take it
out of her hanc1s, to sweep her into a plan
of his own so that she could abandon hers
like the madness it was and so block out the
shape of her father' f: face, stern in death
as i.t had never been in life (l41).
She submits to the father's will when she escapes the lover
and bUyS a farm. go·...'wer. escape does not mean freedom and
the lover continues to h_unt Judith's life. The threat that
he might find her permeates the novel as Judith continuously
checks the mail to see it her escape has been successful.
This fear of being found is ambiguous. At times Judith
longs for the city-lover to find and consume her. In the
passage below Judith sexually desires the lover as an
alternative to masturbation:
Under the cool slip of the sheet, she ran
her hands in circles over breasts. her
belly, her hips, down to her thighs and up
ag3.in, parting herself. opening to the
intrusion of her own fingers. Their
narrowness was insubstantial and
unsatisfying•.•.
She longed for the solidity of his body to
roll over against and take inside her. She
ached with that lost fulfilment, hand still
caressing her open thighs, repeating and
repeating I the inflexible rhythm of her own
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dry pleasure emphasizing her lonely
dissatisfaction ( 97-98).
However, her desire for her city-lover is more than sexual.
It also represents a desire to give up the world she has
created and return to his world where he trades security
for submi&siveness:
... How can I keep on with this, I won't, I
will sell this damn place tomorrow, I'll get
a job again, I can't, I can't, I must be
crazy, shit and blood and snow when I could
be typing letters in my soft clothes and
with clean hands (171).
Although Judith originally buys the farm to please the
dead father and escape the demanding lover, she does create
her own world on the furn. She begins to see herself as
independent and strong. Her relationship with the pigs
allows her to celebrate her femaleness without needing to
identify it through the roles of obedient daughter or
submissive lover. Judith manages to escape the father and
lover to a certain extent, though both men dominate her past
and her present memories. However, her escape is ambiguous
and concentrates more on process than resolution. An
alternative heterosexual relationship is suggested through
the other male character in the novel - Jim.
Judith's relationship with Jim, like her other
relationships, is ambiguous. unfortunately, the ambiguity
here moves toward sexism. Jim becomes the Object of
Judith's tent peg, '9 though he is significantly less
receptive than is Mackenzie in The Tent Peg. His opinions
"
on the nature of heterosexual relationships develop as he
moves beyond the care-free ladles man to a sensitivity the
other male characters in the novel do nat possess. The name
Jim also recalls the name of Judith's father, James. It is
also interesting to note that, like the father, Jim shortens
Judith's name to Judy. The connection between the fathur
and Jim causes a certain amount of ambiguity as it places
Jim into the same collective as both the nameless lover and
the father as "Jim, James, her father or her non-existent,
never-existed, implausible lover" (174). Despite this, Jim
is not merely a functional and static character like the
father and the lover.
The ambiguity with which Jim is presented can again be
related to the narrative strategies ....hich are adhered to in
the novel. Jim, like the other male characters, is
presented as he exists in JUdith's perspective. He is not
depicted as a separate entity. Although his character is
rendered through third-person narration, Judith's judgements
permeate the presentation of Jim. Judith is simUltaneously
attracted to and repulsed by him. ThUS, he is presented at
once as a manipulative pursuer, a nervous, sensitive vit"gin
and an adventurous companion. For example, when Jim visits
Judith's house, she is aware of her vulnerability and his
ability to sense it:
And he sensed it, oh yes, he sensed her
small, unopened wish like the pursuer he
was, and slowing himself to it instantly,
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put his elbO'ols on the table and leaned
toward her (l05).
However, later at the bar he shares in Judith's triumph over
the chauvinistic insults of the faIlllers lind gains the status
of her adventurous and understanding companion as together
they "drove home silentlY along the serene, deserted road,
the laughter between them like a glowing presence II (137).
Jim also plays the part of the nervous virgin who is afraid
to get too close to Judith. Judith confides to Mina:
It I 'd like to get him into bed, but hela so
scared of me he won't come near me. That I s
my punishment, I guess. He always leaves
really fast as if he's afraid that I'm going
to suggest something immoral." (155)
Such is the rendering of Jht. He is certainly not faceless
or nameless but as llilllbiquOllS as Judith perceives him to be.
Judith is attracted to Jim but does not want to succumb to
this attraction. She suppresses her attraction to Jim's
masculinity out of fear that this attraction will consume or
diminish her. She "wanted suddenly to touch him and had to
stop herself, shrinking before nis magnetism" (l07). Not
until she is confident in herself does she succumb to her
desire. This occurs during the controversial scene where
Judith castrates the young boars.
The scene describing the castration of the piglets has
caused a great deal of controversy. SO It serves the multiple
purposes of illullinating Judith's freedcm from her past,
juxtaposing the real and the mythic, complicating the
1
1
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1
1
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narrative through heteroglossia and transforming Judith from
victim to Circe. since it portrays a number of the issues
discussed thus far in this Chapter, it is worth examining in
more detail.
In the episode describing the castration of the male
pigs JUdith's transformation is completed. She appears
simultaneously as the mythic Circe, protecting the female
haven she has created, and the practical farmer castrating
the pigs out of necessity. 51 The rewritten circe is at once
mythological construct and lithe savage witch of pragmatism"
(166). Furthermore, the details of this scene are both
realistic and beyond realism. The castration is
realistically depicted and varying perspectives of both the
pigs and Judith are credited. Intricate details are given.
For example, the testicles gain the status of still life:
If you bit into one of them, she thought,
they would be crunchy, they would have the
grainy texture of apples. He sliced quickly
but clumsily, hacking at the glistening
fruit hidden in the scrotum, drawing lines
of blood while the pig squirmed (165).
At the same time the pigs' sensations of terror are related,
pushing beyond the realist, linear narrative and realistic
depiction:
Breathless, he did not struggle, even
knowing what was going to happen. There
were Whirling shapes, the movement of the
two human bodies on the periphery of his
vision, the smell of her skin and clothes;
even with the scent of blood on her hands,
she still smelled like snow (165).
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After the physical act of castration is over, Judith has
been transformed to the status of Circe. The pigs are
entranced by her as they stand "subdued and listening,
slaves to a master, Circe's human's" (170). Their
masculinity has been sacrificed to maintain the female haven
in the barn. The creative relationship between females,
which seduced and transformed JUdith, can now continue.
The perspectives of the pigs are n:)t the only ones
credited in this scene. Judith's mUltiple voices also
surface. As she cast.:ates the pigs, the narrative time
shifts back to the recent past when Judith learned of her
parents I deaths. Again the reader meets the lover who is
eager to console Judith in her moments of vulnerability
(169). From her memories, Judith begins to understand how
the farm has transformed her. In this sense, the scene is
climactic, following in the convention of the realist or
even the modernist novel. SZ The epiphany seems to occur as
Judi th frees herself from her father and her lover.
Therefore, the castration serves a dual purpose. First, it
describes a woman I s revenge for the self-mutilation of her
bOdy in compliance with the male standards of the feminine::
Perhaps it was atonement for the acts of
barbarity she had committed on herself for
him: plucking her sleek eyebrows, rolling
her straight hair into curls, thrusting
golden posts through the holes in her ears
(166) •
9B
Secondly, th~ castration allows her to partake of a world
traditionally denied to women. JUdlth avoids castrating the:
pigs because she is unsure if she should trespass on this
male terrain which her father did not allow her to see.
Thus, the act of the ca!::tration itself is not significant
because the pigs are being emasCUlated, but because Judith
is performing a role normally reserved for men. The
castration becomes representative of the worldll which are
denied to women by fl\thers and lovers who attempt to protect
them from that which they do not want them to see. When
Judith enters that world which hlls been denied her she
understands how her father has dominated her life and
11m!ted her:
And so it was that she could love him,
father/ god perfect always, unfailing,
showing her only birth and death and never
the sordid in-between, the soiled and
rumpled edges of what the others were. so
eager, so pleased, to show her. Within that
discrepancy she came to hate him and then to
idolize him, and then full circle to her
childishness, trying to please him (167).
When the castration is complete Judith feels triumphant not
only because of the vengeance she has reaped, but because of
the orchestration of an event until now denied her:
And now she had seen the core, the axis
always unexplained and mysterious, more than
a fusion of beginning and end, but the stuff
that days and weeks and months are made of,
the continual, hard resistant core (169)
The scenes following the cas'tration counteract the
supposed climactic effect and epiphany of this episode and
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make a fim:.L ettempt to subvert the structure of the realist
novel. The reader who feels that a neat resolution is at
hand is sharply disappointed. Although Judith has c?me to
understand hew her life has been dominated by men, she is
still uncertain and insecure about the role she is now
playing in the uncharted world of the female pig-farmer.
The scene which follows the castration questions Judith I s
realizations as outlined above. Here, JUdith's voices
return to question her objectives:
It's ridiculous, pigs and pigs and pigs.
Shovel! log sh! t and carrying feed and water
and bloody births and castrating pigs and
pigs and pigs for the rest of your life and
then what will happen? He I 5 dead anyway and
Jim running away like that, it's wrong, it's
all wrong. It's too late (171).
The sense of freedom which Judith has gained from her
supposed epiphany is frightening. She has trespassed all
the boundaries which assign her gender identity. She can no
longer define herself in terms of her father or her lover
and, in an effort to reclaim the familiar world, she puts on
her old clothes of her victim days. This action, itself, 1.S
ambiguous. Does she put on the clothes to reclaim her old
self - to reject the freedom she has gained? Or does she
put on the clothes for herself - to celebrate her ability to
wear them not for others, as a costume and a display, but
for herself? Whatever the reason, the clothes are
transformed by Judith's body. They no longer imprison her
body as her body accentuates them:
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But she found herself suddenly certain and
assured, swishing around the kitchen in the
trailing skirt. Muscles, she thought, I
have muscles. She moved slowly and with
reverence, more salf-aware then ever (173).
It is significant that Jim returns to the house when
Judith is wearing these clothes to admit that he is afraid
of Judith (174). His admission temporarily allows the
reader to believe that he has gained some kind of awareness
as to the roles men expect women to play. Again, the
reader's e"pectations are played with. When Jim finds
Judith in the clothes of her past. he regresses to
chauvinistic consolation. Ea':'lier, as the nervous virgin,
he was afraid to touch Judith. Now he is "touching her
everywhere" (175) and telling her "JUdy, shhh, !isten,1.Lttle
girl, don't be so afraid all the tim~, you're safe noW', my
little Judy, shhh l1 (175). The reader ....ho has anxiously
....atched Jim's progression is not ready for this regression.
Judith, ho....ever, corrects Jim's misunderstandings by
refusing to play child for him as she has played for her
father and city-lover. When she makes love to Jim it is on
her own terms. It is in atonement for all those years of
making love to a father-figure:
There was something about denying her
childishness that made it better than it had
ever been, the length of him inside her
shucking away all those years like so much
chaff, ... (175)
Jim is not a father· figure but a lover. Yet, although a
considerable amount of narrative time has been spent on
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developing Jim and Judith's relationship, JIm is written out
of the narrative when he and Judith make love. Jim's
consciousness-raising seems to be desened as the scene
switches disjunctively to a hUlllorous account of the mating
of a soW' and a baar. Jim, despite hiu often positive
development in the novel, is denigrated to the position of
the discarded 50101: "His necessity dispensed with, she wanted
no more of him" (178). Judith's rather sexist treatment of
Jim defies a "happily ever after" ending but also pushes the
novel's feminism towards sexism. 55 unfortunately, as noted
above, this is what the reviewers and critics concentrate on
when reading~. Little or no attention is paid to the
more successful accomplishments of the novel's postlnodern
fe.inist pcetics as discussed in this chapter.
Fortunately, the novel is somewhat redeemed from its
sexist implications and agaJ.n pushed toward a healthy
ambiguity at the conclusion. The last few pages sC!e the
return of the nameless lover and Judith's decision to st3Y
with the pigs. This decision is dmbiguous. III relation to
the lover it is positive as Judith decides not. to return to
him and the roles he has waiting for her. Her decision to
give herself up to the animal world of the pigs raises some
central questions as to her place in the community:
And she opened herself for them, stretched
herself wide and unending, her arms out, her
head tall, her legs long.
"Pigs", she said, lIyou win" (181).
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This submergence into the world ot the pigs signifies
Judith's rejection of ccnvention. It is at, entrance into
the world ':!'eated by her which is free of the expectations
of others. For the feminist postmodern this is the
uncharted world, tree of assigned gender roles, where one
can create new beginnings. AS such, it 1s also a lonely
world. The prClcess toward the freeing ot selt is a long and
often isolat.ing experience. This tension between the
individual self, especially the feminist self, and society
is explored in all of van Herk's novels. In~ th:'
protagonist's only real connection to the community is with
Mina, who is really more of an ex-centric to the cOMunity
than a member. S4 In The Tent Peg J.L. 's relationship to the
cOmiliunity is also precarious as she serves as a mediator
between the wilderness and the community and faces the
tension as to whether to cODit herself to one or the other.
She tenuously chooses to be part of the community and to
attempt to work within, retelling stories and challenging
stereotypes. In No Fixed Address A.rachne, as the new
picara, is both an outcast from ;le community and a member
of its social structure. She rej':!cts Whllt the community
uffers and attC":!mpts to establish a new order, almost
anarchic in character, in the mythic north. In~ ~uch
questioning also occurs but the resolutions here are even
less clear. Is Judith rejecting the community as
represented by Mina by joining the world of the pillS? Or is
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:,;he celebrating her reclaimed. self through the pigs? She
does after all take a mailbox. This signifies that a
certain status has been allowed her in the community. In
>1.Y5lilh van Hark does not provide any r€lsoJ.utions but merely
highlights the conflict between self and community. In the
later novels the plight of the protagonist in the community
becomes a metaphor for the position of the postmodern
feminist artist who works within, yet subverts the norms
generated from communities.
The readers looking for neatly packaged answers at the
end of llY.9..i..t.h will be sharply disappointed as they will be
in ...11 of Arltha van Herk's novels. As a first novel,
l1!.fti.th dev'~lops the patterns Which are established in the
earliest short stories and continue in the later novels .
.1..Y..lti.t.h is a novel of process not resolution. It explores
the process of entering and redefining the landscape, the
process of decon!. tructing the grammatical pairs of prairie
fiction, the process of complicating the unitary discourse
of realist fictional narrative, the process of pushing
beyond the limitations of realism into the realm of tho:!
mythic, the process of discovering salves and the worlds
denied to woman, the process of accepting cOl~ventlons and
t.raditions both literary, political and sexual and then
ignoring the rules of these conventions by subverting them
from thc inside. These concerns, as discussed in this
chapter, continue in the next two novels and will be furthex-
exa.mined in the following chapters.
The px-ocess of reading J.us:lJ..t.h x-eveals van Hex-k as indeed
a px-aix-ie "spy"S5 entering, manipulating and tx-ansforming
prairie fiction through her feminism and postmodcrnism. Her
sUbversion begins as early as "The Road Out" and continues
in~. Howevex-, in~ , as in the eax-ly shox-t
storieG, van Herk is basically still working within the
conventions of the psychological realist narrative. In.r.bg;
~ narrative strategies become more innovative.
Varied voices and perspectives a.re juxtaposed as van Herk
feminbes the north. In No Fixed Address, the "realist
regional" is fully transformed to the "postmodern
different" through the creation of Arachne as metaphor for
the feminist postmodern artist. The metamorphosis begins in
~. Although the juxtaposition of the realist novel and
the pastmodern navel is not always smooth, this chapter has
attempted to illuminate same of the positive achievements of
the feminist postmodernist poetics of ll.w;li.tb. The reviewers
have already amply noted its weaknesses.
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Endn. ,tes
1. Many of the reviews ;;,f !lYJ1J.t;-h interpret the novel as a
realist and a feminist failure. Some examples are R.P.
Bilan's review in U of T Quarterly 48 (Summer, 1979) 315-
3H ; Lorraine McMullen's review in Journal of Canadian
I.i..Qllsm 28-29 (1980) 25- 2561 Gail Varseveld's review in
Branching Out 6:2 (1984) 43 44 and Miriam waddington's
review in Canadian I,iterature a4 (Spring, 1980) 101-105.
These interpretations of~ as a realist failure are
refuted in this chapter.
2. Reference will be made to the critical reception of these
texts in the following chapters.
3. Gail van VarSevald, "worship Thy Father". Rev. of ll..WU.th,
by Aritha van Herk, ~...Q!!t 6: 2 (1979) 44.
4. Miriam Waddington, "The NeW" Woman", Rev. of ~, by
Aritha van Hark and AIU:5l, by Joan Barfoot,~
~ 84 (Spring, 1980) 102.
5. craig Owens in "The Discourse of others: Feminists and
Postmodernism", m~Jft Anti Aesthetic' Essays on p9!'jtmodern
~, ed. Hal Foster (Port Townsend, Washington: Bay
Press, :i.~8J) 57- 82, claims that the feminist critique of
patriarchy intersects with the postmodern critique of
representation. He notes that feminism radically questions
the assumptions behind representation.
6. LA. MacLaren, "A Charting of the van Herk Papers", .r.!:l.s:
Aritha van Herk Papers' r~~, eds. Apo11ania
Steele and Jean F Tener iCalgary: flniversity of Calgary
Press, 1987) xxxv. MacLaren uses this term to refer to the
reader who reads with a realist bias, who looks for
realistic representation in the text.
1. The tale of Circe and Odysseus is told in Homer, ~
~, Book X, trans. E.V. Rieu (Middlesex, England:
Penguin, 1946) 155- 170. It is also referred to in Ovid's
Metamorphosis, Book XIV, trans. A.D. Melville, ed. E.J.
Kenney (Oxford: OXford University Press, 1986) J32- 3J4.
8. This new tradition includes female prairie writers such
as Margaret Laurence, Sharon Pollock, Edna Alford, Sharon
Riis and Betty Lambert. 11. predecessor to these writers,
Martha Ostenso, will pe focused on here.
9. I have not discovered one piece of critica1 work which
approache~ !lY.Slllh as a prairie novel or discusses its
regional 1mplications.
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10. R.e. Bilan, "Letters in Canada 1978", Univgrsity Of
Toronto Quarterly 48 (Summer, 1979) 315.
11.5ee, for example Linda Hut;::heon, The Canadian Postmodern.
Hutcheon recognizes the importance of intertextuality,
especially ....hen employed by feminist writers. She claims:
"Two of the major 'universals' contested by postmodernism
and feminism are the notions of authority (in its various
forms) and originality. One of the most common means of
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Hodgins.
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the Canadian I~ovel" (Aritha van Herk and Diana Palting,
"Marian Engel: Beyond Kitchen Sink Realism", Branching Out
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than probable worlds.
16. See Aritha van Herk, lOA Gentle Circumcision",~
Prairie Writers on Writing, Ed. Birk Sproxton (winnipeg:
Turnstone Press, 1986) 259 for a fuller description of the
west as masculine space.
17. Aritha van Herk, "Desire in Fiction: De-siring Realism",
Dandelion 8:2 (Fall! Winter 1981- 1962) 33.
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18. In~ the chorus of Lind. Archer and Mark Jordan
creates a tension between the realist font and the romantic
blode. The portrayal of the prairie landscape, ho....ever, is
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19. Aritha van HerJe, "Women Writers and the Prairie: Spies
in an Indifferent Landscape".~ 6:2 (19ft4) 124- 125.
This article will be referred to as IIWOlllan Writers a.nd the
Prairie" throughout this chapter.
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"The Fear of Women in Prairie Fiction: An Erotics of space",
and Henry Kreisel's "The Prairie: A state of Hind".
21. Henry Kreisel, "The Prairie: A state of Mind",~
~, eds. Carl Klinck and Reginald Walters (1968;
Toronto: Gage Educational PUblishing Limited, 1984) 621.
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25. Aritha ven Herk, lll.lsillh (1978; New Canadian Library
Edition, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart- Bantam Limited,
1987) 20.
26. The terms giant and dwarf refer to Kreisel's article as
cited above.
27.~ by Margaret Atwood and JkU: by Marian Engel
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28. See Linda Hutcheon, The Canadian Postpodern, ix.
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Prairie Fiction: An Erotics C'f space". It is ,however,
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An Erotics of Space", Crossing Frontiers, ed. Dick Harrison
(Calgary: University of Alberta Press, 1979) 76.
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Prairies", Canadian Literature i2 (Autumn, 1969) 46- 55.
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Question". saturday Night, April 1981, 94- 96. George
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(Winter, 1979) claias: "Judith faces up to thQ harsh
realities of life in a scene in Which she makes barrows of
the male piglets (that is, she castrates thell) so that they
cry symbol., symbol, symbol all the way home. In the end we
come to the inescapable conclusion that Judith is a very
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Herk's article cited above ""Wolllen Writers and the Prairie:
spies in an Indifferent Landscape".
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Chapter III
The Tent Peg: Circumcising the North
:rJ:l&~ is Aritha van Herk's most ambitious
sabotage of established mythologies. The novel moves beyond
both the modernist realism of the early short stories and
the third-person narration of~ to sabotage the
documentary journal form. The Tent Peg creates a collage of
journal. entries which repeat narrative incidents and
juxtapose perspectives. By SUbverting the journal., van Herk
contests the validity of univocal documentation. She also
indirectly challenges the history and myths which have been
created and reinforced through documentary journalism. In
~ van Herk subverts the "realist regional" and the
mythologies it perpetuates. In The Tent Peg she focuses on
the journal fom and the my~hologies of the Canadian North.
Van Herk attempts to fem~nize the North as she does the
west, the "kingdom of the male virgin" (van Herk.. itA Gentle
Circumcision", 257).1
Van Herk challenges the standard mythologies of the
North by recalling the names of Northern explorers. She
loosely connects some of the personal characteristics of the
historical figures of Canadian frontier history to the
fictional constructs in her text. By using the namer, of
actual historical personages for her fictional creations,
she sets up a tem-lous intertextual frame of reference. The
explorers, after whom van Herk names her male characters,
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generally composed journals to describe their Northern
exploration experiences. In The Tent Peg van Hark
transforms the North as depicted in these journals. She
reclaims it as a feminine space, unlike the harsh landscapes
of the journals of the explorers. In The Tent Peg the
North, traditionally depicted as cruel, vast and
indifferent, becomes evocative, silent, and feminine. This
rewriting of the Northern landscape is foreshadowed in the
feminization of the prairie in!lYillll. However, in~
.Egg the subversion is more thorough than in~. By
writing J.L. into the frontier experience, van Hark provides
a voice for woman in the Northern exploration process.
Also, by placing her text in the tradition of women's
wilderness literature, van Herk celebrates an llessential
femalene.ss" through the landscape. 2 J. L. serves as a
mediator between this feminine North and the community of
male characters.
As in Judith and the early short fiction, traditional
gender roles are rejected in The Tent Peg. Van Herk
examines the roles Which men project onto women as well
the roles which society demands men play. ~....fig
illuminates how both men and lIomen unearth tile
idiosyncrasies of the myths whlch are created around each of.
them. '!an Herk avoidR moving toward sexism by exploring the
consciousness of male and female characters. ~~
notes how gender roles are socially constructed. However,
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at the same tlma, van Hark celebrates an "essential
femaleness" which is ahistorical and beyond patriarchal
systems. Thus {lOom a fe;ninlst postmodern perspective, 11l§:
~ is possibly the most ambiguous of all of van Herk's
texts. It rejects the rational consciousness of humanist
discourse through its narrative sabotage, but celebrates an
"essential feminine" which presupposes a fixed and
unchanging essence at the heart of sexuality. Therefore, it
rejects but also implicitly accepts liberal humanism. 3 Its
feminist postt:ion remains plural and ambiguous.
As this brief introduction indicates, The Tent Peg
attempts to grapple with a large number of objectives. It
sabotages the narrative of unitary discourse, establishes
various intertexts, rewrites the Northern landscape and
deconstructs gender roles. As in her other novels, van Herk
also reclaims women's neglected mythology in The Tent peg.
She rewrites the mythology of Jae! and DeiJorah and creates a
metaficl'".ional sub-text where both serve as metaphors for the
feminist postmodern artist. ThUS, The Tent Peg is multi-
layered. It becomes a series of voices, real and mythic,
interacting and in search of a listener.
In order to understand the extent of van HerJe' s
subversion in The Tent Peg it is necessary to examine the
literary form and the historical mythologies which the novel
is sabotaging. ~e..9 questions the objectivity of
the journal form by juxtaposing a number of perspectives of
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similar incidents. Van Hark challenq"'s the notion that the
journal form serves as an individualistic I!lnd accurate
account of experience. The usually univocal journal becomes
multivocal. Separate voices distort and record experiences
and narrative incidents are repeated throughout the text.
In this sen.;e, the experimental form of The Tent Peg
challenges the notion that an objective history exists.
Furthermore, the names of ·~he male characters in the text
recall the actual historical figures of Canadian exploration
history, specifically: Alexander Mackenzie, David Thompson,
Samuel Hearne, John Franklin and Henry Hudson. Van Hark's
fictional counterparts to these historical personages allow
her to create a tenuous intertextuality with the journals of
tl'.ese explorers. It is interesting to compare the actual
historical journals and personages of the explorers with van
Herk's fictional constructions, if only to show how her
characters differ from those mythologized figures of the
North. The characters have quite differing relationships to
each other and to the Northern landscape than did the actual
historical personages. As van Herk t s postmodern play
focuses on rewriting the North, it is useful to look in more
detail at the mythologies which surround the great Northern
explorers such as Henry Hudson, John Franklin, Samuel
Hearne, David Thompson, and Alexander Mackenzie.
The tragic tale of Henry Hudson, who was sent adrift by
angry crew members, is partially retold by van Herk. In a
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text on the Hudson Bay Company Peter Newman describes
Hudson's place in the Canadian imagination. He claims:
The history book image of Hudson is the
Collier portrait of him surrounded by
icebergs, his bearded countenance downcast,
his hand on the tiller of his tiny shallop,
his haunted eyes gazing into the blank
distance oven/helmed by the self-pity of.
knowing he is facing certain death on the
unknown coast of a merciless sea. 4
self-pity is the essential ....ord to concel'ltrate on here. Van
Herk builds upon this popular image to construct her Hudson
as the embodiment of the colonial reaction to \:he landscape.
He exemplifies what Marcia Kline in Beyond the Land Itself
recognizes as "a profound fear of the natural world tl • 5 Van
Herk's Hudson, sporting all the symptoms of the colonial
mentality, feels fear and anger in the face of the
terrifying North:
And these mountains. Bare, gray, no trees,
no grass. They surround you, they press you
down, they laugh at you like teeth. It's
almost June and they are still snow-covered.
I'm sure nobody knows where we are. 6
Furthermore, van Herk's Hudson portrays another central
characteristic of the colonial mentality, namely the desire
to transplant the English environment onto the Canadian on, ..
The opposition between nature and civilization is paramount
in his reaction to the Yukon:
The mountains. They'd never believe it back
home. They're so rugged a man could never
get al'lV'~here alone, he'd die before he had a
chance. No civilization, nothing (nE:.
103).
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It is not possible to make a direct. comparison between
van Herk's fictional Hudson and the historical personage of
Henry Hudson as the latter did not leave documents and
journals behind him. Therefore, connections remain tenuous.
However, it is actually Hudson's mysterious end, as a
sacrifice to the Canadian wilderness, which gives him a
lasting place in Canadian mythology. In The Tent Peg van
Herk's Hudson is not granted mythological status through
sacrifice, but is allowed a limited redemption. This
partial redemption is permitted by his changing attitude
toward himself and the wilderness. For example, when the
gold mine is found Hudson is elated. He praises the
wilderness, claiming "It's damn bard work but it's real, you
can find stuff here" (nE:, 204). Although he is saved from
the horrid historical fate of Henry Hudson, Hudson's
redemption is not complete in .I.b.~_-,r~n.t.....£gg. He only praises
the land when it yields what he wants from it. His
relationship to the wilderness remains egocentric as he only
recognizes the lai·,d's worth by the symbolic "laying" through
staking. 7
Van Hark's fictional counterparts to John Franklin and
Samuel Hearne do not connect concretely to ....nat is knewn of
the historical personages. Both were northern explorers of
SUbstantively differing personalities. The historical
journals of Franklin are direct and narrative-oriented.
Hearne, though he also concentrates on narration rather than
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description. betrays a certain romantic and artistic
sensibility.- He paints the North as a way ot doculllentlnq
it. Van Herk's Franklin and Hearne both possess poetic
sensibilities. Franklin is a poet who claims "Geoloqy is a
way to seek out the wi1derness" (rrE, 80). Hearne is an
obsessed photographer who sees the North in terms of
colours: "orange", "gray-green", "gray-blue", "gray-white"
(~, 52). A brief look at the actual historical journals
of Hearne and Fronkl!n clarifies the naturo of their
relationship to van Her)(;'s fictional creations.
John Franklin and Salluel Hearne share a poetic
sensibility with thC!ir fictional namesakes. They both
adhered to the pr8gtllatic, narrative orientation of journal
writing and attempted to banish from their journals the
l$cnse of lIIystery and wonder which the North instilled in
thelll. However. at tillles their awe surfaces in their texts.
In The Tent Peg van Herk accentuates the poetic
receptiveness of her fictional constructions. The poetic
sensibilities ot! the historical explorers haunt the sub-
texts of their journals. This is depicted in their
descriptions of Aurora Borealil$, the Northern lights. There
has long boon a legond that the lights can be heard as woll
as seen. A comparison of the two explorers' accounts
reveals a poetic eye lurking behind the factual observations
expected fro. a dor.umentary journal:
The Aurora Borealis was brilliantly
displayed on both the nights we remained
11.
here •.. once I percoivQd a stream of light to
illumine the under surface ot' some clouds as
~~i~:~fed aloog. There was no perceptible
The fact that Franklin listens specifically for the noise of
the lights and his intricate descriptions of tho clouds both
betray his poetic eye. Samuel Hearne's account 1s even more
descriptive alid imaginative:
I can positively affirm, that in the still
nights I have frequently heard them {the
Northern lights] make a rustJ.ing ana
~~:~kI*n~ ~~~:~,9;~~eoih:i~~~i\n9 of a large
Both Franklin and Hearne report differing accounts as to
whether or not the lights make noise. This variation
illuminates the subjectivity of the explorers' experiences.
certainly The Tent Peg focuses on SUbjectivity. This is
examined later in this chapter through an analysis of
narrative repetition. Here, it is useful to note that the
reader is constantly challenged to compare van Herk' s
fictional creations to What she knows of the historical
personages after whom they are nllmed. Such comparisons
allow van Herk to replace the pragmatic accounts of the
North with more sensitive and human accounts. This kind of
rewriting is especially evident in the portrayal of the two
major male figures in 11l.~ - Mackenzie and Thompson,
who recall the explorers Alexander Mackenzie and David
Thompson.
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Historically, Alexander Mackenzie and David Tholllp~on
covered siailar ground 1n their explorations. In~
£§g van Herk' s· Mackonzie and Thompson are allo....ed to exist
at the salle time and are compared to eao.:h other. David
'l'hompson followed in Mackenzie's footsteps but unlike
Mackenzie he actually descdbed what he saw. His journals
are descriptive rather than narrative in nature. Mackenzie,
on the other hand, is factual and precise in his journals
and delights in making lists. His journals concentrate on
activity and narrative action and virtually ignore the
landscape. Galle MacGregor mentions Mackenzie directly when
she writes of tho "avoidance pattern" as a reaction to the
Canadia.n wilderness. She claims:
For the reader of these journalr., thp-refore,
tho land itself, which ostensibly provided
;~~p~~:~~~~yf~~di~~t~c:~lorationsremains
Van Herk does not allow her Mackenzie or Thompson to avoid
the wilderness.
In The Tent Peg Thompson is not unlike what is known of
the historical Thompson who glorified the land and became
fascinated by its spirit and its people. 12 It is interesting
to compare the following two passages: the first from
Thompson's Travels in western North America 1784-1812:
Imagination can hardly form an idea of the
working of this immense body ot water under
~~C~I!V~~W'ression, raging and hissing, as
i[,
t
!
!
I
\
I
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and the second from an entry made by 'Thompson in~
But after another hundred yards I do hear
it, a long, faraway roar that grows larger
as we walk, louder and stronger until it
overtakss and conceals the sounds of the
forest.
And then, ",ithout warnll'19'. we are standing
at the edge of a narrow gorge that is
creased hundreds of feet deep into the rock.
Over it roars a mountain stream that, in its
fall, unleashes itself to brilliant life
<ru.197).
In both David Thompson' 5 actual journal and Thompson' 5
fictional entry in The Tent Peg the waterfall- the epitome
of the North J\merican sublime- is described. Both passages
are sensitive to the sight and sound of the falls and
concentrate especially on its life and vital ity. Another of
Thompson I s entries in The Tent Peg further describes his
sensitivity to the Northern landscape:
The Yukon is a magic place. I know it,
Mackenzie knows it. It's a place where
reality is inverted. Where you have to take
the strangeness for granted em. 126).
Both van Herk' s fictional Thompson and the historical
personage after whom he is named share a sense of awe in the
face of the majestic North. They both sensitively identify
with its strangeness.
Van HPork's Mackenzie recalls Alexander Mackenzie.
Historically, Mackenzie's stature is intimidating. He is
depicted as physically enormous. a man of intense stamina,
self-control and ambition. 1~ His journals, as previously
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stated, are narrativE';-oriented to the point of boredom. His
avoidance of landscape is exemplified in his factual
analysis of immense natural beauties. The following
description of vermilion Falls depicts this narrative
tendency:
... at three on the afternoon on the 17th we
arrived at the falls. The river at this
place is about 400 yards broad, and the
fall about 20 feet high: the first carrying
place is 800 paces in length, and the last,
which is abo",t a mile onwards is something
more than two thirds of that distance. 15
In the preface to his journal, when he writes of
"penetrating across the continent of A.uerica" (~,
57). Mackenzie reflects the mentality which Annette Kolodny
documents. ' ·
It is this historical personage whom v .... n Herk's
fictional Mackenzie seems to counteract. Van Herk's
Mackenzie is a stooped, quiet and undemanding charact.er.
However, like the historical personaga, he is also an
ambitious, hard w:lrker with incredible stamina. nis
...ndurance for work does not arise :.....,t of a noble pursuit of
knowledgQ. Van Herk' s Mackenzie pushes himself beyond tho
limits of physical endurance to avoid asking why his wife,
Janice, left him. Mackenzie works hard not to discover a
new frontier, as the masculine myth would hllve it, but to
avoid facing self and personal failure. He is unlike the
historical Mackenzie, the super-human, .nythological figure
who hllunts Canadian consciousness.
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Van Herk' 5 Mackenzie also has a significantly different
relationship to the land than did the historical Mackenzie.
As noted above, in his journals Mackenzie avoids
descriptions of landscape. In The Tent Peg van Herk
foregrounds Mackenzie' 5 relationship to the wilderness as he
identifies with the North and finds in it a metaphor for his
inner self. It is a place which he becomes part of; whIch
he internalizes. As be enters the North, he claims:
Nothing but tundra and lakes, lakes and
tundra. Once you're out there, in amongst
the moss and the occasional outcrop, you
melt right down into the barrens. Not a dot
of anyone anywhere. And I like it that way
(nf,10).
Furthermore, van Herk accentuates the ambiguity with which
Mackenzie faces the North. In one entry, where he describes
the setting up of the camp, he notes the "shrill, keen of
t.he wind" (.rr.E:, 42). A few paragraphs later in the sarna
entry he disregards his complaint: "Now it feels as if we
are here, that chill wind doesn't matter a damn, the summer
has started" (TIE, 0).
Van Herk also focuses on the fictional relationship
between Mackenzie and Thompson. 17 In Alexander Mackenzie's
journal there is little mention of the people who travelled
with him. In The Tent Peg there is a strong and sensitive
relationship between Thompson, a crew member, and Mackenzie,
his boss. Thompson's sense of wonder and awe at the
Northern landscape is shared by Mackenzie. The following is
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Mackenzie' 5 only direct recognition of the value of
Thompson's friendship:
... but I wish I was sharing with Thompson.
He too will be lying awake this first night,
staring up into the darkness, hearing the
mountain shift. And both of us lying like
this, flat on our backs, we would talk
softly, let the insufficient words fall
between us. He is really too old to be my
son, but he feels something like family to
me. These last three sununers together we've
been excited by the same things, driverl by
the same urge. Yet he C!oesn't dig or pry,
doesn't investigate my life (TIf, 61).
Van Herk allows her two characters to shanl in a boyish
celebration of the North. The historical journals of
Thompson and Mackenzie offer two differing accounts of
Vermilion Falls. III In The Tent Peg van Herk creates a
similar falls and permits her Thompson and Mackenzie to
share it with each other. Their reaction rewrites the
images of the serious, fur-clad explorers of the history
boo':s, who trod through the North with frozen exteriors,
exchanging only words of necessity. In The Tent Peg
Mackenzie and Thompson partake of a joyous celebration of
the falls:
And suddenly we were wild, madmen, rolling
boulders down in some aberrant bowling game
that scores nothing but mist and spray and
dull thunder, that cannot tear the sheet of
water the gash in the rock holds in front of
itself CITE, 197).
It is this spirit of joyous affinuatlon which van Herk
attempts to capture in The Tent Peg. Her characters
12'
celehrate the North, unlike the majority of historical
explorers who merely documented it.
Although the !ntertextual relationship which is
established with the journals of the Northern explorers is
more general than specific, the reader is encouraged to
compare van Herk I s celebration and fel'linization of the North
to the explorers I fear and distrust ot it. Van Herk allows
her characters to feel the spirit at the North and to
redefine it through their confessional and sUbjective
journal entries. Through first-person narration, the
journal as documentary form becomes the journal as
descriptive and confessional fonn. In The Tent peg journal
entries are made by thirteen different characters. This
juxtaposition of various entries sabotages the univocal
narrative of the journal fona and allows the text to become
lIlulti-voiced. Heterogeneity and heteroglossia prevail in
The Tent Peg as van Herk pluralizes the reactions to the
North by creating very different male characters with
differing perspectives. The presentation of their journal
entries juxtaposes their perspectives and emphasize
SUbjectivity in interpretation. Also, van Herk concentrates
on the role which sexual difference plays in interpretation
and further sabotages the documentary journal form.
In a conversation with Thompson, J. L. makes a
postmodern, hermeneutical claim. The following quotation
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can serve as a summary of the philosophical implications of
the form and content of this novel:
"1<nowing won't make any difference at all,
because you can only know something the
first second you realize you know it, and
after that the knowing is only a memory ('f
knowing. Things change" (158).
How we know and what we believe we know is challenged in ~
~. The novel continuously challenges the reader to
reexamine assumptions about the interpretation and the
acceptance of traditional philosophies.
The Tent Peg immediately questions the metaphysics of
knowing by opening with J.L's and Mackenzie's accounts of
the same incident. Both describe the first helicopter trip
out on the tundra. Neither account contradicts the other,
though J .L' S report is significantly shorter than
Mackenzie's. The reader notes J .L's first impressions of
Mackenzie and Mackenzie's impressions of J.L .. What the
characters focus on in their narratives reveals their
biases. J .L. describes the tundra and Mackenzie's
ec. !ntricity while Mackenzie describes the tundra and J. L's
eccentricity. For example, J .L. comments on Mackenzie's
reception in the hotel lobby: " •• r follow his jreen jockey
shorts through the startled faces in the lobby and up the
stairs to the room" (9). Meanwhile, Mackenzie virtually
ignores hi:; own eccentricity and prefers instead to comment
upon J.L.: "And he does seem odd, something that I can't
quite put my finger on in his silence" (14). Both accounts
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are consistent in their description of the episode where
Mackenzie falls into the water. This reccurrence of
narrative incident provides a repetitious pattern whIch
continues throughout the novel.
Another si_llar example ot the r6petiti"Jn of narrative
incident is those entries which describe Mackenzie's
discovery of J.L. 's womanhood. Both J.L. and Mackenzie
recount the episode in the bathroom where Mackenzie's
awakening takes place. Again, diftering vantage points are
privileged. Mackenzie notices the way J. L. looks at his
penis:
The toilet flushes and he comes out of the
cubicle and stands beside me and stares at
my cock singing piss against the enamel.
Now, there' s one thing. It I S bad manners to
stare (20).
J .L. recounts the salle incident frolll her own perspective:
"He has a nice cock too, I can see, shapely, not long, a
neat circumcision" (37). Zeke also gives his account of the
aftermath when Mackenzie and J. L. stOrJll out of the
bathroom. 19 It is interesting to note that J. L' sentry,
which is placed right after Mackenzie's account of the
incident, does not refer to Mackenzie's discover)' at all.
Rather, it is a flashback to J.L's original decision to work
as a cook. Mackenzie's and Zeke's accounts are placed side
by side but other entries intrude before J. L. 's perspective
is credited. J.L. 's account of Mackenzie's discovery does
not occur until eighteen pages later, after Mackenzie's
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second entry (30). While the actual content of J .L. '5,
Mackenzie's and Zekets entries does not differ
significantly, a major incident is undermined here as the
accounts of it are dispersed throughout the narrative.
Therefore, from the beginning of the novel the reader is
discouraged from looking for climactic and neatly placed
accounts.
An excellent example of how van Hark avoids climax by
disrupting narrative continuity is found in her treatment of
the sexual encounter between Mackenzie and J. L. ~o This scene
could function as a climax to a linear novel as the
relationship between J. L. and Mackenzie has been explored
progressively throughout the noveL Ho....ever, here it is
first recounted through the eyes of Milton, taking away the
advantage of a first-hand account. Milton vocalizes the
reader's sentiments when he claims:
But I expect more, I expect he will do
something else to her. He doesn1t, he only
goes on turning her between his hands,
turning her this way and that as if he is
discovering in her shape something new for
himself (212).
The next entry, which is Mackenzie's account, is vague and
introverted:
And then she holds me, we hold each other in
a great groaning circle of a kiss that
wheels and tumbles and transfixes us, that
leaves us empty and replete and completely
overtaken (213).
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J.L's interpretation of the incident is metaphysical and
philosophical rather than concrete:
The feel of his rough hands in lily skin,
turning ay body between his palms so gently
as to wake me frail the longest sleep, a song
of praise unlike any other, a proJlise of
hope, an invitation to the perfect years of
peace (214).
The reader gets a well-rounded perspective uf what has
occurred and the entries are not contradicto'!'y. The reader
is not allowed a detailed, physical description of the
sexual act. Here, the "real" action is Qxpressed in terms
of the poetic "different". The voyeur, as well as the
participants, oversee this transformation.
Other examples of narrative repetition further reveal
that reiteration not only disrupts narrative continuity and
credits various perspectives, but also encourages the reader
to participate in the text. The rendering of the joke which
is played on Jerome provides such an example. The first
reference to the joke is in J .L's entry as J .L. informs the
reader "I almost chuckle out loud. I've got an idea" (139).
The incident is further unfolded through the accounts of
Thompson (140-141), Jerome (142-143) , Mackenzie (144-146)
and Hearne (147). The reader learns a little more from each
entry. Thompson's entry informs the reader that the joke
will be a collective effort as he claims "she (oJ. L.] is
setting up everyone in the camp" (140). Jerome's entry
recounts the actual playing out of the joke frOID Jerollle' s
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perspective. Mackenzie and Hearne describe the aftermath.
Both focus on Jerome I s anger and Hearne reassures the reader
that Jerome' s face "would make a hilarious photo-essay"
(147). Here the narrative continuously unfolds through
various accounts which, when taken together, relate a
complete incident. Each entry serves as a partial account
and captures the reader's attention. Suspense is satisfied
when the entries are read together. Thus, in The Tent Peg
narrative continuity co-exists with narrative disruption.
Continuity encourages the reader to participate, while
disruption warns the reader not to expect a progressive,
cumulative effect which leads to climax and resolution.
Narrative recapitulation in The Tent Peg does not
always disclose differing perspectives. However, when
perspectives are contrasted sexual difforence in
interpretation is usually stressed. Entries crediting
J . L. '5 perspective are sometimes opposed to those of one of
the male characters, particularly Jerome. The narrative
focuses on the varying roles which the characters play,
depending upon their gender. Such difference is especially
reinforced through the entries describing Jerome I s physical
attack on J. L.. The incident is recounted from Jerome's,
J .L. '5 and Mackenzie's perspectives. The attempted rape is
ironically rendered in a way similar to the joke which J. L.
plays on Jerome, as described above. Like the joke, the
attempted rape unfolds through the continuous narrative of a
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number of entries. Jerome initiates the action and lets the
reader know something is about to happen. He claims: "The
little bitch needs to be taught a lesson and 1 guess I'm the
only one with balls enough to do it" (218). J.L. accounts
the actual incident, including her vulnerability and {ear:
When I'm almost out and half lying on top of
the sleeping bag, he fumbles at his pants.
In a wild moment of lucidity I almost laugh
at his ineptness" (219).
Mackenzie recounts the aftermath of the attempted rape and
his role as comforter: "I hold her in my arms and rock her,
hold her and tell her over and over and over again, I'm
sorry, I'm sorry" (222). ThUs, the structure of this
incident is similar to that of the joke which is initiated
by J.L. In both cases the reader participates. The actual
acting out of J .L's joke is accounted by Jerome, as victim,
and the :lcting of Jerome's "joke" is described by J.L., as
victim. The aftermaths of both incidents are depicted by
Mackenzie. The similar structures of the two occurrences
serve to emphasize sexual difference. J.L. seeks her
revenge on Jerome through play; a joke which does not harm
anyone. Jerome seeks his revenge on J .L. through sexual
violence, which he believes will reestablish his position of
power. The joke is paralleled to the sexual attack to
emphasize the differences in male and female reactions to
feelings of powerlessness and anger. Jerome's attack
stresses J.Lls vulnerability in the face of man's
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aggression- verbal and physical. Man is presented as
aggressor and woman as defender against this aggression.
The role which se>'ual difference plays in various
narrative perspectives serves as an entry point into a major
tension in The Tent pgg between the real and the mythic. As
in !lJ.llU...t.h, this tension dominates the content of the novel.
However. in Judith van Herk concentrates more on the
psychological development of her protagonist while in~
~ she focuses on how J. L. as character is transformed
into the mythological Jael. The psychological development
of J. L. is not disregarded though more attention is paid to
J.L. as mythological figure. J.L. functions as a means by
which sexual difference is celebrated and the social
con.:'truction of gender roles examined. By highlighting the
evclution of the male characters as well as the
transformation of J .L., the novel scrutinizes how both
masculine and fElminine gender constructions are generated.
The male charact-ars corne to a very human comprehension of
the nature of heterosexual relationships and J. L., mediator
of the feminine, serves as their guide. The feminine,
Northern wilderness functions as an essential factor guiding
the growth of all the characters in The Tent Peg. This
wilderness also plays an important role in the establishment
of sexual difference.
The Tent Peg not only establishes intertextuality with
the historical journals of Northern explorers, but also
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places itself firmly in the tradition of women's wilderness
literature. In The Tent Peg the wilderness is identified as
a silent and feminine space. In the introduction to her
book Private and Fictional Words, Coral Ann Howells notes
that for Canadian women writsrs the wilderness serves as a
symbolic space where their characters explore sexual
difference. 21 It is often a space where the protagonist
escapes to; a place of refuge where the protagonist longs
for a "rehabilitation of the feminine" (HOwells, 18).
Howells refers to Marian Engel's .emu: and Margaret Atwood's
~ to explicate her theory of women's wilderness
literature and claims that in both novels "se1£-
transformation occurs within myths and legends of
landscape" ( Howells, 30). In "Desire in Fiction: De-siring
Realism" van Herk also refers directly to Marian Engel's
~. She uses the example of the character Lou in this
novel to show how both this character's personal growth as
well as her "marvellously fantastic" transformation are
illuminated (36). These ins~"hts into~ as well as
Howells's brief theoretical commentary on wilderness
literature can be applied to van Herk's work, especially The
~. Like Lou, J.L. serves the mUltiple functions of
mythol"qical figure and fictional character. zz For J. L. the
wilderness becomes a symbol of a feminized inner space where
the feminine is rehabilitated and celebrated. certainly
sexual difference is celebrated in The Tent Peg. This
lJJ
celebration of sexual difference allows J .L. to obtain
mythic status. Yet, she also retains her position as a
character who develops and changes as the novel progresses.
She achieves the status of mythological figure and
simUltaneously retains her position as a psychologically
developed fictional construct. While J.L. is originally
presented as an androgyno'ls figure whose sexual identity is
mistaken by Mackenzie, she is later transformed into a
sensuous goddess Who evokes the wilderness and shares its
spirit. Van Herk, like Engel and Atwood, uses the
wilderness to celebrate the feminine. She resurrects the
feminine and rewrites it into the landscape of the North.
She offers a world "that is possible rather than probable"
(Aritha van Herk and Diana palting, "Marian Engel: Kitchen
Sink Realism", 12).2]
As wilderness literature, The Tent peg also
confronts another issue of concern to this tradition - the
question of self and community. Heather Mu.rray explores
the relationship between self and community in "Women in tne
Wilderness". She redefines the old dichotomy of nature
versus culture and replaces it with a continuum of
wilderness! pseudo-wilderness! city.24 Murray claims that in
novels such as~ and~, or even in Ethel Wilson's
Tlte Swamp Angel, the "pseUdo-wilderness" is the site of a
tenuous community and it looks both to the city and to the
wilderness (Murray, 76). Woman is not attached exclusively
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to either nature or culture as in the traditional dichotomy.
She is mediator between the city and the wilderness. She is
positioned in the "pseudo-wilderness" which" functions as a
site for women and women's fiction" (Murray, 77), This
process, whloch Murray illustrates through the example of
Maggie Lloyd in Vie Swamp Angel, is also evident in~
~. Here J.L. serves as a mediator between the wilderness
and the outside worlds from .....hich the men come. 2S The
"pseudo-wilderness" in The Tent Pea is the community formed
by the male characters, of whIch J. L. is the centre. As
mediator between wilderness and city, J. L. struggles with
the silence of the wilderness and the language of the male
myths which define her. Her function as mediator is at
least a dual one. She serves as a mediator between the men
and the wilderness as well as a mediator between the men and
their lives outside the camp. J. L. connects the men to the
wilderness and helps them to understand their own lives.
The reader wit.nesses the transformations of both J. L. and
the mal9. characters as the wilderness communicates through
J .L. and changes all of them.
As a "real" character and simultaneous mediator betl1cen
the wilderness, cit"y and the men, J.L. is unsure of her
status. J.L. undergoes a personal transformation Which,
like JUdith'S, is both physical and spiritual. For example,
at the beginning of the text J. L. is a woman masquerading as
a boy. She is an androgynous figure with short hair. The
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men later project the roles of priestess and prophetess onto
her. Finally she transforms herself by putting on her
"gypsy skirt" (225) and playing the role of a gypsy dancer.
J. L. 's dance is a celebration of the feminine which is
embodied in the mysterious Northern wilderness. J .L. allows
herael f to celebrate the mythological status which has been
credited to her as she claims:
For a moment I can pretend I am Deborah
celebrat:l.ng mysel f, victory, peace regained
(226) •
J. L' 5 spiritual metamorphosis is significantly more
complicated than her physical transformation. As a
character she is transformed from a sexist to a feminist. 26
Again, her change is quite similar to those changes which
Judith undergoes as she progresses to....ard a femini.st
awareness. However, as has been noted in the previous
chapter, Judith progresses lIIore toward sexism than feminism.
The Tent Peg does not suffel~ from the same limitations.
Instead it actively explores the differences between sexism
and feminism through the character of J.t.
At the beginning of the text J. L. does not want to be
part of the male community, let alone its mediator. She
goes to the North to escape role- playing. lis a graduate
student in the city. she has l'.ad numerous failed
relationships with men. She hopes to escape this kind of
life by fleeing to the North:
We all hide bere, see each other every day,
stick up for each other in seminars, screw
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each other after class, graduate utudents a
1.11. -. It makes me sick (24).
She sees all the men of her past as a collective and
homogeneous male-hood:
I have sometimes thought that I should make
a list of all the men who have made love to
me, 'Who have labored over me in some
predestined effort to arouse beyond all
others. Although I could make a list of
details, I could never range their faces
side by side. There is no clear face, only
shapes of faces that transform themselves to
shadows when I peer more closely (149).
Van Herk characterises J. L's sexism by permitting her to
turn men into headless lovers as men have so often done to
women. When the camp is first established, the men there
seem the same as all the other men J .L. has known. J. L.
refers to the men as a collective "they". van Herk directly
quotes the passage below in "Women writers and the Prairie:
spies in an Indifferent Landsc,,' .," as an example of how
wOlDen writers can "mythologize the same men who have muso-
mythologized women" (127):
And yet When I look at their faces down
either side of this rough table, I see the
same faces I have always seen, the same men
I have always known. Bearded or clean-
shaven, angular or smooth, they are after
all only men (57).
If the novel was to remain at this level it would fall prey
to the same limitations as lYQ..ilh and the early short story
"A Minor Loss". It would move toward sexism and
universality rather than ambiguity. In the "Women wrlters
and the Prairie: spies in an Indifferent Landscape" van Herk
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also notes that by reversing this kind of mythology. as J. L.
does here, "It never turns out the way it is supposed to"
(128). certainly J.L. 's observations in this particular
scene are overtly sexist rather than productively feminist.
However, the novel progresses beyond this and the men take
on unique characteristics. In other words, they become
psychologically developed characters rather than just
functional stereotypes. The male characters are given their
own voices as they speak through their individual journal
entries.
As time passes J. L. begins to see the men in her
"pseudo-wilderness" community as distinct entities.
Gradually the men appear as individuals to J. L.. They do
not remain as an integrated male-hood. In one of her
entries J .L. goes through the entire cast of characters,
pointing out their strengths and weaknesses. She claims:
They're finally coming clear to me. At
first they were just a mass, a clot of men,
all of them watching me, pulling at me,
indistinguishable. But now they're
separating into themselves, distinct male
people (136).
Recogniz ing the men as "distinct male people" allows for
heterogeneity. J.L. further progresses to an understanding
that men, like women, are victims of the socialization
patterns of their cultures. Men and women both try to live
up to roles which society demands they play. When J.L.
helps Mackenzie to understand why Janice left him, she
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recognizes that he too is a victim. She claims: -All that
socialization, all that pressure. Not your fault- (202).
J.t's understanding that both men and women are victims
of the societal canst". uction of gender roles elevates her
from sexist to feminist. J. L. begins to realize that 1n
order to institute change she has to work ""ith!n the
community rather than isolate herselt frol'll it. Her position
as mediator elevates her to mytholoqical status. As
mediator she plays a dual role. She is an intermediary
between the male characters and the wilderness and an
arbitrator between the male characters and their lives
outside the camp. It is this dual position which transforms
J.L., the character, into Jae!, the mythic presence.
J. L. I S relationship to the feainine North is not
unambiguous. For example, her tirst reaction to the
Northern wilderness is an enigmatic one. Initially she
describes the tundra as -expressionless white" with a -fatal
design" (7). However, in the same entry J.L. is also
captivated by the silence of the North. It is this silenco
which allows her to enter the landscape as Judith entered
the prairie in J1.!.J.sti..t... J. L. documents:
I stand beside the wing, feel in the sky and
the land and the ice a coating of silence,
thick and gelid. There is no sound here, no
sight, no smell, nothing. Numb, I stamp, to
feel the ice shudder imperceptibly under my
booted foot (8).
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The North here is silent but alive. 1\S has been noted
above, it is the quest for silence which has drawn J. L. to
the ....ilderness in the first place. Significantly, this
silence will also draw Arachne of No Fixed AddreSS to the
North as welL In a confessional entry J.L. identifies
what she is looking for in this Northern space:
...all I wanted to find ....as silence, a
relief from the cacophony of sound, of
confession that surrounded, that always
irnpigned on me. I didn't want their
secrets, my ear not receptacle enough for
ordinary words, let alone confession. I do
not practice absolution. Indeed, I have my
own fear and my own doubt and my own
confession to make, if there were anyone to
listen (57).
This passage identifies two of the major aspects of
J.L. 's role as mediator. First of all, what J.L. finds is
not refuge or silence. As listener to the men J.t. comes to
know herself as well as the wilderness. secondly, Rosalind
Coward's claim that "we [women} must undeL"stand the messages
of others but we cannot expect to be understood ourselves ..2~
seems to appropriately describe J .L. 's position as listener.
J.L. tries to understand the male characters as individuals
but they never really come to understand her as a person.
To them, except for Mackenzie perhaps, she remains a generic
female.
The male characters establish J.L. as a mythological
construct largely because of her role as mediator between
the "pseudo-wilderness" and the wilderness. Through the
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manipulation of three po....erful symbols, van Herk allows J. L.
to undergo this transformation. The bear, the moss and the
rock-slide serve to represent the spirit of the wilderness
and J.L's connection with it. J.L speaks to the bear and
learns from her. She also collects the moss and later
shares it with the men. She celebrates the landslide as the
North speaks to her, excluding the men. All of these
symbols possess ll. feminine spirit whlch is shared with J.L .
The appearance of the bear in The Tent Peg is no
surprise. 28 In "Affairs with Bears" Annis Pratt clail.lll the
bear as a spiritual entity through which women writers
celebrate female eroticism. pratt claims:
Young girls and baars, like young girls and
horses, occur throughout women's archetypal
history as mutually empowering forces; they
experience an exchange of being which is
both protective and transformational.As long
as the girls emulate their goddess and
remain outside the boundaries of culture
~~:~d~~:~be able to enjoy natural
The bear in The Tent Peg does transform J. L. and indeed
possesses a mysterious feminine spirit outside "culture".
However, J .L's relationship to the bear is not thoroughly
developed and at times the incidents involving the bear are
awkwardly described by van Herk.
The bear first appears as an immense and incredible
being, reaching up to the sky to tear down the helicopter
(95). The bear, as embodiment of the female wilderness,
retaliates against her invaders who are coming in to "lay"
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her. The next appearance of the bear comprises one of the
weakest, yet most ambiguous, entries in the novel as J.L.
accounts a rather insipid conversation with the she-
creature:
I knew her. She came to me in the she-bear.
She came to me and she reared herself up big
and beautiful and wild and strong and she
said, "Wait. Don't let them drive you
away" .
I clench my fists. "I'm tired, I'm so
tired".
"Just stay", she says.
But one wants to murder me and one wants to
fuck me and one wants to take pictures of
me, and what are the others going to want? I
thought it would be different out here".
"You thought you 1 d leave all that behind?
There isn't a place in the world without it.
You can try to escape but it· s better to
face it head on".
"I'm ready to give UP. lay them all one
after the other, let them do what they like
with me".
"That won't help".
"Who cares? What am I, some kind of
sacrifice?"
"We all are", she says, "We all are
already".
And t.hen she's gone with the two squeal ing
cubs tumbling behind her. Leaving with me
her smell, her invocation, the power of her
long, curved claws (Ill).
This bear, while supposedly mythic and archetypal, speaks in
a rather colloquial tongue as she offers J. L. encouragement.
However, her advice that "we" are all sacrifices of one kind
or another suggests another layer to the text.
I. S. MacLaren has offered a reading of this scene in
his biocritical essay on van Herk. MacLaren concludes that
the "we" refers not to women in particular, but to humankind
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in general (xxv). For MacLaren the sacrifice is the
Christian sacrifice of self to God (xxv). However, there
are two reasons why it is more justified to ascertain that
the bear is representative ot women and sP~i"ks specifically
as a feminine spirit. First, the bear is a common archetype
found in Canadian fiction written by women, as noted above.
By applying Pratt's theory, one can read the bear as a
feminine force which empowers and encourages J .L. who has no
one else to listen to her fears. The bear is outside the
cOlnJllunity and represents the "natural freedomH'o of the
North. Secondly, the bear is directly connected to Deborah,
the embodiment of the feminine spirit and metaphor for the
feminist artist. 31 The third-person pronoun ttshe", which is
used to introduce the bear, is also used to introduce
Deborah in a scene which directly follows the one quoted
above:
The firs't time I saw her she was singing.
She had on an orange shirt, I remember that
flagrant color. She held a tribal drum
between her knees and she was singing with
only her fingers on the drum to accompany
her. It was very strange and very beautiful
(l11) .
The first line of the previous entry "She came to me in the
she-bear ll (Ill) can be read as "Deborah came to me in the
she-bear", Thus, Deborah who is depicted as a mysterious,
feminine spirit throughout the novel is equated to the bear.
Although Deborah will be discussed in more detail later in
this chapter, it is interesting to note that tlshe" refers to
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Deborah, the bear and the wilderness. All possess and are
representative of the "essential feminine". Therefore, it
is possible to assume, contrary to MacLaren, that the bear
is female and rf':presents the feminine spirit of the North.
Within this context the bear's advice can be interpreted.
What do llwe" (women] sacrifice ourselves for?
Tradition? The "we" here can be read as woman and more
particularly as the feminist artist who works within a
tradition and attempts to subvert it at the same time. J.L.
works within the "pseUdo-wilderness" community of men,
playing the traditional role of cook and confidante. She
must work inside the community to lodge her tent peg of
awareness in the men's skulls. 3l Women, in general, must
work within the community to change sexual stereotyping and
raise the consciousnoss of the men. Deborah, as artist,
plays her part of performer who must put up with admiring
males in order to re-sing women's songs and celebrate the
feminine. The woman writer must work within literary
conventions in order to accomplish a lire-educating of the
literary imagination". 33 Sacrifice must be mi'lde by women who
are mediators in the I1pseudo-wildernessll. 34 Read in this
way, the weak conversation between J. L. and the bear can be
interpreted more productively as metafictional commentary.
This reading can also explain the final appearance of the
bear near the conclusion of the text. After J. L. has
participated in the staking of the gold mines, the bear
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appears as a "ragged omen ll (209). It is as if the bear's
....arning has materialized and she reappears to reinforce her
message. J. L. has sacrificed her relationship to the
wilderness as free, feminine space in order to become part
of the men I s social community. As mediator of this
community she is caught in the middle of the wilderness and
the "pseudo-wilderness" community. she has to sacrifice one
for the other. The meta fictional implications of this
position will be discussed more thoroughly towards the
conclusion of this chapter.
The moss is another physical manifestation of the spirit
of the North which is shared with J. L.. Throughout the text
various male characters note that J. L. is collecting
something which to them is invisible. Ivan first arouses
the reader's curiosity:
Sometimes if it's nice she vanishes for an
afternoon. Like she needs to be alone.
Once, flying out to pick up the early crew,
I saw her far up the valley toward the base
of the mountain. She was stooped over,
looking at the ground. Then she
straightened up and put something in a
little bag. Queer. Must have :'-Ieen
collecting rocks (93).
A few entries later Thompson also wonders about J.L's
strange behaviour:
I can't understand what she Joes out there.
We're working away on the scintillometer
grid and I see her orange rain suit moving
up the cirque. she walks along light and
easy, and when she gets to the point where
the mountain starts to slope upward more
steeply she stops, gets down on her knees
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and starts digging in the ground. After a
moment she gets up and walks a few paces,
then kneels again. Interesting. What is
she doing out there, digging around? Maybe
she's bushed already (100).
J. L., of course, is collecting the moss which the men never
notice. The smell of the moss lingers throughout various
entries though it is never identified. Hudson vocalizes the
relationship of the men to the small wonders of the North:
There's a faint smell of spice in here, a
smell I sometimes catch when I'm walking,
trudging behind Jerome, but of course I
neve!' have time to stop and find out what it
is, what kind of plant cr flower it comes
from (169-170).
The reader is thoroughly seduced and does not realize
until the concluding pages of the text that the smell comes
from the moss which J. L. has been gathering. She sews the
moss into sachets and gives them to the men as presents. In
this way, she brings to them the wilderness which they have
been too busy to discover because of their games of staking
and lIl aying ll • It is Franklin who appreciates :I.L.'s gift:
So that I s what she was doing, gathering moss
and sewing it into sachets, capturing the
smell of the tundra for us. She went around
and left them in our belongings like a
token, a pungent memory. The smell of her
there, between my dirty socks and underwear,
makes me see that in something so small, so
pure, there is perfection (224).
It is ironic that Franklin, the poet, does not recognize the
moss until it has been given to him as a present. Even the
male poet is blind to the feminine spirit of the North. He
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is reminded by J,L., the mediator, that it exists even in
the littlest things.
T~le third symbol which connects J .L. to the Northern
wilderness is the powerful rock-slide. The slide reminds
the reader and J. L. that the wilderness is strong and
potentially destructive as well as beautiful. The entire
scene moves beyond realistic depiction as J. L. faces the
rock-slide in terror and awe. The descriptive and evocative
scenes, which often seem awkward in the short fiction, here
are polished and refined:
The sound seems to fade but then it's j ained
by the smaller chinks and spatters of
stones, a trickle that gradually cascades to
a small stream gathering earth and shale and
rocks, begins to sing, to surge, to roar,
and finally to rumble, to thunder immense
and savage, tearing pieces of the mountain's
granite with it, boulders tumbling over
themselves in heavy consternation, the ....hole
slide of the mountain caught in a torrent of
itself, sliding in heavy loss down its own
flank (121).
Here realistic episode is transformed into the postmodern
"different". The rock slide doesn't remain as "the descent
of a mass of earth or rock down a hill or mountainside" as
MaCkenzie's definition assures him (122). Instead it is the
voice of the wilderness as communicated to J. L.. This voice
is beyond language; it is intuitive. For example, J. L.
wakes not because of a noise, but because of a feel ing:
I felt the mountain rumble, 1 felt it stir
and I was instantly awake, listening with
every bone arched. Silence, perfect
silence, taciturn and patient (120).
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This silence moves J. L. to the mountain where the wilderness
communicates her power and strength. The language of the
mountain is exclusively for J.L. as the men do not heflr it.
This celebration of the feminine landscap£, is reserved for
women only because, as J. L. claims, the male characters are:
"Men with no ears, men with no connection to the earth"
(121).
1\5 mediator J. L. tries to communicate her experience to
the men, though she does not thoroughly understand what has
occurred herself. Mackenzie feels angry with himself
because he does not hear the rock-slide. His definition, as
noted above, does not explain this particular phenomena.
When J .L. admits her fear to Mackenzie, he begins to see her
as a person rather than a generic female. However, Cap, in
contrast to Mackenzie, uses the incident to further
mythologize J. L. into a witch figure:
She I S a witch, I swear. I should leave
her well enough alone, if I'm not careful
she'll hex me. Even so, I would like to get
her clothes off ...
How does it feel to screw a witch? (125)
ThUS, the symbol of the landslide serves to illuminate the
nature of J.L. 's duplicitous position. She is humanized
through Mackenzie's perspective and further myt.hologized
through cap's perspective. She remains both a mythic
presence and a flesh and blood character.
Through the bear, the moss and the roele-slide, the
reader witnesses J. L' s personal transformation from
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character to mythic figure much in the way she witnesses
Judith's and Arachne's metamorphoses in van Herk's other two
novels. This connection between J. L. and the wilderness has
largely been misunderstood by van Herk I s readers. For
example, when R.P. Bllan attempts to discern a "theme" he
claims that The Tent Peg is abundant in "stereotyped
assumptions about women's intuitiveness, natural grace and
instinctive communion with the universe". 35 He fails to
recognize that this celebration and rehabilitation of the
feminine is not only a celebration of J. L. as a woman, but a
celebration of a wilderness which has been feminized and
thus rewritten. This is not a wilderness that can be
avoided but must be confronted in order to know self.
Barbara Godard, in a generally more sympathetic review,
claims that van Herk develops the theme of woman as land:
J.L.as land. 36 If one accepts this interpretation then one
accepts the nature/ civiliz:ation dichotomy. 37 J. L., howevar,
is not the land but mediator between the land and the
community. This relationship transforms both J.L.and the
male characters. History becomes her-story: the story of
the feminized wilderness. J. L is raised to mythic
proportions While, at the same time, clinging to her status
as a "real" character.
'l'his tension between the "real" and the mythic plays an
important part in the social construction of the mythologies
surrounding gender roles. As mediator between the men and
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the wilderness and the men and their lives outside the
wilderness, J. L. is responsible for making them aware of the
social construction of gender. Through the guidance of J. L.
each man, excluding Jerome,38 resolve conflicts within
himself. These conflicts involve coming to an understanding
about the roles which society demands men play. J.L., as
mediator, allows the male characters to recognize and
partially reject these roles. The development of the male
characters varies. The men are not presented as a
homogeneous group but as individuals who come to different
realizations. However, there are some similarities in their
discoveries. Cap and Ivan, for example, both learn to
reject masculine stereotypes which their society has
constructed for them. Both Thompson and Mackenzie learn to
question their assumptions about the relationship between
marriage and ownership. Generally, as the ~len reject
masculine constructions and challenge traditional notions
about heterosexual relationships, they also begin to
mythologize J. L..
Cap and Ivan reject masculine roles and simultaneously
hail J.L. as a mythic figure. Cap realizes that male and
female self-worth are not necessarily measured by sexual
performance. When he shares the shower with J. L. he forgets
about making love and weeps instead. He learns to question
the traditional correlation between masculinity and sexual
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performance and presents J. L. as a priestess who has
purified him:
And then she does the funniest thing. I'm
bent over, ashamed, picking up my pants, and
she lays her hand on my head, like a
blessing. I remember the priest doing that
when I was little. She just rests her hand
on my head and says nothing. looks at me so
warm and gentle I'm suddenly calm, washed
clean, complete (193).
To Cap, J .L. is no longer a witch (125) but a priestess who
cleanses and purifies. He is free of the socially
constructed role of man as sex-machine but he projects
another socially constructed role onto J. L. . Ivan undergoes
a similar process as he learns to express his fear of death
and to overcome the macho reserve which is demanded by
society. Ivan admits his fears to J .L. who, again, appears
as a healer. Ivan has blind faith in her. Like Cap he
rejects a masculine role and simultaneously projects a
feminine stereotype onto J. L.. To Ivan J. L. is a prophetess
who intuitively reads the future:
"Ivan ll , she says softly and her voire over
the headphones comes from another
country,"you won't get killed flying.
You'll die in bed. I promise".
And I believe her. Maybe itts irrational,
but I believe her (187).
It is ironic that while Ivan and Cap struggle to free
themselves from stereotyping, they pn.ject restrictive
female mythologies onto J.L., constructing her as priestess
and prophetess. 39
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It is through Thompson and Mackenzie that The Tent Peg
m3kes its most extensive commentary on the social
construction of sexual stereotyping. Both of these men have
narrow attitudes toward women and their relationships with
women. They both have fallen prey to societal mythologies.
J. L. forces them to question their assumptions and
reevaluate their judgements. J .L. serves as an arbitrator
between Thompson and his lover, Katie and Mackenzie and his
wife, Janice.
Thompson posits that "women are these hidden,
inexplicable people" (156). This mytht:logy, which both
Thompson and Mackenzie have accepted, further claims that as
mysterious beings women must be owned through marriage in
order to keep ther,l loyaL Thompson believes that by
marrying the beautiful Katie she will "belong" to him (158).
J. L. forces Thompson to reexamine this assumption that one
person can ever belong to anyone else. She attempts to
deconstruct the patriarchal notion that a married woman is a
man's property. J.L. claims: "Thompson, I know you won't
believe me, but you could marry her a hundred times and she
would never belong to you" (158). Thompson is forced to
reexamine his chauvinistic assumption and to accept the
temporality of life and love. Although his awareness
regarding his relationship to Katie is rais<!d, he, like Cap
and Ivan, further mythologizes J.L.. In his next entry he
also identif ies J. L. as a mysterious priestess:
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strange how after I told her everything
about Katie and me I feel relieved, emptied
out. She treats me just like before,
doesn't mention it again. I like her better
everyday. She's the kind of person that you
want to stay watching, moving like a silver
fish between us, all we men trailing in her
wake (165).
Mackenzie's understanding regarding his relationship
with his wife is probably the most complicated of the
various realizations re.ached by the male constructs in the
novel. significantly, Mb.~kenzie is the most psychologically
developed male char3cter. 40 Like Thompson, he creat.es an
aura of mystery around women. He also directly equates this
mythology to J. L:
Because women are so mysterious, so blind
and inward and silent, so tuned to
vibrations that we have never been able to
hear. They turn in faultless circles, they
move like vases forming, always changing but
always perfect. And even J.L., slight and
angular a~ she is, has the fluidity, the
deep swirling motion of water (145).
Also, like Thompson, Mackenzie's realization makes him
reevaluate his assumptions about the woman in his life, his
wife, Janice. Mackenzie believes that marriage denotes
ownership. J. L. helps him comprehend that he has no right
to believe that he can control Janice's life. J.L.claims:
IIThat's it right there. The very idea that
you could allow her or prevent her. That's
why she left" (202).
Mackenzie feels shame at his self-centredness. He is
assured by J. L. that this shame is the first step toward
redemption. Like the other men, Mackenzie has reached a
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higher vnderstanding of heterosexual relationships through
J.L•• Unlike the others, he manages to see J.L. as an
ordinary human being as well as a mythic figure. For
example, in the same entry he first sees her as "a small
woman who is holding one of my hands in both of hers" (20).
However, 'it the same time he also claims her as his
redeemer:
The irises of her eyes could widen
indefinitely to enclose me. If I could
become a figure inside those bottomless
pupils I would be saved, redeemed (203).
J.L. is both redeemer and woman to Mackenzie. As a woman
J . L. teaches him how to appreciate feminine beauty.
Mackenzie worships J.L. 's body and transforms her into a
statue:
She turned herself inside my hands, with
each movement the porcelain clarity of her
skin more luminous, as if my hands could
ignite a light within her (213).
In this way he saves the memory that will never allow him to
take for granted "the way a woman feels" (213). He learns
to apprf!..::iate feminine beauty without laying claims of
ownership on it.
Mackenzie's final entry, which closes the text, reveals
an awareness that the other men do not possess. Mackenzie
knows that J. L. has affected him profoundly and that she has
changed his perceptions of women in general. He also
recognizes the roles which J. L. plays as a woman. He
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watches J. L. celebrating he't"self as she dances to "an
unheard music, that of tambourines and golden trumpets"
(227). He sees J. L. as the mythological Jael and he
compares himself to Slsera. 41 Mackenzie also sees J. L. as an
ordinary woman: "no longer the witch, the saint of fire, but
our own J .L., flat and skinny as before" (2:27). To
Mackenzie J .L. is both mythic presence and woman, while to
the other men she remains primarily a mythological entity.
Mackenzie's realization focuses on the roles which men
construct for women, not only on his own life. His
development is not merely egocentric as he insightfully
notices how women play mlll tiple parts at once.
The transformations in this navel are numerous. Through
their names, van Herk' s male characters recall historical,
male personages. Thus, van Herk signals that she is
offering an alternative to those accounts of the North which
were offered by the explorers. The psychological
development of her male characters focuses on heterosexual
relationships and the social construction of gender. As a
result, the mythological explorers of North are substituted
with more humanized fictional counterparts. While male
mythologies are demythologized, the female cha1';'acter, J. L. ,
is further mythologized. As a conveyor of the "essential
feminine" spirit of the wilderness, J.L. is granted
mythological status outside realistic depictioo1. Also, the
male characters mythologize her as they project societal
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constructions onto her. Her status as character is
maintained and her psychological development portrayed
through her confessional journal entries. Yet, .J.L. is more
than character and mythological figure. She is also the
metafictional representation of the feminist artist in
society, She foreshadoW's the creation of Tip in "Waiting
for the Rodeo" (1984) and Arachne in No Fjxed Addres..:
(1986). As the artist, J.L. struggles in her decisions
whether or not to join the community. This metafictional
struggle is best reflected through the confessions Which
J. r•• makes to her friend and mythological companion.
Deborah.
The relationship between J. L. and Deborah is brilliantly
crafted in The Tent Peg. rt is much more developed than the
relationship between Mina and Judith in~ and is
analogous to that of Arachne and Thena in No Fixed Ad~.
The mythological significance of this relationship is
apparent. In the Bible Deborah is a prophetess, leader and
songstress who, through song, celebrates Jael for her heroic
murder of the enemy, Sisera. 42 Jael kills sisera by driving a
tent peg through his skull. Throughout the novel the tent
peg becomes a metaphor for the feminist act of
consciousness-raising. Each time one of the male characters
reaches a realization there is a reference to a hammering in
his skull to recall the image of the tent peg. 43 Both J. L.
and Deborah celebrate this feminist victory through
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Deborah I S song which recalls the song from the Old
Testament. 44 Here the mythological layer of this text
becomes metafictionaL A closer examination of the
relationships between J. L. and Deborah and J. L. and Jerome
illuminatQs this metafictional layer of The Tent Pcg.
A number of J.L's entries directly refer to or address
Deborah. Throughout the text Deborah is presented as a
feminine spirit. For example, it is her voice whIch speaks
through the she-bear (lll). 45 Deborah's voice is her art and
it is her artistic nature which initially attracts J. L.:
That voice could make shape of chaos, give
tongue to every inarticulated secret and
intuition. I loved her. At that moment I
wanted to abandon men forever (111).
Deborah, as artist, serves as a confidante to J .L. who is a
metaphor for the feminist artist. J. L. too is a story-
teller.'6 Both J.L. and Deborah, as tellers of women's
stories, discuss the process of how the feminist artist
selects what to write or sing:
"Women don't like my songs".
"You scare them".
"She sighs. "I don't mean to. I'm only
trying to sing what I feel".
"That·s a sin. You're supposed to sing our
tradition and history and structure. The
cerebral" .
"But singing is visceral".
"It used to be".
"To me it still is", she says fiercely.
"Sorrow or celebration, that I s where it all
came from" (112-113).
Deborah encompasses the philosophy of the feminist artist
who defies "tradition and history and structure lt to sing
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songs of sorrow and celebration. The Tent Peg, too, defies
"tradition and history and structure". It reexamines
traditional gender constructions, rewrites the popular
images of the Canadian North and defies the univocal
structure of the journal form. In its defiance it
celebrates the rehabilitation of the femhloine. Thus, the
conversation quoted above is a self-reflexive comment upon
The Tent Peg itself.
Two entries in particular which J. L. addreSSeS to
Deborah are meta fictional commentaries on the conspiracy of
feminist artists. In one entry J.L. complains that the men
are forcing her to be part of their community and she
questions whether or not she should allow herself to become
part of this community. As has been noted earlier in this
chapter, this struggle between self and community plays an
important part in J. L. 's development from sexist to
feminist. The conflict not only depicts J .LI S development
as a character, but also has metafictional implications.
J.L. notes:
Ah Deborah, it's started. They're coming to
me one by one, pouring their pestilence into
my ears, trying to rid themselves of the
poison....They suck at me like quicksand but
I have to listen. I know that if I repulse
them, they may never speak again, they'll
have lost their only opportunity t~ become
men (172).
J. L. knows that the first step in changing the community is
understanding it. Therefore, she must listen to the men in
"8
order to change their assumptions. The feminist, too, must
listen and understand before she can thoroughly challenge
.'md subvert various power structures. In order to drive her
tent peg J. L., and feminists in general, must work from
within these structures. To the feminist artist this means
worki.ng with~.n established literary norms while
simultaneously SUbverting the form and content of these
conventions. J.L. notes:
I'm beginning to think that unless we take
some action ourselves, it may never come.
It's time we laid our hands on the workman's
mallet and put the tent pegs to the sleeping
temples, if ever we are going to get any
rest (173).
This call to action is not a call for the sexist isolation
01' self from a supposed homogeneous male community. J.L.'s
rhetorical plea is a call to awareness; a challenge to the
conventions of a sleeping society. This is the position of
the feminist artist who takes an active role in instigating
change in a community in which she is both centralized and
marginalized.
In the same entry J .L. also makes a comment which can be
applied not only to The Tent Peg, but to ail of van Herk1s
novels. J .L. recognizes that women's mytho1.ogies have been
destroyed by patriarchal systems:
And Women, we have no temples, they have
been razed, the figures of our goddesses
defaced, mutilated to resemble men, even
Athena destroyed. Where clo you worship when
your temples are stolen, when your images
are broken and erased, when there is only a
pressure at the back of your brain to remind
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you that we once had a place to worship.
Now lost, leaderless, no mothers, no
sisters, we wander and search for something
we can have no memory of (172-173).
Van Herk reconstructs women's memories by recreating women I s
mythology. Each of her three novels attempts to reclaim
women's stories. The feminist artist must rebuild what has
been destroyed. J. L., as a teller of the tale of Zeus and
10, exemplifies how mythologies are reconstructed as she
retells the story f"'om Io's perspective. 47 Again the text
becomes self-reflexive by highlighting one of the feminist
objectives which it is working toward.
J. L. 's anger at the destruction of women's history and
mythology elucidates the nature of the very real antagonism
between Jerome and J. L. in the novel. 'I'he conflict exists
in the surface plot as well as in the meta fictional sub-
text. As a character Jerome is the embodiment of
chauvinistic blindness. I.A. MacLaren notes that Jerome mal
be named after Saint Jerome (xxviii), Although MacLaren
does not develop his hypothesis, his insightful remark can
be utilized to further develop the meta fictional layer of
The Tent Peg. Read in this way the relationship between
Jerome and J. L. takes on added significance. If Jerome is
read as Saint Jerome, Who in 1546 revised the Latin version
of the Bible, then the connection becomes clear. Saint
Jerome's version of the Bible, named the Vulga~.e, became the
official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church.
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Institutionalized Christianity has certainly ignored women's
biblical tradition. The reconstructed story of Jael and
Deborah is part of this neglected mythology. Therefore, the
chauvinistic Jerome of The Tent Peg becomes a metaphor Cor
the patriarchy of institutionalized Christianity. J.L.,
Jael, is a symbol of the women whose stories have been
altered and hidden to serve the purposes of these
patriarchal power structures. In The Tent Peg Jerome
attempts to silence J. L. with rape as saint Jerome, as
representative of the religious institution, tried to
silence female mythologies. However, in The Tent Peg woman
is not silenced. She is tho victor.
The emaSCUlation of Jerome in the attempted rape scone
can be read as the emasculation of mythology and the
reclaiming and rewriting of women's mythologies. J.L., as
the feminist artist, retaliates against institutions which
brutalize her and refuse to even listen to her call for
equal and peaceful relations between men and women:
She's holding that deadly pistOl at a point
directly between Jf!rome I s legs where he lies
writhing on the floor of the tent.
"Just try to get up", she says. "Just try
to get up, you bastard, and I'll blow your
balls off. That's the only language you
understand" (221).
significantly, Jerome is the only character who remains
unchanged in The Tent Peg. He does not understand the
redemptive, feminine language of the wilderness as mediated
through J.L.. As a human embodiment of institutional
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chauvinism. he is emasculated but not destroyed. Thus, all
is not happy in "Fort Chaos" (46). The feminist artist
fights to change institutions which often remain deaf to her
pleas. Politically and artistically the feminist remains
isolated from the power structures which name, judge and
define her. This isolation is often reflected in the
critical reception of feminist works; those occasions when
the power structure jUdges through academic institutions.
In another entry addressed to Deborah J. L. recognizes how
the feminist artist is jUdged:
All we need is the daring, the nerve. Of
course, we'll be condemned for acting, we'll
be forever traitors and bitches, have broken
all the rules of hospitality, but we'll have
gotten what we want. Peace. To hell with
the historians and analysts. They always
decide against us anyway (191).
"Historians" and "analysts" (critics) tend to neglect or
misinterpret feminist works. That, of course, doesn't stop
those with "daring" and "nerve". However, with history and
contemporary popular opinion against the feminist artist,
sabotage of accepted norms is not always appreciated. Here
J.L. could just as well be referring specifically to the
critical reception of van Herk's novels, inclUding~
Egg.'8
As in van Herk' 5 other novels, the feminist poetics of
~~ is found in its questioning of which stories
are told and how they are told. The effort to reclaim the
North from those accounts offered by the e>::plorers' journals
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is coupled with the attempt to rewrite women's mythology.
The act of telling reflElcts a distrust of univocal narrative
and here, as in llYslllh, this narrative is sabotaged. Multi-
voiced, repetitive discourse replaces the pragmatic and
linear documentation of the journal form. The feminist
story-teller, represented in The Tent P.£9 by J. L. and
Deborah, hopes for an audience. In The Tent Peg the
<:<udience consists of all the male characters in the "pseudo-
wilderness" community. though Mackenzie is the most
promising listener. Certainly he is a more promising
listener to feminist causes than is J1m in J.w!.ll.h. In T.h.Q.
~ the reader is called upon to participate in the
narrative, and like Mackenzie, is "seduced,,~9 into the art aL
the novel t s making.
As a way of temporarily exiting from The Tent Peg, it
is probably justified to claim that it is the most
politically radical of all of van Herk's novels. It
rhetorically examines the differences between sexism and
feminbm and dispatches a feminist call to action. The
feminist messages generated in this text are multiple and
unresolved. Van Herk' 5 feminist postmodern poetics continue
to focus, as in JUdith, on the rewriting of l;,ndscape, myth,
history and narrative. In The Tent Peg, howevl,r. van llerJo:
also celebrates an "essential feminine" ....hich she
encompasses both in the North and in Deborah. for van Herk
this mysterious feminine, which is exclusively shared by
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women, is mediated through J .L.. The celebration of this
"essential feminine tl may cause problems for some feminist
critics. On the one hand, van Herk directly reaffirms
humanist philosophy by celebrating the existence of an
"essential feminine" as the quintessence of female
identity. 50 On the other hand, by sabotaging the pragmatic
and univocal journal form, van Hark also questions the
humanist philosophy which is perpetuated through the
traditional usage of this form. 51 As a result, The Tent Peg
remains open-ended and unresolved. It rejects but also
inadvertently accepts the metaphysics of humanism. At times
its feminism conspires with humanism while its hermeneutic
philosophy rejects humanism. As~ remains trapped in
and simultaneously subverts the form of the realist novel,
The Tent Peg both critiques and is imprisoned by humanist
philosophy.5l In No Fixed Address the rejection of humanism
and real ism is more complete.
The meta fictional layer of The Tent Peg rescues it as a
feminist postrnodern work. The novel avoids the sexism which
permeates J.lli!ith as male characters remain specific rather
than representative and universal. The metafictional sub-
text allows van Herk to comment generally on the plight of
the feminist postmodern without creating universal
characters. The meta fictional exploration of the
mul tlplicity of the feminist artist continues in~
~. Van Herk1s interest in narrative sabotage,
intertextuality and the reconstruction and rewritinq of
mythologies also persists. In Nq Fixtd Address. however,
intertextuality is much more developed and sustained.
16'
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Endnotes
!. Van Herk. uses the term "l:Iale virgin" to describe how the
literature of the west is abundant with male characters who
fearfully blaae their seduction and 10S5 of innocence on
fe.ales. The North can be referred to as such a kingdom as
it is usually the male- authored Ilythologies of the North
which are credited. Van Herk attempts to challenge this
notion of thQ North in The. Tent peg. The title of this
chapter takes its name from van Herk's article "A Gentle
Circumcision" .
2. The terms "essential fellinine", "essential womanhood" or
"essential femaleness" refer to the belief that there is an
ahistorical, mysterious feminine principle at the heart of
womanhood. Chris Weedon offers an excellent discussion of
the notion of an "essential femaleness" or "essential
feminine" at the heart of radical feminist philosophy. For
example, she claims that radical feminists posit "an
essential femaleness Which women must seek to recapture
beyond the structures of the patriarchal family" 17. For
further discussion see Weedon, 80- 81. At times in~
~ van Herk seems to propagate this concept of essentialism
by assigning the North a feminine spirit.
J. The ambiguity or the political implications of the
fe.inis. in The Tent Peg will be discussed in greater detail
t.hroughout. this chapter. For an excellent discussion on the
cOllpl icity of radical feminist theory and humanism see Chris
Weedon, 60-81.
4. Peter NeWJllan, Company of Adventurers, vol. 1 (Harkha.,
ontario: penguin Books, 1985) 35.
5. Marcia Kline, Beyond the Land Itself (Massachusetts:
Harvard university Press, 1970) 42. Kline's rather narrow
dialectic approach does not SUfficiently deal with the
multi-voiced ambiguity of responses to the Canadian
wilderness. She claims that fear typifies the early
reactions to the Canadian landscape. However, her theory is
applicable to the colonial mentality of nature versus
civilization as exemplified in van Herk's Hudson.
6. Aritha van Herk, The Tent Peg, (1981; New Canadian
Library Edition, TorilDto: McClelland and Stewart-Bantam
Lilllited, 1987) 66. Because I am juxtaposing actual
historical journals ·"ith van Herk's text, I will use the
abbreviation m to refer to The Tent Peg in the first part
of this chapter.
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7. The reference to "laying" here is from Annette Kolodny's
I..ayof the Land- MetaphQr as experience and History in
American Life and Let.ters (Chapel Hill : The University of
North Carolina Press, 1975). Xolodny emphasi zes the tendency
of the American explorers and poets to view the land as a
virqin waiting to be "laid" and exploited. Though Kolodny's
text is not really translatable to tile Canadian experience,
it does characterize the attitude of van Herk's Hudson.
8. Samuel Hearne was an artist as well as an explorer. He
paint'~d the North as well as explored it.
9. John Franklin,Narrative of a Journey to the Polar Sea in
the 'lears 1819-1822 (London: Dent and Sons, 1824) 111.
1.0. Samuel Hearne, A Journgy From prince of Wales's Fort In
Hudson t s Bav to the Northern Ocean 1769-1772 (First
Published London: T. Cadell Junior, and W. Davies, 1795.
Rpt. Toronto: MacMillan, 1958) 1.45.
11. Gaile McGregor, The Wacousta syndrome: ExploratjonLin
Canadian Langscape (Toronto: university of Toronto Press,
1985) 30.
12. Thompson's journals actually can be used to disqualify
some of Kline's rather narrow observations on the nature/
civilization dichotomy. Thompson's reaction to the
wilderness is not ODe of terror but celebration. He also
metiCUlously records native mythology and customs. See
Travels in Western North America 1184~.
13. David Thompson, Travels in Wastarn North Amer~
.llli, ed. Victor G. Hopwood (Toronto: MacMillan, 1971) 297.
This edition of Thompson' s journals relies upon his
unpubl ished manuscripts.
1.4. For an autobiographical sketch of Alexander Mackenzie
see W. Kaye Lamb, introduction, The JOUrnals and Letters of
Sir Alexander Mackenzie, Extra Series no.41, ed. W. Kaye
Lamb (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970) 1-53.
Lamb describes Mackenzie as a large, strong man whose
"stamina and endurance were remarkable", 16.
15. Alexander Mackenzie, The Journals and Letters of Sir
Alexander Mackenzie. 238. This text inclUdes the 1etters of
Mackenzie as well as his journals which were originally
pUblished as ~rom Montreal on the~
Laurence Through the Continent of North America to the
Frozen and Pacific Oceans In the Years 1189 and 1793
(Edinburgh: T. Cadell Junior and W. Davies, 1801).
16. Again refer to Annette Kolodny's LaY of the Land.
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17. Historically, Mackenzie and Thompson never actua1.1y
journeyed together. Mackenzie's explorations 'Were from
1789- 1793 and Thompson's 1784- 1812.
18. These two accounts are quoted earlier in this chapter:
first from Thompson's journal and second, from Mackenzie's
journal.
19. See The Tent Peg, 21-22. This is Zeke's only journal
entry in the text. He provides a perspective to which the
reader can compare J.L. 's and Mackenzie's accounts.
20. Rcingard M Nischik also notes the anti-climactic effect
of this scene in t1Narrative Teclmique in Aritha van Herk's
Novels~, 116,
21. coral Ann Howells, Private and Fictional Words: Canadian
WOmen Novelists of the 1970's and liSP'S (London and New
York: Methuen, 1987) 16.
22. J.L. also functions as a metaphor for the feminist
artist. The meta fictional layer of the telCt will be
discussed later in this chapter. When applying Hurray's
theory to J. L" it is interesting to note that Hurray claims
the "pseudo wilderness" is descriptive of the position of
the Canadian woman artist: ":In its simultaneous centrality
and marginalization, the situation of the woman author in
Canada clearly displays the position of woman, within and
without culture, within and without discourse" (82).
23. Van Herk is referring to Engel 's~ when she makes
this statement whic/'l can easily be applied to her own
novels.
24. Heather Murray, l<\~omen in the Wilderness II ,~
~, eds. Shirley Neuman and Smaro Karnboureli (Edmonton:
Longspoon/ Newest, 1986) 14- 83. Murray's continuum is
innovative and revises Frye's binary of garrison/ wi.lderness
and Marcia Kline's binary of nature/ civilization.
A...:cording to Hurray's article a dichotomous relationship
does not exist. Instead there is a continuum where
wilderness and city meet in the "pseUdo-wilderness". This
!leeting place blurs oppositions to create a new space of
creativity. For Frye and Kline the relationshi.p between
garrison and wilderness and nature and civilization :;\:!mains
oppositional and exclusive.
25. I am slightly redefining Murray's tern Ucity· here to
refer to that world outside th\~ "pseUdo-wilderness" from
which the characters come. In The Tent Pea the term city
can refer to the cultural baggage which the characters bring
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with thern from their outside lives to the "pseudo-
wilderness" .
26. For an excellent discussion of how feminism is anti-
sexist see Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Frcmch FQminism in
an International FramE",!" other Worlds: Essays in Cultural
~ (New York and London: Methuen, 1987) 150 151.
spivak claiJus that French feminism, especially, has "double
vision"- "against sexism and for feminism" (150).
27. Rosalind Coward, ~sire' Women's Sexuality Today
158.
28. The bear is a relatively popular symbol in Canadian
women's wilderness literature. See, for example, Marian
Engel's ~ or Margaret Atwood's~.
29. Annis Pratt, "Affairs with Bears: Some Notes Towards
Feminist Archetypal Hypotheses for Canadian Literature",
Gynocritics: Feminist Approaches to Writing by canadian and
Quebec Wgmen, ed. Barbara Godard (Toronto: ECW Press, 1981)
174.
30. Refer to Pratt as quoted above.
31. Deborah as metaphor for the feminist artist will be
discussed towards the conclusion of this chapter.
32. The tent peg as a symbol of feminist consciousness-
raising will be connected to the biblical myth later in this
chapter.
33. Lorna Irvine. Subl version (Toronto: ECW Press, 1986) 3.
Irvine claims that the nlajor task of feminist literature is
to re-educate the literary imagination through a rewriting
of myths, language and philo!.>ophy.
34. Refer to Murray, "Women in the Wilderness". who
describes the sacrifice as giving up wilderness for city,
nature for culture and vice versa.
35. R.P. Bilan, "Letters in Canada 1981", University of
Toronto Quart!tl..lY 51: 4 (Summer, 1982) 395.
36. Barbara Godard, Rev. of Lunatic Villas, by Marian Engel
The Charcoal Burners, by Susan Musgrave and The Tent peg,
by Aritha van Herk, The Fiddlehead 132 (April, 1982) 92.
37. This dichotomy assigns woman to either nature or
culture, eXclusively. See Heather Murray's "Women in the
Wilderness" for a fuller discussion.
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lB. Jerome will be dis~ussed later in reference to the
metatictional layer of the text.
39. These are just two of the roles which the male
characters assign to J. L. . I have discussed Ivan and Cap
because they particularly represent simultaneous freedom
from one role and imprisonment by another. J.L. is given
many other names. Franklin, for example, hails her as a
muse fiqure (168): Milton as a dangerou~ seductress (82) and
Hearne as the "perfect picture" (210).
40. Mackenzie is allowed the most journal entries in the
text- Il. total of twenty-two. J.L. has seventeen entries.
41. In the Bible sisera is killed by Jael who drives a tent
peg through his skull. See Old Testament, Judges, 4: 1-24,
5: 1-30. In~~ J.L. is celebrated and the tent
peg becomes a symbol of feminist consciousness- raising.
42. Again see Old Testament, Judges, 4: 1-24, 5: 1-30.
For exampl~ see~, 158, 202, 212, 170.
44. See Old Testament, Judges,S: 1-31, for Deborah's song
in praise of ,Jael and see also The Tent Pig (223) for van
Herk's version of Deborah's celebration.
45. See the analysis of this scene offered earlier in this
chapter.
4G. J.t. tells the men a number of stories around the
campfire (153- 155). She recounts the tale of Zeus, 10 and
Hera from the perspective of 10 instead of Zeus. In this way
she humanizes the women of the myth (154). She also recalls
the tale of a woman who lo...-ed a bear (155). This story is
reminiscent of Marian Engel 's ~.
47. J.t. tells the story of Zeus and 10 from la's
perspective (IS4) much in the same way van Herk retells the
myth of Circe and Odysseus in Judith and Arachne and Athena
in No Fixed Address.
48. Some of the critical responses to The Tent Peg have
already been discussed in this chapter. A particularly
narrow interpretation is offered by Urjo Kareda, "The
$50,000 Question", Saturday Night (April, 1981) 94- 96.
Kareda claims van Herk continues to rewrite the same plot
and misinterprets van Herk' 5 feminist interest in rewriting
myth.
I
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49. Aritha van Hark, "A Literary Affair lt • 71- 74. In this
artIcle van Herk refers to the relationship betwoen the
reader and writer as a love affair. The writer as l,)ver
attempts to seduce the perfect reader. The reader is
necessary in order to consummate a work of fiction.
50. For a full discussion of the complicity of the
"essential feminine" with humanist philosophy see Toril Moi,
6-12. Moi offers a critique of feminist theory Which
depends upon the humanist notion of an essential self r ellen
an essential female self, at the heart of discourse. Also
see Chris Weedon, 80- 81.
51. The journal form presupposes a rational consciouanega
which is objectively documenting experience. The concept of
a rational and unified entity at the heart of discourse is
one of the basic premises of humanism which is contested by
both feminism and postmodernism, as noted in the
Introduction to this thesis. By sab~taging the univocal
discourse of the journal van Herk questions the very
existence of the humanist sUbjectivity.
52. In A Poetics of Postmodernism Hutcheon examines the
complicity of postmodernism, in general, with the humanism
which it critiques. She notes this as being one of the
paradoxes which "problematizes" postmodernislll. She claims:
"For many today, it is the 'rationally, universally valid'
ideas of our liberal humanist tradition that are being
called into question. And postmodern art and theory arc
both playing a role in that questioning, while still
acknowledging that they are inevitably, if unwillingly, part
of that tradition" (187).
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Chapter :IV
No Fixed Address: Towards 11. New picara
WhIle it shares a great deal with Aritha van HeTk's
earller fiction, No Fixed Address is significantly more
experimental and adventurous than her earlier works. Van
Herk's feminist postmodern poetics continues to focus on
women's neglected mythology, narrative conventions and
intertextuality. No Fixed Address subverts the picaresque
genre from within as~ and The Tent Peg subvert the
"realist regional" and the journal form, respectively. Van
Herk' s transformation of the picaresque has both literary
and social implications. No Fixed Address directly
critiques the literary and social environment out of ....hich
it is generated.
The revolutionary aspects of No Fixed Address are
propagated through a sophisticated network of intertexts
which do not exist to the same degree in the other novels.
These intertexts allow No Fixed Address to become multi-
layered. 'l'hUs the novel presents more challenges to the
reader than either~ or The Tent Peg. The most
significant intertext of the novel is not with a particular
text, but with the thematic and narrative conventions of the
picaresque form. Van Herk parodies and transforms the
picaresque as she engenders its narrative and thematic
norms. other intertexts are also created as~
~ deliberately recalls Ovid's Metamorphoses, Robert
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Kroetsch' 5 novels The Studhorse Man and~, as well as
van Herk I sown The Tent peg. The most sustained
intertextual relationship, excluding that with the
picaresque form, is the par-odic affiliation of~
~ with Robert Kroetsch's~. Like the earlier
works, No Fixed Address is a novel of process and discovery,
rather than resolution. The intertexts echo the endless
possibilities which the reader faces in the interpretation
of the novel. In this sense, No Fixed Address remajns even
more ambiguous than van Hark's earlier fiction as its very
structure questions the stability of hermeneutical
interpretation. Thus the network of intertexts serves to
further van Hark's intensive feminist postrnodern
questioning.
In No Fixed Address van Herk does not desert her
feminist concerns, though her feminism does become more
thoughtful and complicated. An endless series of parodies
is created as she engenders both the picaresque form and the
m~le quest. In No Fixed Address van Herk rewrit.:!s woman
into the picaresque and quest modes. In doing so she
explores the woman artist as ex-centric, examines the role
of language in defining and naming and deconstructs gender
identity. Unlike the earlier novels, she recognizes the
relationship between feminist struggles and other political
struggles. As a result, the literary and societal
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implications of No Fixed Address become revolutionary in a
way that the other novels do not.
Ng Fjxed Address also diverges significantly from
.~, The Tent Peg and the early short fiction r.s the
reader is called upon to participate in the making of the
novel to a degree not demanded before. In The Tent Peg the
reader's expectations are actively played with as narrative
continuity and disruption defy expected patterns. In l:!Q
Fixed Address the reader is called upon to directly enter
van Herk' s fictional world and to partake of a dialoglle
which involves narrator, researcher, protagonist and reader.
The reader directly enters the text through the elaborate
narrative structure which is a radical transformation of the
picaresque narrative. The manner in which the story is told
becomes paramount in No Fixed Address as it does in The Tent
~. In both cases the quest for feminist legends is
foregrounded.
As th is brief introduction indicates No Fixed Address is
a multi-layered text which defies any kind of fixed
interprt::tation. This chapter temporarily assigns fixity to
the text by focusing especially upon its various intertexts
an.> "'arodies. The ambiguity and mUltiple possible meanings
gcnerated from this novel are represented by the full title
l:!2....£li:ed Address: An lImorous Journey. I This title suggests
that at least double messaqes are being produced by the
text. The first part of this title, 1{o Fixed Address,
17<
identifies the picaresque nature of the novel. In~d
~ the picaresque narrative is transformed, picaresque
traditions inverted and a new picara created. Arachne as
tl"e new picara transforms and ultimately transcends the form
which creates her. The second part of the title, A.n Amorous
~, suggests another layer to this text, not radically
unlike the first layer. This "amorous journey" recalls that
of Hazard LePage's in Robert Kroetsch' s The Studhorse Man
and offers a sustained parody of Kroetsch' s quest novel
~. There are a number of quests going on in No Fix(>d
Address, among them Arachne's quest for death and sex and
the researcher I s quest for the legend of Arachne. The
narrator and reader join this quest which becomes a metaphor
for the feminist need to revise the past and create new
legends. This chapter first deals with the parody of the
picaresque form by focusing on the thematic and narra.tive
subversion of picaresque conventions. The metafictional
implications of this sabotage are also focused on.
secondly, this chapter explores some of the other intertexts
of the noveL The parodic relationship with Kroetsch's
~ and the nature of the new picara' s quest are
examined in detaiL While concentration on the intertexts
of No Fixed Address will illuminate the revolutionary nature
of this work, it remains but one approach to the most
successful of van Herk's fictions. The creation of a new
picara not only ha~ literary implications, but political,
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ideological and sociological reverberations as w'1!ll.
Therefore, critical interpretations of No Fixed Address
de(;Elrve to be as mUltiple and far-reaching as the text's
vision.
In "Picaros and Priestesses: Repentent Rogues" van Herk
directly affirms her interest in the picaresque. She admits
her attraction to Robert Kroetsch's~~ in
particular:
The first picarD I truly fell in love with
was Hazard LePage, that black marketeer of
equestrian lust, the star of Robert
Kroetsch's novel, The StUdhorse Man. My
attachment to him was due not only to his
roguishness, but the territory he travelled.
It was my territory, my gothic and
unapologetic country. Discovering ~
Studhorse Man was a germinal experience for
me. I felt that a loose-lived itinerant was
a better L'eflection of the world r had come
from and still inhabited ... (14).
In No Fixed Addrass the journey through the western
landscape is certainly a trip through Kroetsch's West. Van
Herk identifies this West as her own and allows her picara,
Arachne, motion rather than assigning her to a static
position. z
Van Herk I s admission of the importance of The Studhorse
Mgn to her fictional constructions has led some critics to
read No Fixed Address as "a feminist reply to Robert
Kroetsch's The Studhorse Man".3 .~~ does
cover the same territory physically and perhaps spiritually
as well. Hazard LePage moves through the same prairie
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landscape as Arachne, encountering various adventures of
life, sex and death. Both Hazard and Arachne are traced by
biographers - Demeter and the researcher, respectively.
Furthermore, Hazard's life after death existence is not
unlike Arachne's adventurous romp after her supposed death
in a Vancouver restaurant. 4 Both texts concentrate on the
role of the biographer/ researcher in constructing the lives
of the protagonists after their supposed deaths. Wayne Ters
in his review of No Fixed Address defines the basic
similarity with The Studhorse Man:
Both cancern obsessed individuals on quests
for wholeness moving through the prairie
landscape. Both involve not a little wild
and mercur1al sex. Each suggests answers
through reference to mythology and the
primitive. Both are profound yet at the
same time outrageously comic (56).
Although a loose intertextual relationship with Th.g
Studhorse Man does exist, the connection is more general
th",n specific. No Fixed Address offers a more sustained
parody of the picaresque form in general. The more sustained
parodic relationship with the picaresque form permits a marc
detailed annlysis of the literary and social implications of
No Fixed Address.
Besides recognizing her general interest in the
picaresque and in Kroetsch I s novel in particular I van Herk.
also notes that the picaresque has significant social
implications. In IIpicaros and Priestesses: Repentent
Rogues" she claims:
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Like the picaro himself, the picaresque
fiction is often treated as though it lacks
respectability; ...That it has traditionally
satirized Doney. honor, justice and jUdges,
lawyers, doctors, bankers, innkeepers, false
beggars, wOllen and intellectu!lls is
considered irrelevant, although it would
see. to me that this role makes it relative
indeed (15).
In No Fixed Address the social relevance of the picaresque
is fcregrounded. Van Herk works within the picaresque
tradition to make social statements about the position of
women and other marginalized people. The social relevance of
No Fixed Address is often found in the novel's
transformation of picaresque thematic and narrative
conventions.
In order to grasp the social applicability of~
~ the reader must be sensitive to the signals which
van Herk offers as she critiques the conventions of the fortll
which she is working within. In A Theory or Parody: The
T@achings o( Tweo!:itth-Century Art FODlS Linda Hutcheon
notes that parody involves the process by which a text is
"parodically encoded" by an "interred encoder".s The reader
decodes parodic references in order to grasp the meanings of
the text. In "The Art of Blackmail: Secrets and Seeing" van
Herk writes of a simllar relationship between the reader O!nd
the writer and claims that reading fiction is a question of
seeing the secrets whiCh the writer is holding. The writer
uses these secrets to seduce the reader. Van Herk claims:
So we begin and end, in all seductive
fiction, with secret. Kot just t.he secret
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of writing itself, the secretive writer. the
secrecy of the act, but secret within
fiction as the ultimate and terrible
conspiracy between blackmailer and
blackmailed. secret is the writer's
counterstrategy to the deadly usual. Secret
is the best enemy of the mechanics of plot,
character, time and structure and thus, the
true friend of fiction. Secret is the
weapon of the writer, the real knife/
hammer/ quill. 6
The parodic relationship which van Herk 1 s text holds with
both the picaresque and Robert Kroetsch' s~ can be
interpreted as a "secret" which the reader tries to
decipher. The reVOlutionary potential of the novel lies in
the discovery of its secrets. Some aspects of the parodic
"secret" of No Fixed Address have been noted by various
critics; most notably Linda Hutcheon in The Canadj an
Postmodern who has claimed No Fixec! Address as a picaresque
novel. 7 Keeping in mind van Herk's claim that the reader
encodes secrets, No Fixed Address can be shown to contain
various signals of its parody of picaresque conventions.
The picaresque modeS devel ':lped out of a rich spanish
tradition. It is episodic in structure and contains
elements of romance, satire and tragedy. Ulrich Wicks in
"The Nature of Picaresque Narrative: A Modal Approach"
claims that the "picaresque satisfies oUr darker yearnings
for demonic disharmony, dis-integration, ugliness, disorder,
evil and the gaping abyss" (106). Norl"lally the story
centres on the picaresque hero who is again best described
by Wicks as:
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an unheroic protagonist, worse than we,
caught up in a chaotic world, worse than
ours, in which he is on an eternal journey
of encounters that allow him to be
alternately both victim of that world and
its exploiter (106).
The protagonist is usually an orphan with loose social
connections who moves in and out of the social structure.
Although the protagonist doesn't offer any sociological,
philosophical or psychological interpretation of hisl her
actions, the reader is encouraged to do so through the
presence of a narrator. The earliest Spanish picaresque
nov91s trace the history of a male picarD who narrates his
adventures with a comic tone.9 He is loosely implicated in
the social order though he remains an ex-centric and an
outsider.
The story of the female picara was being told as early
1605 in La Picar<~ Justina by Francisco Lopez de Ubeda.
However, the picara occupied a substantively different
position than the male picaro as she did not Gxperience the
same liberties. The early picaras were usually prostitutes
Who repented and remained socially helpless. Peter Dunn in
"The Picara: The Rogue Female" notes tha': the kind of
realism evident in the original picaresque necessitated that
the female picara take on different roles from the male
picara. 10 Since these roles were limited in the society of
the time they were also limited in the picaresque novels of
the time. He claims:
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In this sense the picaresque novel may
fairly be called realistic, the availabil;\.ty
of female roles corresponding closely. at
the appropriate social level, to that of the
reil world (246).
In "Picaros and Priestesses: Repentent Rogues" van Hark
seems to agree with Dunn as she COMents extensively on the
picara. She notes:
Moll Flanders and Fanny Hill dissatisfied
me: they were incomplete and repentant, as
well as being at the mercy of their very
femaleness. I dug deeper and found Mother
Courage and Justine (16).
Van Herk continues to note the limitations of the
traditional picaras. She claims that the picaras did not
enjoy the same freedom as the male picaros:
It seemed to me that unlike male picaros,
Moll Flanders didn't enjoy stealing for its
own sake; she did it not for the joy but for
the money. Worse she didn't enjoy disguise;
she was ill at ease dressed as a man (16).
Displeased with the traditional picara van Herk decides to
construct a new picara in No Fixed Address. The new pic<lra.
Arachne, does enjoy "stealing for its own sake" and alse.. she
enjoys "disguise". This new picara is ambiguous. Her
ambiguity is emphasized in the extent to which she is
implicated in the social order. As a rogue, the picara
partially repents but the reader is never sure whether or
not her repentance is sincere. bg,,1n van Herk comments on
the II repentent rogue":
The unredeemed sinner was, I thought, the
purest o".e, but further examination showed
that the unrepentant rogue is cons! stent,
reliable, dependably dubious one scrape
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after another, while the repentent rogue
uses his repentence as a plot
mechanism ....The ambiguity of the rogue's
act of repentance is always possible; by
repenting the rogue can slip more easily
into his deceptive role .... Conversion is one
way of preserving self-interest (17).
The reader is left to decide whether or not Arachne is a
"repentent roque". Arachne becomes implicated in the social
order and subverts it from inside. Her position in the
social structure is ambiguous but it changes significantly
toward the end of the novel.
In her analysis of No Fixed Address Linda Hutcheon
defines Arachne as a female picarD rather than a picara.
She claims that many of the traditional cllctu!:s attal..hed to
the male picaro are both inverted <ind adhered to in~
~ (The Canadian Postmodern, 126-127). For E:Aample,
Arachne's working-class background and her disguises are a
"straightforward female version of the traditionally male
picaro" (127). She notes also that Arachne tends to invert
the tradition as well as adhere to it. In general, Hutcheon
claims Arachne as a parody of the picaro. 'I certah.ly all of
Hutcheon's insights are well grounded. However, it is more
politically satisfying to define Arachne as the new picara,
rather than the female 9icaro. As the ne\'1 picara Arachne's
journey transforms the wentern landscape as she enters roles
previously denied women, piearas and even picaras. She does
not simply partake of a male world, she alters this world by
her presence. FC"r example, she leaves her mark on the ....orld
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of Ladies' Comfort as her femaleness is the very basis of
her success and her popUlarity. She celebrates her femalo
body and discovers a new place outside the oxisting order.
Arachne, as the new plcara. creates a new space rather than
partakes of an old one. Al though she does hold a great dea 1
in common with the male picaro she also transcends him.
This transcendence is found especially in the last fifty or
so pages of the text where Hutcheon claims "the death of the
picaresque" occurs (The Canadian Postmodern, 127). This
chapter will later show that the picaresque does not end or
die at this point in the novel, but is transformed. It is
in this final transformation that the reader really grasps
the significance of Arachne as new picara rather than female
picaro. As noted above in van Herk's commentary on thp.
picara, tha new picara is both repentent and ambiguous. It
is especially this life after repentence whic[l defines the
new picara.
Thus Arachne is more than a female picaro, as Hutcheon
would have it, as her role and her very identity are defined
by her sexuality. This change in terminology, the usage of
the term picara rather than female picaro, better
illuminates the political implications of the invention of
Arachne. First of all, the new picara shares some of the
traits of her traditional picara ancestors. 12 Arachne uses
her sexuality to her own advantage but she does not become
prey to it. Her sense of identity is based on her female
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sexuality as is her quest tor a freer place outside the
social order- free of both sex and class restrictions.
secondly, she moves beyond the roles open to the male
picaro. Ultimately she rejects the world accessible to the
picarD and moves beyond the form which creates her into
unexplored worlds. In No Fixed j\ddress these worlds are
connected to Arachne I 5 female identity as the experiences of
women are explored from a picara's perspective. When
Hutcheon uses the term female picaro, she also noteli that
the change from "he into she is crucial" in the novel ( XhJil
Canadian Postmodern, 126). This chapter maintains that not
only is the "he" changed jnto a "she", but this "she"
rejects the roles assigned to both the traditional male
picaros and female picaras. In the idealistic ending of the
novel, which will be examined later, Arachne as the new
picara emerges from the picaresque form which creates her.
It is necessary to clarify here that this Chapter does not
reject Hutcheon's claim that Arachne does indeed parody the
male picaro. The analysis offered here will refer to the
inversion of sex roles on a number of occasions. However,
it is important to note that while the picaro is parodied,
the roles of the traditional picara are also transformed.
Hutcheon, by naming Arachne as female picaro, does not fully
recognize the possibilities inherent in Arachne's position
as new picara. In van Herk' s hands the picara ~rogresses
from powerlessness to empowerment. This empowerment lies in
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the deconstruction of gender roles which dominates~
~.
Certainly Arachne fits the general deSCi"iption of the
male picaro-as-orphan as outlined by Wicks above. She is an
orphan in the sense that her home life is hardly presided
over by lo.... ing and caring parents. Her parents are
described simply as "Toto and Lanie. two people she lived
with as a child". 13 Arachne is also an outsider nat only to
her family, but also to the middle-class world of Thomas I
family. Furthermore, she is an ex-centric to the artistic
world of publishers as portrayed in the sections entitled
IIAn Incursion Between Tomes" (145-148) and "Another
Incursion Betw..::en Tomes" (198-203). She is even an outsider
to the highly intellectu"l world of lnsti tutionalized
feminism as depicted in the episode uBail Skippers and
Bacchants" (241-253). However, as Hutcheon notes, she is
also substantively more implicated in the social order than
the traditional picaro (Hutcheon, ~iai1 postmodern,
127). She is the "repentent rogue" who plays an am!:dgucu6
part as member of and subverter of power structures. For
example, she is a successful saleswoman who drives a
Mercedes. Unlike the traditional picaras she never becomes
a victim to her sexuality. Instead she manipulates it to
get what she wants. Her role as a trickster depends largely
upon het' ability to use her femaleness to her advantage. As
trickster she is street-smart in dealing with thieves,
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police officers and the male-dominated world of bus drivers
and Ladies' Comfort salesmen. In Arachne's world societal
gender roles are deconstructed. Edward Freidman in an
analysis of the twentieth-century transformations of the
picaresque comments on the ability of even the early picaras
to challenge gender norms:
The picaresque antiheroines make a mockery
of purity, matrimony and conventionality.
They serve their instincts, physical a.nd
pecuniary, and go to great lengths to
ridicule a society that is not only
hierarchial but also decidedly misogynous. 14
certainly Arachne as picara overtly mocks "purity, matrimony
and conventionality".
Arachne's life is unconventional by the very nature of
the way her family life is deconstructed. Lanie and Toto
are her merely physical parents - her "progenitors" (37).
Thus like the picaro. Arachne is alone. without the
advantages of a reliable family. The stereotype of the
nurturing mother and the noticn of the maternal instinct are
certainly not propagated by the character of Lanie. She
leaves Arachne at home while she works at the restaurant
across the street. The reader first meets !anie as the
mother and war bride. Through the commentary of the
narratorl implied author1S , the maternal instinct is
redefined as a social construct which Lanie has not passed
on to Arachne:
Motherhood rouses no idealized sentiment in
her. That is something socialized.
something incubated in a girl child with
\j
!
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dolls and sibling babies. Arachne had
neither (38).
This is an attempt to sabotage eS'dentialist views of an
innate womanhood and emphasize the poststructuralist cancern
of woman as a social construct.
This sabotage af the notions of "purity, matrimony and
conventionality" continues through Arachne's relationship
with Thomas, which further inverts sex roles. Thomas cares
for the ~ouse and plays the role of home-maker while Arachne
is the travelling saleswol::;~, involving herself in an
endless maze of relationships. Thus, the" binary stereotype
of the conscientious housewife and the unfaithful salesman
is reversed. Thomas becomes the faithful wife-figure,
waiting for the partner to come home and attempting to save
the partner from her own self-destructive tendencies.
Arachne is the cruising saleswoman, the "man" away from
home. Thomas is actually referred to as Arachne's savior
and the section of t:-'d novel describing their meeting is
entitled "Savior" (75). Often Arachne is chastised both by
Thena and her mother for her unfaithfulness to this saint of
a man (174). The reader is assured that "Arachne is not
unkind to Thomas. She is only consistently unfaithful"
(62). As the new picara, Arachne not only mocks monogamy
but also enjoys sex for its own sake. Conventions of
"purity and matrimony" are disregarded by Arachne as she
rejects tradit.ional restraints placed upon women's
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sexuality. Thus van Hark. manages to present fresh
i!.lternatives by moving away frolll the presentation of woaen
as victims. This h ..s been a consistent characteristic of
all of her novels and short fiction as well.
Arachne's initial att~action to Thomas is, of course,
connected to the stability which he offers in the form of a
middle-class existence. Like the picarA and picaro, Arachne
also has desires tor social mobility. These desires are
central to her partial "repentence". From the first time
Arachne meets Thomas on the bUs, discontent \11th her
position is aroused:
But there, locked into a schedule of stops,
fixed to her seat by lines, she watches him
one morninq walkinq away in the group that
threads troll her bus - she sits behind. her
huge wheel and feels a choking lust. Not
for him, oh no, but for an indefinable
quality that he represents, conveyed in his
walk lind the angle of his helld and the
surety of his hands .•..This is different, a
sharp gnaw of discontent, a sense of
something graspable brushing past. If she
can only force her hands into the right
shape, she can have it too (76-77).
This disco~tent is the beginning (of the picara's urge to
better herself, to rise out of the squalor into which she is
born and to become a merr.her of the social structure which
excludes her.'" Arachne is transformed into the "right
shape". Here van Herk makes a significant departure from
the picaresque tradition. Arachne is no Mol! f'landera
manipUlated by raen in her effort to climb the social ladder.
,..
Arachne is the one in control of her transformation llInd
Thomas serves as her gu ide.
Arachne's gradual transforlRation fro. bus driver to
successful saleswoman is presided over by Thol'las. Thoillas
identifies the game of the upwardly mobile, of which Arachne
becomes a part:
"You know". he says, "it's only a 9ftme.
People are just wearing costumes. Some have
money to rent something elaborate and some
have lots of practice dressing up. But
underneath, everybody's the same" (135-136).
Thus begins the process of creating a "disguise" for Arachne
with Thomas as costumer and conspirator (136). He does not
manipUlate Arachne but 'Works with her. Arachne is not
turned int? a "princess" but into someone "respectable"
(138). Thomas oversees this transformation delicately and
painlessly: "in one afternoon he gives her trappings, the
trick of illusion" (138). Following this metam",;rphosis are
the lessons in social etiquettfl. The result is a new
Arachne:
She can pass now, you would never know the
girl who spilled her wine. She is sonetimes
unsure, but if she moves slowly and '.oIatches
how everyone else does things, she can cover
her tracks. Arachne's natural inclination
to dissemble helps a great deal. She is not
so much an actress as a double a'Jent, an
escaped criminal who has survived· by relying
on what slender veneers are available. She
wonders, though, if she should have let
Thomas manage her, even, by God, dress her
up and fix her mann::-rs. She is disgusted by
women who need men to rescue them. (141).
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This is not the traditional picara, exploited by a system
beyond her control. Arachne is becoming implicated in the
social order. In this sense stle is repenting. She is also
becoming better equipped to exploit this order. Her
disguise allows her the ambiguity of the reformed picara, as
defined by van Herk in "picaros and Priestesses: Repentent
Rogues". 17 Arachne doesn't wAnt Thomas to serve as -ner
rescuer, she doesn't need him to play "Savior". She
recognizes the implications of her transformation. She now
plays tht1 role of a "double agent" who enjoys her disguise.
She is at once the "unrepentent" pic-:lra and the transformed,
supposedly "repentent" picara. For example, despite the
outer change in clothing, the old Arachne still exist.s when
she is alo;,e with ThoJnas: "Still, alone with him, she is
herself, as angry and abrnpt as she wants" (141). She can
play both parts at once, conformer and subverter. She is in
disguise now and able to exploit her environment.
Arachne I s disgUise enabh~s her to become a successful
saleswoman of women's underwear. However, she ('I'"les not wear
her own product. By repenting, Arachne "can slip more
deeply into (her] deceptive role" (van Herk, "picaros and
Priestesses: Repentent Rogues", ... 7). As the IIrepentent
rogue" Arachne does not change hersel f, but disguises
herself. She uses this costume and her sexuality to get
what she wants. The clearest example of this combination is
her conduct at the Ladies' Comfort Conference. Here she
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wears her qrE';en outfit, initially described as the clothes
which don't "cover her nature" but "blare it out" (139).
Arachne wears this "costume" to accept her award for best
salel:lperson of the year. She has been recognized as a valid
member of the power structure. Arachne celebrates her
manipulation of ~his power structure by asserting her own
power, which is found in her sexuality. She seduces the
salesmen with her green costume. She purposefully distracts
their attention from the fact that she is making love to the
young salesman in her hotel room (217-221). Here she
manipulates her sexuality to satisfy her physical desires
and maintain her position of respect in the est(\blished
order. The "repentant rogue" in disguise is the new picara
who fools and confuses everybody.
Although Arachne is in a position of power in the social
structure, she is also subservient to it. This dual
position is quite characteristic of the picaresque
protagonist who both remains outside the social structure,
contesting its power, and also becomes part of it in his/her
quest for social mobility. In No Fixed Address the picara
is, after all, a saleswoman of underwear- symbol of women's
oppression in a capitalist society wh..i.ch markets female
sexuality. However, she also refuses to wear underwear
herself - one of her own "private acts of revolution" (227).
Her status within the power structure does not immobilize
her as she does Ultimately reject the position which she has
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obtained. It is ironic that while she rirst learns the art
of disguise in order to become part of the social order.
toward the end of the text Arachne orchestrates her own
disguise to escape from this same society. III
Arachne's position as the new picara is compared
directl)' to that of other female characters in~
~ who do not occupy the same position. These
relationships further display Arachne's marginality as
picara. The most significant of these liaisons is the
relationship between Thena and Arachne. Here van Herk
illuminates another intertext of No Fixed Address - Ovid I s
Metamorphosis. 19 Here, as in Judith and The Tent Peg, van
Herk resurrects neglected female mythology. In~
~ the story of Arachne is rewritten and the
relationship between Arachne and Athena is placed in a
twentieth-century context. In Metamorphosis Arachne. the
lower-class weaver, challenges the goddess Athena to a
weaving match. Arachne's work defeats that of Athena but,
out of shame and guilt, Arachne tries to hang herself. She
is "repentent lt ; not unlike the picara. Athena feels pity
for ArachnE:: and turns her into a spider condemned to weave
webs forever. In No fixed Address this endless web
corresponds to Arachne's endless travels and quest. Edgar
M. Glenn, in ~.mQ.t.J2.hQ.§is: Ovid's Ro~,
interprets the personality and the art of the mythological
Arachne:
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... she is latently lascivious and
lickerish, delighting in and absorbed by
what she abhors. Arachne's morality is as
limited and as warped as her personality.
It is all concerned with sex, and it is the
morality of insult and hypocrisy. As with
~~rm~~~d:x~~e~::~tong, she takes everything
What repulses Glenn intrigues van Hark. She creatively
transplants the mythological Arachne's artistic concern with
sex to her character's sexual needs. As well, Arachne and
Athena are rewritten as friends and confidants, though their
relationships to the power structure serve to emphasize
their differences. In his biocritical essay on van Herk,
1.S. MacLaren notes that in legend Athena wove stories of
"war for power and ideological supremacy" (xxxv). Arachne's
tapestries were silenced because they were quite different
from Athena's. MacLaren notes the significance of van
Herk's rewriting of this legend:
In a wi tty reconstitution of the flower-
conscious goddess Athena, vllln Herk traps her
Thena in a ceaseless hatred of how society
works; Thena defines herself wholly by her
social context. She is infuriated by
Arachne who refuses such a trap. It seems
fitting indeed that a woman who told her
story in pictures ... should not need words to
represent herself. Van lIerk's Arachne uses
the language of her body; it is all that
Athena left the mythic Arachne (xxxvi-
xxxvii) .
In No Fixed Address Thena and Arachne do not compete
with tapestries, but Thena serves as a confidante to
Arachne I S tales of her sexual adventures. They are both
marginalized though they react differently to the power
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structure. Like Arachne, Thena too has been formed by her
environment. 21 For example, a great deal of her hostility
with regard to men in general comes from her anger towards
her eX-husband. However, Thena allows herself to be
immobilized by society and Arachne does not. Arachne, th~
individualist and ultimately. the anarchist, is set up in
relationship to Thena, the radical feminist. Not unlike the
early J. L. of The Tent Peg, Thena is awaiting the reVOlution
and in the meantime blaspheming the existence of all men.
To Thena all men, with the exception of Thomas, are thieves,
users and manipulators: "To her, cven the kindost man is a
dictator" (142). Arachne and Thena are friends because they
are "equally disillusioned with the world u (142). Thena is
angry because she believes the power structure is
exclusively a patriarchy. Arachne's anger, however, is
different:
She does not understand Th~ (la's deliberate
hatred. Arachne has always hammered against
the impossible: fate, birth, life. She
hates wider, more general things, has never
focused on something specific (142).
This in itself is probably the most important overt
political statement of the novel from a feminist
perspective. The fact that Arachne and not Thena becomes
the legend speaks for itself. When the researcher visits
Thana she is still talking, not acting. She is immobilized
by her anger. Arachne, as the weaver of stories and creator
of legends, moves. She equates women's subservience wi thin
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power strur;tures to other struggles. Thena isolates herself
and, instead of acting and identifying with others, does
nothing. Them,' s hatred traps her while A.:achne I s larger
vision frees her.
No fixed A.d~ utilises the relationship between
Arachne and Thena to initiate a philosophical discussion on
the feminist movement. The text oxplores the politi.::::s of
feminism and compares the different ways women deal with
their positions in twentieth-century society. No Fixed
~ is radically engendered as Arachne as new picara
enters worlds which a male picaro could never partake of-
the world of feminist politics. No Fixed Address, unlike
van Herk's other novels, overtly examines some of the
problems and weaknesses of twentieth-century feminism. The
best example of this kind of in-depth questioning of
feminist goals is contained in the section "Bail Skippers
and Bacchants". 22
Arachne enters the world of feminist politics by
accident. Her first stop on her run from the police is at a
hotel in Banff where a women's conference is taking place.
Here the radical feminists meet the conservative women who
do not share their vision. The differences between the two
groups of women are defined through their clothing:
In the lobby are five hundred women dressed
in blue jeans and sweaters and five hundred
\oIomen in polyester dresses. The women in
dresses are standing in demure knots,
nodding their permed heads and keeping their
eyes fixed on each other's faces. The women
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in blue jeans are swinging from the
bannisters and luggage racks (242).
This division is further exemplified inside the sauna where
"Two-halves" (246) '.:onfronts the two representatives of the
Women's Ministry. Two-halvo!s is split in two pieces,
possibly to reflect the division which her (and Thena' s)
brand of feminism encourages. 23 The two women in the swim-
suits belong to a fundamentalist church movement and are
opposed to the Women's Movement. They support the existing
power structure and their places in it. Arachne belongs to
neither group.
Throughout the episode a dream-like atmosphere is
created, not unlike the Tefler's dinner party.24 The women
all have briefcases, excr.ange cards and define themselves by
the their careers- '.:he anSWE,r to the question "What are you
in?" (243), The litany of careers ....hich is listed as an
exchange between the women creates the same kind of language
barrier which is erected at the Tefler ~ouse. However, it
also exemplifies that the group, which is united for a
common purpose, is heterogeneous and diverse. Arachne is
isolated from all these women. She steals t.I blouse and a
name tag in order to attend the conference in the first
place. She enters through roguery.
At the dinner, in particular, the political power of the
feminist J,lovement to draw together women of different
backgrounds is emphasizl::d. The tempo aroused by the "icon,
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a figurehead, a priestess" (251) is described as sensual and
seductive. In this leader the women have created their own
mythic figure whom they ":ol1ow:
The titan speaks. Her voice low, hoarse,
reaches into the farthest corners of the
room. No one can escape its gravelly,
tongue-licking power. Under her words the
women in the room melt, they flower, they
lift their expectant faces towa•.'d her
podium, they sigh, they nod, they shout with
laughter, they clap, they pound their tables
with their fists. They love her, oh, they
love her. She talks for them, all their
mute and tongue-clipped mouths one wordless
inarticulllte cry for hEIr bright shining, for
har laughinIJ anger (251.).
Although the women are seduced by lithe titan", Arachne is
not. She remains outside this order as well. This too
becomes sOI~ething shl;! uses rather than becomes part of. She
robs one of the feminists and escapes.
Arachne's escape in itself is important. She leaves the
women and returns her borrowed identity. Her get-away is
not only the get-away of a thief who has robbed twenty-five
thousand dollars. It can also be read as a rejection of
institutionalized feminism and a movement beyond its
limitations. The text has already questioned the validity
of radical feminism through the subtle criticism of Thena
who, as a radical feminist, is immobilized by her anger.
However, the presentation of the feminist movement in this
section remains ambiguous. The united spirit of the
movement seems to be praised, though its implicit
relationship with power structures is condemned. The women
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all are connected to th.e power structure through their
professions and yet, as feminists, remain outside it.
Arachne, though she occt:pias a similar position, rejects thp.
institution of feminism and moves on. In order for
productive action to occur there must be motion. Arachl\9
moves beyond anger, defensiveness and institution.
For some feminist critics Arachne may cause problems.
She is certainly the new picara and, as :,,;ucli, "n
antiheroine. 2} Arachne is not a voice speaking for the
rights of women. She does not identify herself as a
feminist, nor does she particularly like women:
Aract,ne has never had a woman friend, never
liked women or trusted them. Arachne's
companions, confreres, have always been
males. Women stay away from her. She is
too tough, too dangerous (172).
The reader is allowed a certain distance from Arachne
through the narrator and understands the significance of
Arachne I S actions through this same narrator. Therefore,
the reader begins to see the feminist implications of
Arachne's inversion of gender constructions, her disregard
for "purity, matrimony and conventionality", and her
marginality in general. Arachne, though not a feminist,
becomes a metaphor for the feminist's position "n society.
The reader appreciates Arachne as a challenger to literary
and societal norms. She is encouraged to interpret Arachne
as an individual struggling for freedom from gender and
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class reestrictions. This freedom is gained through mot-ion
rather than immobilizing ar..ger.
Once the reader understand!'> Arachne as a metaphor for
the feminist artist, her relationship to the other marginals
of society allows the text I 5 feminism to take on a more
revolutionary tone. In~ Arachne io
marginalized not only because of her gender, but because of
her class. ThUS, the feminism in the text goes further than
either~ or The Tent Peg and fncorporates class and
racial considerations, as well as gender construction, in
understanding the procesl; of marginalization. In this
sense Arachne, as the new picara, is the perfect agent
through which to illuminate feminist struggles and equate
them with other struggles. As marginalized picara, Arachne
meets other ex-centrics. Her relationships with them
emphasize her further marginalization, especially the extent
to which she is excluded from the dominant forms of
discourse in society. As the novel's picara and metaphor
for the feminist artist Arachne is placed not only inside
and outside society, but :;:lso outside the discourses and
languages of this society. Thus van Herk takes a
poststructuralist approach to the position of the picHra
within the social structure. 26 Arachne'S unconventional
relationships serve to emphasize her sense of "linguist.ic
marginality,,27 which is reId ted to her identity ~s a picara
marginalized by her class and her sex. Thus the feminist
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postmodernism of No Fixed Address transfol"1'.ls the picaresque
fortll. Postmodernism and feminism enable the text to offer a
radical new perspective on the poltleal applicability of the
picaresque mode <Ii:! it engenders and politicize!) the speech
act.
The clearest example of Arachne's linguistic class-
consciousness is contained in the sections entitled IIEat and
be Eaten" (125-131) and "Erase" (132-136). The difference
between Arachne' 5 languae;t~ and the Teflers I language is
emphasized. For example, her way of naming things is the
result of her social construction:
Those are the kinds of words his family
understands: relationship, lifestyle,
recreation, career, situation. Arachne
would say: shacked up, life, fun, job, mess
(119) •
Arachne's names for the same kind of situations stress
disorder, temporality and changeability while the upper-
middle class status quo attempts to centralize these
experiences. The differ£!nces of the languages of the
classes are further emphasized throughout the dinner pdrty
episode where Arachne attempts to communicate with Thomas'
family. The world of the Tefler family is not only
physically static with everyone sitting in a fixed place, it
is also linguistically static. Games are being played with
language as it is manipulated as a symbol of social
por.ition. It is a game which Arachne does not hav~ the
social backg1C',:lUnd to know how to play: "She is in a game
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where everyone knows the rules except her" (128). When she
spea.ks she is consciQus of the breaks end gaps of her
language as opposed to the manipulativo ~low of the Tefler
faDily. Her an:.;wers are curt and defiant. Finally, in the
face of t:le implied superiority of the Tetlers, Arachne
lapses into silence or more specifically, shrugging (129).
The Teners seem to understand, or perhaps more
appropriatelY misunderstand, the SUbtlety of language as a
weapon. For Arachne language is not a weapon which she can
usc in her defense and so she becomes further dislocated
from the languag~ of the upper-mIddle-class: "And so the
conversatioll goes, words tUmbling past Arachne. She hears
only scraps of words, but it is as if the language spoken is
not hers" (HO)_ Indeed the language being spoken is not
hers as it does not describe Arachne's experiences or form
her conceptions. This manipUlation of language makes
Arachne feel uncomfortable "unwashed, illiterate,
unsocialized" 1... 31). Her reaction to her feelings of
marginalization is defensive- silence. Even Thomas's
language is foreign to her as "everything he says bounces
back. Silently" (133).
Arachne's "linguistic marginality" is further portrayed
through her relationships with the other marginals of H2
Fixed Address, especially Josef and Basilisk. Arachne's
marginalization and isolat:'on are shared by others who are
equally marginalized. However, these are not picaras or
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picaros but characters who are rejected by the centralizing
forces of a unitary system. They differ because of their
age, race and political orientations. In van Herk's
feminist postmodern version of the picaresque the margins
are haunted not only by picaros and !,lcaras. but by all
those whom society excludes from its inner nest. Arachne's
conununication with these marginalized figures is not
hindered by language as it goes beyond the kind of language
manipulated by people lIke the upper-class Teflers. Arachne
doesn't use words to express herself. 28
Basilisk is a good example of societal marginalization.
He is not marginalized because of class or sex but because
of his race. 1.rachne and Basilisk communicate my!:;teriously
through silence, not language. He likes to watch her in
silence and to listen to classical music rother than to
talk. It is not Basilisk's words which Arachne understands
but his music:
The first notes he touches, delicate as they
are, lash, and she shrinks in her seat,
knowing he is performing those intricate
motions for her, that the stretChing of his
fingers and the half smile on his face are
for her, a way of watching her. an invasion.
It is unbearable, so thin, so brilliantly
cruel, hli! is skinning her with the razor
blades of his damnable breeding, his
CUlture, his learnedness, the fact that he
can lift and fall his giant hands over those
black and ivory keys and bring out such
perfect sounds. She keeps her eyes fixed on
his hands (73).
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Basilisk's music, the symhol of imported European culture
and learning, invade Arachne in the same way that the
Teflers invade her with their upper-class language.
However, Arachne's reaction this time is not silence for she
identifies with Basilisk. She tries to m:'.lke an exchange-
her skin for his culture:
Lift me, she screams, take the driver, give
me music lessonl:: and evening clothes, give
me ears. And he shouts, take it, take my
skin, take all the notEls, give me a bus and
a uniform and ,I closed face and oblivion
(73-74) •
Here the sexual bond is also a political union formed out
of despair and isolation.
This non-verbal bonding between marginals is even more
clearly illuminated through Arachne's relationship with
Josef. Josef is marginalized bec,,"use of his nationality,
his politics and his age. When the two meet in the
graveyard, their pact is formec not through words but
through silence. Josef follows Arachne in silence, leaving
the figure of the circular dancers as a recognition of the
bond between the two of them. His poor command over
language is comparable to Arachne's linguistic naivete. It
is Josef's revolutionary spirit which attracts Arachne as
she shares this spirit. This union is depicted when they
make love and Arachne notes the connection between them:
But this man is strangely wild; he calls her
from her body despite the cane flung down in
the stubble, his slack skin. They are
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thieves locked in the same cell, a man \lith
too little and a woman with too much (187).
Their love-making, like that of Arachne and Basilhlk. is a
different kind of union - it is the union of dissidents.
The act of a young woman and a ninety-year old liIan making
love is in itself rebellious, let alone the union of
marginals from different cultures.
Arachne and Josef's relationship is further cemented
after Arachne rescues Josef from the wrath of the power
structure, as characterised by the home for the elderly
where he has been deserted by his daughter. Again the sex
act becomes re{):r:asentative of a politics of resistance.
While Arachr,a may not understand Josef's language, she does
understand his spirit- his inner language. This is not the
language of the Teflers Which only has a surface existence.
This is a language of identification. It is disordered,
chaotic and beautiful:
And in the darkness they talk. Words, a
language where they do not have to dissemble
because the speaker cannot see the other's
eyes, words disembodied, no layering to
voices without face or body. It is the
narration of captives who lie awake between
their sleeping guards relating experience,
why they are both prisoner, their private
acts of revolution. She tells him some of
hers: Lanie, Toto, east Vancouver, buses,
Gabriel, the car. She has no idea if he
understands or even hears. The words fall
from her mouth into the stillness between
them, small stones (227).
Although this is a different kind of language, it is not
languege without meanings:
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The names bewilder Arachne, their litany
confuses. She knows nothing of what he
speaks, bu': she recognizes III chord of the
same bitter displacement that she remembers
tasting. East-ender Raki shredded by her
own tima and place (228).
Paradoxically. it is exactly this displacement of gender,
class and linguistics which defines Arachne as "East-eoder
Raki" and Josef as an aged immigrant and revolutionary.
The role of language in naming and defining experiences
is fUrther explored in the section entitled "Rerun" (278-
279). Here the loss of the plcara's virginity is related
through III dcconstructed and magical language. The
experience is described as a seduction through III window with
the words of a "conjurer" (279). These words mix variou,~
names: men's names, pillce names, the names of months and the
alphabet. 29 Tho new language st.rasscs non-fixity as new ways
of connecting and disconnecting words cI·eate sensual
possibilities:
Arachne crept closer, trampled a
chrysanthemum bush under a windoli. "Charlie
Oscar Mike Echo. India Alpha Mike Whiskey
AHa India Tango India November Golf". The
voice was an insistent hand under her elbow.
Arachne backed away slowly, fearfully. even
as the voice continued, knew she would
return. "Charlie Oscar Mike Echo Bravo
Alpha Charlie Kilo" (279).
The words here shift position with spaces or echoes between
them. Alpha, the beginning, evokes a p;:-imordial language
which Arachne seems to understand as tha language of
seduction. She is attracted to, yet frightened of, this
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language which serves as the defining force of the sex act.
Here it is interesting to note that sex is not described
by language, the sex act is defined through the
discontinuity and endless shifts of echoes and sounds. This
is the language of desire which defines Arachne's
experience. This language seems to be an appropriate way to
delineate the loss of the picara's virginity. The picara
loses her virginity by climbing through a window and she
commits her first crime by stealing a bra.]O So-called
"normal" female experiences are made bizarre and
indefinable. By inventing her own language to describe
Arachne's first sexual encounter, van Hark suggests that
often established language patterns exclude women's
I:!xperiences which remain lllarginal, withnut the words to
describe them. Van Herk attelllpts to deconstruct the notion
that naming in itself produces III fixed and rational order.
Perhaps for feminists and for Arachne as llletaphor for the
feminist artist, it is more valuable to avoid labelling
experience as unitary. Instead it may be more fruitful to
emphasize the chaos of language in general. Thus, here
"linguistic marginality" is related to female sexuality and
desire. A new and temporary language between the sexes is
devised.
As the naming process, notions of linguistic competence
and gender constructions are deconstructed, the narrative
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structure of the picaresque tradition is also transformed.
The thematic parody of the picaresque, as has been exalDined
above, highlights the fe.iniat postaodern poetics of M2
fixed Address. The text radically enqenders a literary mode
normally do.inated by male characters and voices of
authority. Arachne's female seKuality is always emphasized.
It is important to remember that not only is Arachne a
lower-class, tough, street-kid who becomes a bus dr.iver and
a seller of women I s underwear, but that she is a lower-class
tough, female street-kid who becomes a felllale bus driver in
a male-dominated profession and subsequently a seller of
women's underwear who doesn 't wear her own product. The
narrator and the narrative in No Fixed Address also serve
to further transform the picaresque into a feminist vehicle.
Thus far this chapter has been concentratinq on how van Herk
engenders tbe picaresque tradition to create a twentieth-
century picara. How she transfor1lls the picaresque narrative
further illuminates how Arachne is constructed as the new
picara.
Edward Freidman in The Antiheroine's Voice:
Narratiye Discourse and Transformations of the Picaresqye
offers an excellent analysis of the narrative
transformations .. the picaresque in the twentieth-century.
Al though he does not deal with No Fixed Address in
particular, his theoretical claims can be applied to this
novel. He claims that the "feminine variations of the
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picaresque" (xi), especially the twentieth-century
variations, sabotage the traditional narrative structure of
the picaresque to offer different versions of the picara.
In the conventional picaresque the voice of the picara is
often silenced by a male narrator who mediates the "story"
and makes jUdgements about her. Freidman claims that "The
author aligns himself with the social institutions of his
day to put the narrator/ protagonist in his place: in the
margins of society and text" (xiii). However, in the
twentieth-century transformations the implied author!1 allies
with the protagonist and makes judgements against an unjust
society. Again Freidman notes:
The crucial distinction between the Spanish
feminine picaresque and the contemporary
transformations is the implied authorial
attitude toward society. The male-oriented
social structure ceases to be the symbol of
justice, so that the female rebel - under-
privileged and victimized- comes to stand
for individual. minority and women's rights.
Rhetorical manipulation works to win reader:
sympathy for the antiheroine in her struggle
against the acknowledged order (227).
Such a description is certainly applicable to the
relationship which is establ ished between the narrator and
reader in No Fixed Address. The four "notebooks" on the
missing person, Arachne Manteia, are constituted by another
missing person who has followed Arachne into unknown
territories. From the "notebooks" the narrator as the
author-figure reconstructs the tale of Arachne' s adventures
and the researcher's quest. The reader is left with a story
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which is twice-rell'.oved from the actual occurrences in
Arachne' 5 life. There is a sense that the narrator is
constantly restructuring the information in the "notebooks"
in the creation of the fictional constructions of both
Arachne and the researcher. There are two missing people in
this text and at least one reaches legendary proportions.
While Arachne is the picara, the researcher is the guester
who focuses on Arachne. The narrator, implied author and
editor I is the teller of their stories. She seduces the
reader to a11gn with Arachne.
The implied author, though unreliable, provides a
jUdgemental base upon which the reader assigns a relatively
fixed meaning. She serves as the t:'ledlator between the
reader and the researcher's account of Arachne's life. In
No Fixed Address Arachne is exalted by the narrator/ implied
author ~ho supports her and converts her lif.e into a legend.
The narrator presents Arachne as a picara who is
marginalized by a society intent on maintaining homogeneity.
The harshness of s~ch a society is illustrated through other
marginal figures besides Arachne such as Josef and Basilisk.
The portrait of city life and the self-centrednes$ of
individualism is pr~sented through a number of characters
who pass through Arachne's life, from Lanie to the unnamed
man crying on the buS. 32 As those marginalizing effects have
already been discussed above in reference to the
deconstruct~on of gender roles and the presentation of
2"
Arachne as the female marginll1. the discussion will not be
repeated here. However, it is important to note that the
narrator, unlike the conventional picaresque narrator,
aligns herself with Arachne against an unjust society. She
inverts the traditional norms "'hleh society considers to be
just and normal and makes them seem immoral and unjust. For
example, Anna's treatment of Josef as a decrepit and
senseless old man is quite acceptable in contemporary
society, but here the insensitivity of forced old-alJe
hospitalizatiC'ln is emphasized. Anna I s actions are perceived
as being more abnormal and unacceptable than 11 young woman
lIke Arachne making love to a ninety-year old man.
Throughout the text the implied author/narrator provides a
jUdgemental base and makes the text referential to life.
Through the narrator No Fixed Address becomes a critique on
twentieth-century urban society. It rejects societal and
cultural norms as well as those esttlblished by the
picaresque tradition. Arachne is transformed from social
outcast to legendary heroine. The narrative voice and the
persona of the researcher join the new picara in the fight
against social inequality.
The reader I 5 reactions to and judgements of Arachne are
thoroughly guided by the narrator who attempts to
sympathetically create a heroine who is struggling against
society. There are constant reminders throughout~
~ that Arachne is being constructed by the narrator
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who controls what the reader feels. Arachnels linguistic
act of defining and naming become" self-reflexive as the
narrator writes and rewrites how Arachne would say something
rather than how she would write it. This mP.tafictional
awareness surfaces early in the text as the narrator
concentrates on the construction of Arachne's language:
III am free of the shrill and the halt
purveyors of pUblic transport".
Admittedly, they have been drinking
Beaujolais, but Arachne would never have
said it that way. More likely, "1 never
have to put up with the assholes who ride on
the bus aga10"(14).
In the following scene the narrator again constructs and
reconstructs Arachne's conversation:
"Marriage. Hother, is not the haven of
refuge for me that it was tor you". No-
what she really said was, "I don't want no
ring in exchange for screwing tl (60).
These narrative reflections on the writing process
illuminate how the narrator creates Arachne as a fictional
entity as well as how society constructs Arachne as picara.
Similar reflections on fictional construction surface
When the Alberta landscape is described. Again the narrator
makes the reader aware of the relationship between reality
and fil~tion. The landscape in No Fixed l\ddress is both real
and metafictional. Maps name towns and provide the reader
with a concrete ",ense of Ara.chne's travels. However, there
is also a sense that the towns are being written into
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existence in much the sallle way Calgary is later written into
being in "Waiting for the Rodeo" and "Calgary: this Growing
Graveyard". The following paragraph deserves to be quoted
at length as it describes the realistic and sillultaneous
metafictional existence of these Alberta towns:
RUllsey, Rowley, CraiCjlllyle, Delia, Michichi,
Munson, Morrin Bridge, Ghost Pine Creek,
towns like their names, isolated, hopeful,
doomed. Each trip, they are eroded, less
proud, the settings for impossible regional
fictions. their reality doubtful and
confined. They are there because Arachne is
selling underwear, no other reason. Their
names scatter her map tentatively; their
streets edge toward oblivion, their post
offices lie. Arachne sometimos has the
spoo};y teeling that they are sets. It she
could dart around the corner of a talse-
fronted general store quickly enough. she
would discover the vacancy behind and the
face ....ould be tree to tall. It is an
illusion that she shoves away; these places
are her livelihood, they give her a reason
to travel, a story to inhabit (112).
Alberta is both art imitating life and life imitating art.
The narrator reainds the reader that Arachne lIay be as real
as these towns actually are or as tictional as the towns
appear.
The actual identity of the narrator has generated some
confusion. For example, when Hutcheon claims that the
"third-person narrating figure following Arachne's trail" is
a variant on the picaresque narrative (The Canadian
~, 1.27), she assumes that the narrator and the
researcher are one and the same. She further claims that
the NyoU". who is directly addressed throughout the
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italicized portions of the text, initially refers to the
reader but toward the end of the text reaches out to include
"narrator, reader and protagonist" (133). 1.5. MacLaren in
his brief but interesting discussion of No Fixed Address in
his biocritical essay, claims the "you" as the "realistic
reader" (xxxv). He does not make any comment as to the
identity of the narrator but refers to the narrative
intrusions as the "italicized voice" (xxxv). These critical
interpretations reflect just hoW the ambiguity of the
narrator's identity seduces the reader and lends this text
its dynamics. This kind of seduction of the reader is
focused on by van Herk in "A Literary l':ffair". In this
article she claims that the relationship between the writer
and the reader is central to the making of fiction:
A writer without a reader is a frustrated
laver. 11 writer who does not anticipate his
readez:. who thinks of language as nothing
mare than memory, is masturbating. But if
there is a reader's image, if the writer can
seek, yearn for a reader, he becomes a
laver. We write, I think, desiring the
ideal reader, the perfect reader who will
complete and fulfill our desire. And that
wayward perfect reader needs to be seduced:
writing is seduction, the wooing of the
reader. 33
It is this "wooing of the reader" which is illuminated
through the transformation of the picaresque narrative which
occurs in No Fi)::ed Address. The reader is called upon to
play an active role in the rendering of the "story". Van
Her~ signals to her reader on a number of occasions to
r
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remind her that her participation is required in order for
the narrative to progress.
Various indications in the four "notebooks" of the text
reveal the narrator as the editor of the researcher's
"notebooks", not the actual researcher as Hutcheon claims.
The narrator in the editor who presides over a pretext which
consists of the researcher's notes or "notebooks". 34 She
introduces each "notebook" in italics and tells the stories
of two missing persons, Arachne and the researcher who
follows her. The "you" refers on one level to the
researcher and on another t.,;; the researcher as "realistic
reader",35 One thing is for certain- they are all women.
The picara is not silenced by a male voice. However, the
narrator's identity may be clarified through a further
analysis of the four "notebooks" - the italicized portions
of the text.
The first "notebook" sets up an analogy between women's
clothing and women's positions of subservience. This
analogy can refer to the novel itself - the inner garments
being the editor of the text making the reader aware of her
control:
At any given moment the garments covering
it have determined the contours of the body'
but the "'inal appearance of the outer
costume was inevitably controlled by a
supporting apparatus beneath (9).
Here the outer costume can be read as representative of N.Q
tlxed address itself. The supporting apparatus may be
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interpreted as the editor who reads the "notebooks" of the
researcher and constructs the novel. Furthermore, the first
"notebook" not only establishes the novel as a tale of
"petty rogues" (10), signalling its parody of the
picaresque. but also directs the novel to a particular
readea;hip- Ilwe" - women (10). Hutcheon notes that the "we"
of the novel "debunks the humanist notion of art' 5
'universal' accessibility to the 'common reader'" (~
~~, 132). Thus early in the text~
~ rejects the humanism Which The Tent Peg struggles
with throughout. 16
At the beginning of the second "notebook" the narrator
articulates what she believes to be the goals of the
researcher and the reader. Again the "you" appears as the
editor reasserts her control over the text. She claims that
thus far in th'9 novel "you" have been given the past and now
"you" question where Arachne's present or future may go:
"you see it is easy to find out about Arachne's past gnly
tosL.oi>,..sy............,I"t-"'s'--"twbe'-"pr...e"'s"'enllt'-'!yO/Yu-"'r"'e'-"Jaf",t",er.....",.."y",b"-e-,e",ve..nJ..-'th",,e
~" (183). The seduced reader, who is tollowing the
researcher in her quest for information about Arachne,
occupies the same position as the researcher. Thus unlike
MacLaren's Claim, th"! "you" r.efers to both the researcher
and the reader. Also in this "notebook" Arachne is given a
real as 'Well as a fictional existence. Lanle's actual
existence outside of Arachne is confirmed. Lanie is a
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fictional construct but she is also placed in the real world
where the researcherj biographer searches for Arachne. The
researcher as biographer searches for concrete evidence of
the real parson, Arachne. If Lanie exists in the world of
the researcher then so does Arachne. Thus Arachne is both
fictionalized and humanized by the editor. She is a legend
and a ceal person.
The development of Arachne as a real and simultaneously
fictional and legendary figure is emphasized in the
beginnings of "notebooks" three and four. In "notebook"
three again the "you" appears as a real entity coming into
contact with Thena who, like Lanie, exists outoide the
fictional realm of Arachne's story. Here the editor
reconstructs not Arachne but the researcher. The researcher
is presented as the biographer who is attempting to piece
together the missing links. The "you" refers directly to
the researchE:!r who interviews Thena:
You hang about bring over the occasional
bottle of Scotch You try to persuade Thena
that she's the keeper of history the
perfect mirror She never could resist an
~(237).
As the researcher searches to uncover the "truth" about
Arachne, the narrator condenses the plot of the novel and
presents it as a detective story:
How much of what Thena says is true? You
know that Arachne felt she had found a home
with Thomas. Why would she leave? Maybe he
threw her out the kidnapping charge the
last straw sick of her infidelities of
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putting up with her blatant indiscretions
(239) •
Both the researcher and the reader have been seduced by the
mystery. It seems as if the narrator may know the "secret"
and is taunting the curious read.9r and the confused
researcher to discover it. l7 Narrative continuity is also
disrupted in this "notebook". The reader is made aware that
Arachne has disappeared before the actual disappearance is
reconstructed from the researcher's Unotebooks Ol • The reader
becomes part of a strange detective story where she knows
the events before they occur.
By the time the reader reaches "notebook" four, the
editor has connected the predicaments of the readar and the
researcher. The researcher becomes lost in her search for
Arachne and the editor imagines the end of both of them.
The storyline becomes less and less reliable as now even the
pretext is recon!:tructed through the loose recollections of
other people. Not only are th~ researchGr and narrator
constructing Arachne's life, but so are the geologists, the
pilot and the folks from Johnson's crossing (313-3l4). The
narrator abandons the presentation of the researcher as a
biographer who is trying to realistically reconstruct
AI"nchne's life. Instead the narrator reconstructs the
researcher as an idealist following Arachne into a new,
uncivilized world. Arachne is now a legendary figure,
driving through the Yukon in her Mercedes, tossing underwear
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out the window. The researcher is, of course, following
her. At the end of the text the reader is left with many
unanswered questions as to the validity of the pretext as
well as the implied author's role as editor, history-maker,
myth-maker and story-teller.
It" the "you" and the researcher are read as the
"realistic reader" la then this last "notebook" has
meta fictional repercussions similar to the first "notebook".
The "realistic reader" oversees the sabotage of the
picaresque as the narrative moves beyond the realism of the
picaresque literary mode into other literary modes. Towards
the end of the novel when realism is thoroughly disregarded,
the researcher follows Arachne with tears in her eyes as
does the ll r ealistic reader" looking for a conclusion, an
answer to the chaos of the novel. certainly the reader is
involved in the making of this text from the moment she
reads the double title. The female reader is directly
addressed from the beginning and feels priVileged as the
text is specifically directed toward her. The narrator
seduces the reader to align with Arachne against an unjust
world. An intimate relationship is established between the
narrator and the reader as the reader participates in the
story I s making. The narratorl implied author and reader are
involved in a "literary affair" as the reader is nE'cessary
to the consummation of the fiction. 39
21.
This interpretation of the identity of the narrator and
the "you" alloW's the reader <: more comprehensive vision of
Arachne as new picara. When the reader abandons realist
conventions of representation and conclusion, she
comprehends Arachne as a metaphor. for the femil1ist artist.
She also interprets the implied author as the metafictional
representation of the feminist artist. As the novel moves
beyond the thematic and narrative conventions of the
picaresque mode, Ara.chne moves beyond the very form ....hich
creates her. She is analogous to the feminist postmodern
artist who moves beyond the literary forms which she works
within. The voice of the implied author is also the voice
of the feminist artist who reconstructs the past, recreates
characters and reclaims women's mythology and legends. She
is an innovator, telling stories which have never been told,
serving always as the voice in italics, '0 reminding the
reader that it takes reader and writer to create a new
literature
As Arachne transcends the roles of feIndle picaro and
p!cara, the reader is asked to step beyond the picaresque
and into uncharted territory. Unlike the early picaras or
even picaros, Arachne moves beyond the form which creates
her. She remains deceptive as the reader cannot decide
whether tiT :10('. she has actually repented. As has been noted
earlier in this chapter, in "Picaros and Priestesses:
Repentent Rogues" van Her.k notes that it is difficult to
t
f:
!
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ascertain whethet· or not the roque has actually repented.
At times in No Fixed Address it seems as if Arachne may
indeed be a "repentent r\)gue" who manipulates the power
structure which she is part of. Her implication with the
existing order allows the reader to believe that Arachne is
"repentent". However, towards the end of the novel Arachne
rejects the order she has been implicated in throughout U2
Fixed Addres§.. Van Herk' s questions, as quoted below. seem
particularly appropriate as the reader attempts to interpret
the concluding pages of No Fixed Address:
What happens when the rogue repents? What
happens when the picaro. the quick change
artist, is rehabilitated? Is there a story
after repentence? Does the rogue find
fUlfillment, happiness, prosperity? Does
she live happily ever after? Or, having
repented, does she get assigned to the
pentinence beat, doomed to be a priestess of
lost possibil ity, the once-chance of true
roguishn~ss passed by? ("Picaros and
Priestesses: Repentent Rogues tr , 17)
Does Arachne live happily ever after or is she "doomed to bo
a priestess of lost possibilityll? These questions are
generated throughout the text I s movement beyond the
picaresque mode and into a series of other intertexts in !:!.Q
Fixed Address. Most notable of these intertexts is Robert
Kroetsch's~. As suggested at the beginning of this
chapter, the second part of the novel's title discloses
another layer to the text. An Amorous Journey ~uggests that
this twentieth-century picaresque frolic through the
Canadian West is also a never-ending quest.
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It is not unusual for the quest to be equated with the
picaresque. For ex.ample, Edward Freidman directly notes how
the quest and the picaresque mingle:
The picaresque uses the lowly status of the
narrator/protagonist to deconstruct the myth
of the epic and chivalric hero and the
saint, and the corresponding motifs of the
quest and the journey toward perfection
(221) •
In a ground-breaking essay, Ulrich wicks claims the
picaresque as a mode rather than a genre and states that
though the picaresque may be the maj or mode in a particular
navel, there may also be a number of secondary influences at
work. 41 He further correlates the picaresque to romance and
claims that the "picaresque c"tn be seen as an anti type to
romance" and that "romance is the mode that picaresque often
tends to mix with" (106). It is interesting to note that,
1 ike Wicks, van Herk notes the bipolar relationship between
romance and picaresque:
And although only the foolish generalize, I
would venture that all Canadian novels can
be seen as either romantic or picaresque
("Picaros and Priestesses: Repentent
Rogues", 14).
Van Herk goes on to note that "the temptations of romance
are enormous tl and that the ;oicaresque inevitably mixes with
romance. To equate the quest with the "yearning for order"
(WiCkS, 106) prevalent in romance is not radical. While the
picaresque remains the major mode in No Fixed Address, the
romantic quest, or at least a parody of the quest, is also
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evident. The layer of van Hark's novel where the quest
actively operates is directly related to the parodic
relationship between No Fixed Address and Robert Kroetsch's
~.
~~ offers a sustained parody of~
and van Herk places a number of signals in her text to alert
the reader to this relationship. This is one of the many
"secrets" of No Fixed Address which has not been noted by
critics. 4z In her biocritical essay on Robert Kroetsch van
Herk claims that:
That~ succeeds in being a profoundly
feminist work is a double irony, given
Kroetsch's phallocentric fictional wo..·ld and
~~~i~~;~~~~i~~nm~i;hh::l~ifU~~~r~~~~bes.'rhe
In Kroetsch's text the female quest is defined in terms af
the male quest and thus the deconstruction of masculinity
and femininity is not an issue. Van Herk rejects such a
definition of the female quest in No Fixed Address. There
are really two quests in van Herk's text: the quest of the
female researcher - a feminist quest for heroines and
legends, and Arachne's quest for belonging. In~
~ Arachne does not move backward through time as
William Oawe in~ moves backward through geological
time. However, the researcher does move backward through
Arachne's past to claim her as a legend. The reader is
brought through a landscape familiar to twentieth-century
women in No Fixed Address. Arachne, as quester, constantly
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haunts along the margins of a tightlY sealed patriarchal
structure. only when Arachne enters a world uninhabited and
uncontrolled by this structure, a world which is a "four-
dimensional nothingness" (317), is freedom and discovery
given mythic proportions. This is the same fantastic world
of the North which dominates The Tent Peg. Thus while
Kroetsch' 5 quest moves into the past, van Hark's moves into
an unknown future. Kroetsch deconstructs a legend and van
Hark invents one. For Kroetsch women's quests are defined
through male quests but for van Hark women' 5 quests develop
separatoly and independently from male quests.~
Address explicitly depicts women's quests as being related
to women's desires.
Van Herk's parody of~ is signalled extensively
by the form and content of No Fixed Address. She
manipulates the naming strategies and surface form of
Kroetsch's novel. Like Kroetsch van Herk freezes episodes
and entitles them, creating the illusion of fixing them and
creating patterns. Such order is, of course, the order of
the trickster as the reader is warned in the beginning of
the text that: "Arachne has managed to get rid of what form
and structure there was to her \~ork, if not her life" (14).
The functions of the narrators/ implied authors are quite
similar in both novels as well. In Badlands Anna Dawe
presides over the pretext of her father's work and
reconstructs her own version of events. Her voice is
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indicated through the use of italics. In No Fixed AddreSS
the narrator presides over the pretext of the researcher and
she too reconstructs characters and events. Her voice is
heard through the italicized portions of the "notebooks".
Thus the narrative structures and the surface form of the
two novels are paralleled.
Various movements throughout~~
correspond to similar movements in Kroetsch' 5 novel. From
the beginning of No Fixed Address van Hark signals her
parody of~. For example, the second sections in
each text are comparable. In the second section of~
A~ entitled "The buried" (16-20) Josef and Arachne meet
in a graveyard over the skull of an Indian. Near the
opening of Kroetsch' s Badlands Web and Anna Yellowbird meet
in an Indian burial ground.'~ Arachne can also be read as a
female counterpart to Web, as her name suggests.~5 Josef and
Anna both share the cammon role as marginals in society-
Josef as an aged immigrant and Anna Yellowbird as a native
woman. While in~ Anna follows the men and becomes
part of their quest, in No Fixed Address this order is
reversed. Josef follows Arachne and becomes part of her
"amorous journey". While for Kroetsch the graveyard is a
reminder of the past which his characters are trying to
reclaim, for van Hark it is a connoctor between the
marginals of society - the haunting ground of the unwanted
who become the legends of the future.
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Throughout No Fixed Address a number of even more
specific references are made to Kroetsch's text. For
example, Arachne picks up a hitch-hiker outside Drumheller
who stinks horribly (JJ). In Badlands McBride gets skunked
and leaves the Dawe expedition near DrumhellE'r (39). In
Kroetsch's novel McBride is seduced away from the male quest
through his memories of family life. The section entitled
"You got till sun-up" (40-44) introduces a woman who is
forced into silence by her husband. The woman's face
seduces McBride from his quest. In No Fixed Address this
woman reappears. However, here she is not a welcoming face
behind the possessive hust!and, but a hostile, pregnant woman
alone with a dog {32-36). She serves to remind the reader of
what happens to so many women when well-meaning men, like
McBride, go off on their male quests.
A comparison of the episodes entitled "Swath" (185-189)
in No Fixed Address and "Tornado" (200-209) in~
discloses the se>:ual nature of Web's and Arachne's quests
and correlates sex and death. In "Swath" the sex act is
correlated directly to death as Arachne and Josef unite:
Riding under h.~s weight, the straw a cushion
and above his head the moon spiked against
the sky, Ara<::hne is lifted beyond herself.
They have not shed their clothes but they
are searingly naked, ....
Their bodies raw, cooling despite the warm
straw, she brings her hand up to his face.
It is wet. Arachne turns her head, the
field drawn with poplars black lace against
the feathered sky. "Look", she says, "the
trees" .
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He raises his head from her shoulder. It is
what you seQ at the ed;!G of your eye before
dying. black trees etch:! n9 an autu-n wind
(188) .46
In "Tornado" Anna Yellowbird and Wab consumaate their quests
in the Badlands of Southern Alberta and discover the
Daweosaurus in the process:
... "I could see Anna under 1118, on top of nae:
that ball or bolt or bomb of lightning had
entored through my asshole •.•. And the crack
of thunder deafened us. The inverted
universe and undescended testicles of the
divine, the refucking-union with the dead-"
(206-207) •
Both sceneE powerfully evoke the power of the sexual
experience and its relationship to the death instinct.
However, in~ this scene leads to the discovery of
the object of the quest. The dinosaur is unearthed and the
connection with the past made. In No Fixed Address Arachne
and Josef I s sexual relationship moves Arachne further away
from the social structure as it is because of Josef that she
flees to the north. While for Kroetsch the sex act
finalizes the quest, for van Herk it begins it.
Another interesting scene in NQ Fixed Address further
confirms and illuminates the parodic relationship between
van Herk's novel and~. The physical description of
lIWild Woman" (229-233) seems to share the configurations of
Kroetsch's Albertan Badlands. Both serve as unexpected
intrusions upon the prairie landscape. For Kroetsch the
Badlands of southern Alberta serve as a gateway into the
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past. For van Herk this unusual natural configuration
serves as a 'Way of further feminizing the prairie. It is
described as a "nipple of land on the breast of the world"
(232). While the Badlands of Kn.... tsch hide the secrets of
the past which men try to excavate, Arachne can see the
future from "wild Woman". Here she mysteriously hides
something. Dawe and Web dig into the land while Arachne
puts something in it:
And there they find the wild Woman, her
stone outline spread to infinite
sky .... Arachne will never get tired of
looking at the sky from within the woman's
arms, but she finally rises and stares
beyond the outline of rock to the horizon
that wheels four dimensions around her.
What secret burial shei makes before she
walks down the steep ridge to the car and
the waiting old man is buried there (232-
233) .
Towards the last part of the novel van Herk' s references
to Kroetsch' s work become more and more concise as the
reader is reminded of the different directions of the two
journeys- into the past and into the future. Kroetsch's
text is present through van Herk's journey into the miner's
house where Arachne becomes significantly buried beneath
male bodies (262-266). However, unlike Dawe, Arachne does
not enter the mine to dig into the past (~, 78-83)
but moves ahead into the future. It is significant that
Dawe's descent occurs near the beginning of~ and
Arachne's near the end of No Fixed Address. At the mine and
the house of the miner Arachne comes into contact with the
real world of the picaro. Here, she realizes that her quest
through travel is not only escap,=,. but a movement toward
freedom:
... their web of stories arouses in her a
nostalgia for disorder and unwholesomeness,
the satisfaction of a tattered life with no
obligaticns or rewards. She is lusting
after tawdriness again. as if it might be a
refuge. And she realizes. lh\tening to the
two men chip away at the past, that she is
escaping again. No, running toward
anonymity, absorption, relief from
expectation (260).
Arachne moves beyond the picaresque form which creates her
and becomes a new picara heading for a new world. It is
significant that hu,' last trick as a picara is the ambush of
Dougall McKay, himself a notorious picaro. 47 The new picara
robs the male picaro. She seeks her revenge and docs not
allow herself to be manipulated. Arachne I 5 quest continues
as van Herk moves beyond the picaresque form and further
parodies Kroetsch' 5 version of the male quest.
As Dawe faces himself in the personage of Grimlich. so
Arachne faces herself in the personage of the failed poet,
her doppelganger (272-277). Again Arachne escapes not
through the layers of geological time like Dawe, but into
the promise of a future in the North. Through these
correlations between Arachne and Dawe, Arachne is
transfonned from a Web-like figure into a Dawe-like
(legendary) figure. However, while Kroetsch demythologizes
Dawe. van Herk mythologizes Arachne.
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The legend of Arachne is advanced through her second
life, after her death in a Vancouver restaurant (280-284).
In this after-life Arachne is a legend. She first of all
kills the ferryman, who in Kroetsch's novel serves as the
link between the hidden world of the past and the present.
Once Arachne is freed of the past the novel moves out of
Kroetschls West and into Jack Hodgins' mythic British
Columbia. 48 In No Fixed Address Arachne discovers that her
maps are no longer useful to her as Vancouver Island is "the
edge; not the end, but edge, the border, the brink, the
selvage of the world" (291).49 Arachne goes over the edge
into the fantastic. beyond the mapped areas into the
unmapped Northern British Columbia and the Yukon. This is
her second life as the narrator assures the reader that
Arachne "has been back to Vancouver and died there, one of
her lives certainly over" (301). The magical Yukon
liberates the novel from any of the trappings of realism as
well as moves the quest for a future into uncertainty. This
is the same North as is celebrated in The Tent Peg and
Arachne is likened to an explorer of this new world:
Her life has become movement without end,
the grind of motion weadng itself into her,
wearing all else out. Still, Columbus
returned even when no one expected him to:
he did not sail off the edge of the world.
Arachne drives (304).
The picara is now explorer I discov...rer and legend- the new
picara.
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As Arachne enters the North another Intertext briefly
5urfaces- van Herk's own The Tent Peg. The Bear glacier
serves as the introduction to the Northern world (304-3011.
In The Tent peg the bear is presented as the embodiment ot
the female spirit of the North. 50 Here the glacier is nallled
for this feminine spirit and Arachne significantly falls to
her knees in worship and awe of the amazing sight (J07).
FurtheI'lllore, the final "notebook" conjures up the illlage of a
figure who recalls Ivan and Cap from The Tent Peg a:c; well as
Kroetsch's Web. He is a geologist who tells "bear stories,
helicopter stories, tornado stories, camp cook stories and
staking stories" (313) ,51 Thus besides echoing the texts of
Kroetsch and Hodgins, van Hark also recalls her own text.
As in The Tent Peg, the metaphor for the feminist artist
provides this text with its revolutionary spirit. Arachne
and the narrator .. like Tip in "Haiting for the Rodeo". are
metaphors for feminist artists. Also Arachne. s~"ilar to
J. L. and Deborah. is a waaver of stories. She creates
stories as she travels. Arachne as traveller is also
Arachne as artist. The maps which she employs to guide her
can be interpreted as representative of the literary forms
and conventions which the feminist artist manipulates in the
telling of both new and reclaimed stories. As Arachne
finally disregards the maps and Doves into unmapped
territories, so van Herk. transforms the conventions of the
picaresque Dade and moves into a forl:lless collage of
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juxtaposed episodes. Arachne as the ne.... picara abandons the
traditional literary fOrlll which has created her. The
biographer/ques'.::er also abandons her "notebooks" and joins
in Arachne's quest. Together, with tho narrator, they step
out of the text to invite the reader to become part of their
quest. Van Herk as the feminist postmodern writer also
abandons traditional farms and invites the reader to
participate in her creations. The unresolved ending of t:!2
Fixed Address is both utopian and metafictional in nature.
Arachne drives through the North throwing away underwear,
which is both symbolic of women's oppression within a
capitalistic society and of. the underlying structure which
gives the novel shape. 52 There is a sense that the world can
indeed be transformed through movement away from and
rejection of the existing order. No Fixed Address becomes
radical and revolutionary in this rejection, which is both
societal and literary.
The ultimate destination for the revolutionary
feminist is a new world free of class and gender
restrictions. Van Herk identifies this place within the
mythic North:
This is the ultimate frontier, a place where
the civilized melt away and the meaning of
mutiny is unknown, where manners never
existed and family backgrounds are erased.
It is exactly the kind of place for Arachne
(316) •
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This is a place of equality and freedom where people from
diverse backgrounds go and never come back. It is an
untaint'i!d and ideal homeland for the dispossessed. In a
literary sense, it is that space where the modal becomes a
blur,S] beyond a decisive literary form. It is the place
where the reader, protagonist, narrator, researcher and
implied author escape after they ha....e taken off their
underwear!
The utopian feminist act is to ultimately reject and
create anew. In e literary sense it is the virgin territory
of the experimental text- the metamorphosis of a form into
something different, of a picara into a new picara. As
readers we have teen seduced into a fictional world where we
glimpse a vision of an ambiguous utopia. This utopia offers
a kind of freedom which is both enticing and frightening. As
the feminist postmodern rejects societal and literary norms,
she frees herself. Yet she then finds herself in
untravelled territory where her world is undefined and often
isolating. Like the researcher and the reader, the feminist
postmodern has "lit out" and "now (she] can't stop" (317).
The reader finds herself in a similar situation. She cannot
resist the lure of the text and the fact that it allows har
the freedom to interpret it in many possible ways. Van Hark
leaves us with an albeit temporary and ambiguous, but
nevertheless nostalgic place to inhabit. As van Herk
becomes a revolutionary writer she invites us to become
revolutionary readers.
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Endnotes
1. Though the full title of the novel is No Fixed Address'
An Amorous Journey, it is referred to simply as~
~.
2. See Kroetsch's assignment of man to motion and woman to
stasis in "An Erotics of Space" as discussed above in
Chapter two. Arachne defies this binary construction.
3. Wayne Ters, Rev. of No Fixed Mdress, Border crossings 5:
-4 (Fall, 1986) 56. MacLaren also briefly notes the
relationship between the texts in his biocritical essay on
van Herk (xxxiii).
-4. In one layer of The StUdhorse Man Hazard dies in a fire
and comes back to life after Martha makes love to him (152-
155). In No Fixed Address the researcher is unsure as to
whether or not Arachne died from eating poisonous fish in a
Vancouver restaurant.
5. Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of
~entury Art Forms (New York and London:
Methuen,1985) 87.
6. Aritha van Herk, "The Art of Blackmail: Secrets and
seeing", Canadian Literature 100 (Spring, 1984): 330.
7. Linda Hutcheon offers a fairly indepth analysis of If.Q
Fixed Address as a parody of the picaresque form in a
chapter entitled '" Shape Shifters': Canadian Women Writers
and the Tradition" in The Canadian Postmodern, 107- 137.
Hutcheon concentrates mainly on the novel's parodic
relationship with the picaresque, though she does mention
that there are other influences and parodies operating. such
as the parodies of women's travel literature and the
western. LS. MacLaren also refers to the picaresque in !:i.s
brief analysis of No Fixed Address in his biocritical etl'IY.
a. The term "mode" directly refers to Ulrich wicks'
interpretation of the picaresque as a genre. Though this
theory will be discussed in more detail later in this
Chapter, it is useful to point out here that Wicks! model
allows for a number of influences to operate ....ithin the
picaresque. Stle Ulrich wicks, "The Nature of picaresque
Narrative: A Modal Approach", upstarts Wanderers or
Swindlers' Anatomy of the Picaro A Critical Anthology, eds.
Gustavo PelIon and Julio Rodriquez- Luis (Amsterdam: Rodopi,
1986) 103-111.
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9. Some examples of these early picaresque novels are Juan
Ruiz's Libra de BueD Arnor (1348). the anonymous Lazarillo de
~ (1554), Mateo Aleman's GUZman de Alfarache (1599),
and Francisco de Ouevedo's La Vida del Buseon LLamado DOD
~ (1626).
10. Peter N Dunn, liThe Picara: The Rogue Female ll , In
~s Wanderers or Swindlers' Anatomy of the Pican A
Critical Anth.QA.Qgy ads. Gustavo Pellon and JUlio Rodrlquez-
Luis (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1986) 246.
11. In A Theory of Parody' The Teachings of TWQntieth~
Century Art Forms Hutcheon notes that parody inverts nerms
as well as adheres to them. She claims that parody does not
have to mock or ridicule but produces an ironic difference.
As such she notes that parody is "fundamentally double and
divided; its ambivalence stems from the dual drives of
conservative and revolutionary forces that are inhsrent in
its nature ... to (26). Arachne as a parody of the picaro both
adheres to and inverts his characteristics.
12. Hutcheon also notes this in The Canadian Postmodern,
125, though she does not extend the comparison.
13. Arltha van Herk, No Fixed AddreSS: An Amorous Journey
(1.9861 Paper back edition, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart-
Bantalll Inc., 1987) 41.
14 • Edward Freidman, The Antiheroine's Voice: Narrative
piscourse and Transformations of the Pi caresque (Columbia:
University of Missouri Press, 1987) 227. Freidman does not
refer to No Fixed Address directly. However, his analysis
of the narrat!ve structures of the twentieth-century
transformations of thE'! picaresque is applicable to~
~ . Reference will be made to his observations as this
chapter progresses.
15. The role and definition of the implied author will be
discussed in more detail later when the narrative
transformations of the picaresque are analysed.
16. For a fuller discussion of the picaro's tendency to long
for a better place in the social structure see Harry Seiber,
The Pic;arf'~, The Critical Idiom (London: Methuen, 1985)
54-55. For the implications of this for the picara see Peter
Dunn, liThe Picara: The Female Rogua'l, 246-247.
17. See "picaros and Priestesses; Repentent Rogues" as
quoted earlier, 17.
18. Arachne cuts her hair short and dyes it blonde to escape
the police. See "Cover", 270-271.
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19. See Ovid's Met!lm0rphQses. Book VI, trans. A. D. Melville,
ed. E.J. Kenney (Oxford: Oxford university Press, 1986) 121-
125.
20. Edgar M Glenn, The Metamorphoses' Ovid1g Roman G.ID!lH
(New York and London: university Press of America, 1986) 73.
21. The relationship between Thena and Arachne has also been
examined briefly by I. 5. MacLaren • xXlCVi-xxxvii.
22. This section was published separately as "Bail skippers
and Bacchants", Canadian Fiction Magazine 53 (1985): 89-97.
23. Both Thena and Two-halves are radical feminists Who
encourage the separation of women from men and the formation
of a sub-culture of women.
24. This party will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter.
25. Freidman refers to the picara as the antiheroine as
indicated by the title of his text The Antiheroine's voice:
Narratiye Oiscourse and the Transformation of the
~.
26. Here I am referring to the poststructuralist notion
that language both describes and is defined by experience.
Van Herk perpetuates this notion through Arachne and the
other marginalized characters of No Fixed Address.
27. This term is used extensively by Sandra Gilbert and
Susan Gubar in a chapter entitled "Sexual Linguistics:
Women's Sentence, Hen's Sentencing", in No Han's Land' The
Place of the Woman writer in the Twentieth- Century (New
Haven and New York: Yale university Press, 1988) 227-271-
They claim that women writers take a revisionist approach to
language and concentrate on how women's texts reflect their
author's linguistic discomfort. While Gilbert and Gubar use
the term "linguistic marginality" to concentrate
specifically on how language defines experience, here the
term is expanded to illuminate how language constructs
Qxperlence and identity.
28. It is interesting to remember that the mythological
Arachne also does not use language to communicate. She. uses
her tapestries.
29. The focus on the alphabet surfaces in the works of many
feminist wrlters as an area of major concern. Gilbert and
Gubar claim: "Thus, the complQx process of reinventing,
relearning, or re-viewing thQ alphabet ... bccomQs for these
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women a crucial act of both sel.f-difference and self-
assertion" (No Man I S Land, 269).
30. See the section entitled "Routes of Passage", 119-124.
The title of this passage reca11s MargarQt Laurence's
section "Rites of Passage" in The Diviners and serves as a
parody of this kind of realistic portrait of the coming of
;!·~e of a young woman.
31. Freidman claims the implied author as the "presence of
the author in the discourse of the narrator" (xiii). :In.MQ.
~~ the implied author and the narrator are one
and the same as the narrator is the editor of the pretext
and inventor of the fiction.
32. No Fixed Address, 64-65. This scene reinforces the
notion of an uncaring and de-humanized society.
33. Aritha van Herk, "A Literary Affair", Driving Home, eds.
Barbara Belyea and Estelle Dansereau (Waterloo: wilfred
Laurier university Press, 1984) 72.
34. Freidman notes that the author as editor presiding over
a pretext is quite common in the twentieth-century
transformations of the picaresque (xiv-xv). He refers
specifically to the narrative structures of Hasta no yerte
~ by Elena pointowska (1969) and Tereza Batista
cansada de guerra by Jorge Amado (1972).
35. Again, this is MacLaren's term (xxxv). Here my reading
of the "you" agrees ....ith Hutcheon and Maclaren, though my
interpretation of the narrating figure differs.
36. For a fuller discussion of the complicity of the
feminism of The Tent Peg with humanism refer to the previous
chapter.
37. The reference to the secret is made by Aritha van Herk
in tiThe Art of Blackmail: Secrets and Seeing" which has been
quoted near the opening of this chapter.
38. As noted above, MacLaren refers to the "you" as the
"realistic reader". He does not also claim the researcher
as the "you" as I have done in this chapter.
39. Aritha van Herk, "A Literary Affair", 71-74. This
article, as quoted earlier in this chapter, compares the
relationship between the writer and reader to that of
lovers.
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40. The sections of No Fixed Ad~ where the implied
author/ narrator spea)l;s are in italics, suggesting a certain
marqinalization even from the text which she is
constructing.
41. wi.cks notes that in many picaresque novels there are
other modes. He suggests the following modal approach to
literature with the picaresque as ill mode which is influenced
by the other modes. This is his modal structure:
satire picaresque comedy HISTORY sentjment tragedy romance,
104.
42. I have not discovered any critical material which notes
that 1i2....l.1xed Address is a parody of~.
43. Arltha van Herk, "Biocritical Essay l1,~
Kroetsch Papers' The First Accession, eds. Jean Tener and
Apollonia Steele (Calgary: University of Calgary Press,
1986) xxix.
44. Robert Kroetsch, .6.M!.!.5llli!§. • General Paperbacks edition
(1975; Toronto: General PUblishing Company of Canada, 198:1.)
6-9.
45. Arachne' s name can be interpreted as having double
significance. It refers to the Arachne of ovid's
Metamorphoses and as the female counterpart to Kroetsch' s
Web, who weaves tall-tales.
46. MacLaren offers Q detailed and quite an interesting
reading of this scene.
47. Dougall recalls the scottish outla.... and follo....er of Rob
Roy in sir Walter Scott's~. See Clarence L. Barnhart,
ed., The New Century cyclopedia of Names, vol. I (New York:
Appleton, Century, Crofts Inc., 1954) 1321.
48. The reference here is to the Vancouver Island created by
Jack Hodgins in works like Spit (}glaney's Island (1976) and
The Inyention of the War] d (1977).
49. This edge recalls Hodgins' "dividing line" between
reality and fantasy in "Separating". spit Delaney's Island
(Toronto: MacMillan, 1976) 7, 23.
50. For more details see the preceding chapter .T.h§~
Circumcising the North.
51. All of these stories are told in The Tent Peg and
~.
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52. See the discussie.n above on the first "notebook" for a
presentation of the rnetafictional iJllplications of underwear.
53. The reference here is to the Ulrich wicks' modal which I
have been referring to throughout this chapter.
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Conclusion
Exiting fram this thesis is even more difficult than
exiting f::=om van Herk's individual texts. This study has
attempted to trace the various manifestations of van Herk' s
feminist postmodern poetics throughout her fiction. The
preceding chapters have especially focused on narrative
strategies, intertextuality. and the reclaiming of
mythology. Van Hark's texts have been placed in the
discursive and cultural context out of 'Which they are
generated. single conclusions cannot be made as a feminist
postmodern poetics still remains undeflned and perhaps is
undefinable. In order to hypothesize about the tuture of
van Herk' s fiction it is necessary to comment briefly upon
some of the interpretations offered in this thesis.
Van Hcrk's feminist postmodern poetics is always evident
in her textual practice. All of her fiction challenges both
literary and societal conventions. For example,~
challenges the form of the "realist regional" and
simUltaneously deconstructs the binary constructions
associated wJ.th this form. The Tent Peg works within the
journal form and transforms it into a SUbjective and multi-
vocal discourse. No Fixed Address both adheres to and
subverts the picaresque and quest traditions. These
literary subversions are in themselves feminist
aChievements. Van Herk also subverts societal norms as she
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questions the social construction of gender, reclaims
women's neglected mythologies, and writes women into
experiences and positions previously denied them.
Therefore, van Herk's feminist postmodern poetics uniteo the
aesthetic and the politicaL Fernininism and postmodernism
become inseparable in van Herk's fictions. The many layers
of her texts generate literary and cultural critiques. Her
texts are produced in the "world" and hopefully in turn will
affect the "world". 1
Towards the end of No Fixed Address, and especially in
the short fiction PUblished since then, van Hark begins to
move away from the boundaries of both the short story and
novel forms. Her work turns increasingly toward hermeneutic
philosophy, metafiction and self-reflexivity. At the
forefront of this questioning is WOMJ\N and her place in
twentieth-century postmodern society. Van Herk does not
offer any answers but, from a feminist postmodern
perspective, the questions themselves are SUfficient.
It is too soon to comment upon how Aritha van Herk's
questions will be received, in the long run, by the literary
establishment. As this thesis has highlighted, the initial
critical reception has not always been encouraging. Often
van Herk's feminist postmodern poetics is misread by critics
who are not sympathetic to either feminism or postmodernism.
Yet, one hopes that despite these readings the reader w111
actively participate in van Herk's texts. The reader of her
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fiction must actively respond to her seduction as van Herk
notes in ttA Litorary Affair": "it is time for both readers
and writers to bypass middlemen as interpreters/
interrupters of our culture and to converge as lovers" (73).
As lover. the reader enters van Herk' 5 texts and shares
in her vision. As this thesis has indicated, this vision is
ambiguous a:1d unfixed. However, the reader is seduced by
this ambiguity as she joins van Herk in an exploration of
the connections between feminism and postmodernism. The
idealistic words of Carolyn J. Allen seem to ap!lropriately
con 'ley the vision shared by van Herk and her thorcughly
seduced reader:
We keep try Ing to escape the old roads while
we change the cultural and social maps that
have kept wOlllan from finding herself and
women from shaping the world. We use what
we can, we go where we must; the master's
tools may not help us dismantle his house,
but they might tell us how and why it was
built in the first place ....We hope for ;1
different, freer future, one that we are
still beginning to imagine. We make our
theory and act our practice to ensure the
social and cultural incorporation of
feminist goals, to name that future not
postmodernism but postfeminism. 2
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Endnotes
1. The word "world" is being used to evoke the politcal
i.nterpretation of texts as worldly liS noted by Edward Said,
The World The Text The critic (Cambridge, Massachutttes:
Harvard university Press, 1983).
2.carolyn J. 1\11en. "Feminist Criticism and Postmodern!sm",
Tracing Literary Theory, ed. Joseph Natoli (Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987) 297.
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